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SECTION I

FRAMEWORK OF THE EVALUATION
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A. HISTORY

In response to expressed community need, a Comprehensive Child Care

Program was developed by the San Jose Model CitieA Health and Social Ser-

vices Task Force for implementation during the first action year. The child care

package consisted of: (1) five direct service programs, (2) a special contract

with the Social Planning Council for the development of a Comprehensive Corn-

munity Child Care (4 -C's) organization and (3) a contract with Pacific T. .& 7-, A.

for Evaluation and Monitoring of the five direct service programs. Local share

funding was provided by Model Cities and a 3:1 match was secured from the

Federal government, through the Department of Social Services,' under pro-

vision of Title IV-A of the Social Security Act. The entire child care package

was contracted to the Depart,znent of Social Services as the administering ageficy,

and sub-contracts were negotiated by the Department of Social Services with the

operating agencies.

The iiire direct §,ervice programs, includin four centers and one family day
;

care project, were funded to serve 230 Model Neighborhood children as

follows:

11 San Juan T3autista Child Development Center -50 children

2) Los Pequenitos Child Development Center (Gardner area) - -50 children

3) Green Valley Preschool and Child Care Center-30 children

4) CASA Family-Child Center - -50 children.

5) St. Mark's Family Day Care Project-50 children

5



The stated purpose of the programs was "to provide quality child

care primarily for children who need care and supervision because their

Iparent: -; are employed or enrolled in job training programs. five

programs were selected to ensure balanced geographic dispersal and an

adequate variety of alternatives within the community. Contracts stipulated

that the operating agencies were required fo.comply with the Federal Inter-

agency Day Care Requirements (FIDCIts); on the assumption that full com-

pliance would ensure the delivery of quality care.

The contract with Pacific T. & T. A. specifically provided for evalua-

tion of these five operating agencies. ,No provision was made for evaluating

the SPC contract. Evaluation was to be directed largely toward a deter-

mination of the extent to which the FII1CRs and state standards were being

met. Within this broad definition, however, the CDP stipulated that "the

specific design and implenientation of the evaluation process shall be left

up to the contracting agency. 2

1

2

San Jose Model Cities Comprehensive Demonstration Plan (CDP), p. 98.

Ibid. , p., 99.
6
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1

13. RATIONALE AND CONSTRAINTS

In developing a specific evaluation design,' Pacific T. & T. A. began
with the classical model for effective impact evaluation and adapted this

.model to the realities of the San Jose Comprepensive Child Care Program.

Thus, "the classical model of impact evaluation starts with an identification

of the goals or objectives of a'program and then proceeds to determine the

extent to which they are attained. The latter is accomplished by measur-

ing the relevant change, if any, which takes place between ,the baseline

period and some later point in time. 113 As noted earlier', the objectives

put forward in the CDP called for "quality 'care" for cl ildren whose parents

are working or.in training. It further stated "th? provision of these

services is expected to promote and en nce indep ndent family life, pre -

vent child neglect, and increase th health, education and employment op-
,'

4portunities of Model Cities residents." In order to measure attainment

of such broad objectives it is essential that they be operationalized;

"-defined -poncretely so that they-can-be-translated -in-te-measureable dimen-
5sions for which indicators of effectiveness can be found."

3

Chicago Model Cities Program Evaluation, Barton-Aschman Associates,Feb., 1971, p. ix.

4San Jose Model Cities CDP, p.08

5Chicago Model Cities Program Evalufation, op. cit., p. ix.

7
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The first requirement, then, in designing the evaluation study was

to identify specific program goals from which evaluation criteria could

be developed. Because of the crucial role of cit0 s in the formulation

and implementation of Model Cities' programs, it was further slecitled to

involve the appropriate citizens' , the Child tare sub - committee

of the Health and Social Services Task Force)-in this process.
, .... . . .

The second requirement was to deVelop a methodology which would

enable the evaluators to determine the extent.to which objectives (including, ow.

compliance with the FIDCR) were attained. Evaluators needed to be cogni-

zant of four specific constraints in the development of such a methodology:

O

(1) The available time-span from the point of securing baseline

data to follow-up was neessailly short. Little dramatic

change can be expected in a short time, and small changes

are the most difficult to measure.

(2) Many variables in addition to participation in child care

programs affected the lives of modelncighborhood resi-

dents._ It Avas_therefore virtually impossible to isolate

those changes which were directly attributable to the

programs under study. The only "scientific" Way to do

this was to divert half of the population applying for

child care into a . control group. However, the manipula-

tion of populations in desperate need of services is not

8
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(3)

(4)

socially justifiable and certainly not practical or desirable

in this situation.

-The programs under study were new and in the process of

change. Such change, while desirable from the standpoint

of program improvenient, increases the difficulties in any
. -.. .

evaluation process which presupposes a controlledsituation.

High. mobility and job instability was likely to be character-

istic of model neighborhood residents and could be expected

.'

to result in considerable population turnover in the programs
.

under study.

The evaluation methodology was designed to allow for these constraints.

Large samples and broad indicators from multiple source were util-

ized Qas an alternative to less appropriate precise scientific investigation.

Within these onstraints,, however, every effort was made to secure the

,most complete and accurate data possible.

The third requirement was that the "evaluation should be. concerned

not only with measuring the impact of a program but also with detertnining

which of its features account for success or failure. This knowledge is
6essential for correcting its weaknesses." This concept was underscored

in the following statements abstracted from the CDP section on Evaluation:

"The ,goa evaluation is to insure the Model_Cities programs and projects

achieve the best results he community for the money and effort invested...

6

Chicago Model CitieS Program Evaluation, 22. cit.

9.
-5-
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Clearly, post-mertern evaluations would only tell us 'what to doletter the
Jiext time. Our job is tc know how to -do well this time... The culmination

117
of evaluation is positive actionSo change or,improve program's-and projects.

IThe third requirement, therefore, called for the development of a mechan-

ism.for. consistent feedback; both to the operating and adminis'terirfg agencies;
in order to provide the opportunity for timely corrective action based on the
evaltation findings. The Work Plan outlined in the contract between the

Department of Social 'Services and Pacific T. & T. A. covers these primary
elements of the evaluation design. A more detailed description is given in
the section on Methodology..

a

7

San,Jose Model Cities 6DP, p. 298

i0
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Work Wan8 ,

"The Contractor shall, in a satisfactory and proper manner as. determined
by the Agency, evaluate the five (5) degnated programs (and the satellite
homes attached to the St. Marks project) which together comprise the San
Jose Model Cities Child Care Program, as.follows:

Work with the Model Cities Child Cate Task Committee,
the Citizens:Advisery Committee, representatives of
local consulters and program. staff to:

a. Develop specific goals and evaluation criteria
b. Submit instruments to assure that they are

compatible with local prioritie`s and criteria ./
(No instrument will be administered to pare
children or staff without prior approval fthe
Child Care Task Committee or other representa-
tives of local consumers and program staff)

c. Provide periodic reports based on the on-going
analysis

Collect.and analyze data directed tward:

a. Determining whether programs meet or exceed'
Federal Interagency Requirements and *le State
of California Department of Social Welfare standards
with rospect to ,Physical setting, staffing; program
content, nutrition, health, social services and
other aspects.

b. Determining whether the individual center programs
O fulfill the goals established for them with respect to

the needs of the children, the needs of the fa Hies,
and the soundness and efficiency of their op ratikin.

c. Identifying the program components and opera onal
procedures which are post effective in achieving
the established goals.

d. Comparing the programs with each other in terms
of goals, achievement and effectiveneSs in the
delivery of services.

Develop all apprbpriate instruments (check lists, profiles, ques-
tionnaires, interview schedules, etc.) and recruit and train per-
sonnel required to secure the necessary data."

8
From contract between the Department of SOcial Services and Pacific
T. & T. A.

-7-



In addition/to the above contractual commitmont-to evaluation,

Pacific T. & T. A. agreed to undertake monthly Monitoring activities.

/

This request was made by the Model Cities Planner at the inception of

the program, when the CPA and MC-S,T had not yet developed in-house

monitoring capability.

The difference between monitoring and evaluation can be briefly

described as follows: monitoring is a regular "checking -up" procedure,-

to determine how a is progressing in achieving specific ou,tputs.

. (e. g. , Is the program o erational? Who and how many'4are being served?

What is the status of regid t employment?). It is based on the progranis

own regular records and report:; and information so secured is fed into

the Model Cities Management Information System. Evaluation, on the

other'hand, depends upon developing additional sources of data to validate ,

the information secured through monitoring and to measure program
A

effectiveneSs and efficiency.

Monitoring and evaluation are. separate but complementary processes,

and carrying both on simultaneously had.both advantages and disadvantages:
k

The primary advantage derived from the fact that monitoring activities

were'directi, undertaken by the Evaluation Project Director, providing

an opportunity, for regular monthly contact with, the Directors and the prQ-

gram operations. As a result, the Evaluation Director was able to closely

observe on-going changes and to secure factual'data on a monthly basis..

12,
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The primary disadvantage was based on the necessity for maintaining a

separation between the two activities: at least in the initial stages, moni-

toring reports had to be kept objective anu non-judgmental in order to avoid

jeopardizing relationships or otherwise hampering the evaluation efforts.

There was also the necessity for 'retaining a perspective in relation

to the long-range evaluation goals, without beiag unduly influenced by par-

ticular information brought to the attention of the Evaluator in the course

of monitoring visits. For example, the evaluation design included a staff -7

questionnaire designed to Yield information about numbers of staff members

having common 'concerns. Therefore, if an individual staff member men-
I "5

tioned a special concern to the evaluator in the course of a monitoring visit,

it was important to delay reporting this information until all staff mem -

bers had been heard from.

These matterSwere ofealt with by scrupulous respect for confidences

sha4ed, by r efraining from generalizing on the basis of single comments or

attitudes communicated by single individuals, and by double-checking all

interviewee reports (generally with the Director) before releasing moni-

toring informatiorj.

As trust avow, based on these precautions, it became progressively

more possible to include appropriate qualitative commentary in the evalua-

tor's monthly monitoring reports. The specific approaches utilized in

relation to monitoring will be covered more detail in the following

tion on methodology.

4
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C. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACII

As indicated in The previous section, there were-three primary re-

quirements in de'veloping the evaluation design:

A. DevelOpment of specific goals and evaluation criteria

Development of a methodology to determine the extent

to which objectives were attained

C. Development of a mechanism for consistent feedl)ack

Each of these, plus the monitoring approach, will be examined in

detail in this section.

A. Development Of Goals And Criteria

The basic broad goals for both the child care programs and the evaltia-

tion study had been -spelled out in the CDP, based largely on the thinking

of the Healthand Social Services Task Force. It was therefore:decided

that this citizen's body, through its Sith-conimittee on Child Care, should

be primarily responsible for the detailed formulation o". measurable, goals

and objectives: The evaluator abslracted all relevant statements from

the CDP and approved project proposals. Using these as a starting point,

the evaluator worked with the Sub-committee and staff to refihe, expand

and clarify these statements.
>,

The first action taken by the Sub-committee in connection with this

p-ocesS was to adopt a staternen:, of goals for the evaluation study itself..

14
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The statement of goals adopted by the Sub-committee on Child Care is

reproduced below:

San Jose Child Care Evaluation Project

(Evaluation of five programs which together comprise the
San Jose Comprehensive Child Care Program)

GOALS OF THE EVALUATION STUDY

I. Develop an evaluation program based on local priorities
and goals, and provide feed-back to aid programs in
4chieving these goals.-

II.- A. Determine whether programs meet or exceed
Federal and State standArds..

-B. Determine whether the programs meet the needs
of the children.

C. Determine whethe'r the programs meet the needs .

of model neighborhood families.

D. Determine the soundness and efficiency of program
operations.

E. Identify the program components which are most
effective in achieving the established goals.

III. Compare -, the programs with each other in terms of goal
achievement and effectiveness.

15
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1. Goal I

It will be seen that involving the sub-committee in delineating specific

objectives was itself a first step in implementing Goal I. A further step

was the agreement that all instruments developed by the evaluator would

be submitted to the sub-committee for comment and approval before any

questionnaires were actually utilized as part of the evaluation study. And

finally, the sub-committee recommended that questionnaires developed for

parents should provide an opportunity for the parents to express their

priorities and expectations in relation to the delivery of child care services.

This recommendation was followed (see sample of Parent Questionnaire in

the Appendix)., The methods which were developed for providing feedback

will be discussed on p. 43 ff.

2. Goal II

Goal II, A. It was determined that issues of compliance with

FIDCRs could best be accomplished through, the monitoring process. A

Monitoring Checklist and Nain-active Report form was developed from the

FIDCRs;:this served as the basis Of the monitoring interviews. This instru-

ment, like all others, was submitted to the sub-committee for prior review.

Goal II, D. relating to the "needs of the children" and Goal H, C.,

relating to the "needs of model neighborhood families" were- the real state-
.

'ments of fundamental program objectives; as such, they were the keys to

,evaluation. Neither of these broad and crucial statements-had boon opera-

tionalized. The sub-committee therefore focussed its full,attention on

16
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developing the specific objectives and strategies which would make measure-

ment possible.. The specific program objectives and suggested strategies

for Goals II,13 and 11, C which served as the .f.w.damentaf guide for evalua-

tion effort are shown on the following pages.

GOAL 11,13.

General Objective 1: Increase child care facilities in the MNA

Specific Objectives: Serve 230 MN children in facilities

in or near the model neighborhood. Make child care

available to all MN children who need it.

Suggested Strategies: Investigate program locations

and transportation problems. Analyze enrollment

figures and eligibility revirements, ,

-

General Objective 2: Prevent child neglect

Specific Objectives; Offer safe care for children while

parents work, attend school, or otherwise need these

services for their children.

Suggested Strategies: Investigate physical-safety

factors. Investigate adequacy of supervision.

General Objective 3: Provide an educational program

Specific Objectives: Contribute to the development of a

positive self-image. Enhance children's social, eognitive
r.

anct communication skills.

17
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General Objective 4:

Suggested Strategies: Make on-site observations of

program components, including: Quantity and quality

of adult-child interactions, specific nature of program

activities, variety and availability of equipment, and

general behavior of children.

Provide Health Care

Specific Objectives: Secure or generate comprehensive

diagnostic information about immunizations and dental,

visual, auditory or other health pkoblems. Develop an

effective system for following through to secure appro-

priate treatment.

Suggested Strategies: Examine medical records,

involvement of medical personnel, and appropriate-
>

ness and effectiveness of follow-up procedures.

Intervi6w parents regarding child health.

General Objective 5: Provide a nutrition. program

Specific Objectives: Provide nutritionally balanced meals

and snacks for all children enrolled. Introduce special

foods to correct identified nutritional deficiencies.

N.7 18
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Suggested Strategies: Study menus, food prepara-

tion methods, and the availability of a consultant

on nutrition.

General Objective G: Provide Social Services

Specific Objectives: Make counseling and guidance avai

able for the development of an individual case plan forr-ea-Cli

child. Provide an effective program of referral to addi-

tional resources as needed.

General Objective 1:

Suggested Strategies: Investigate availability of social

services, frequency and nature of use, and parent

satisfaction.

GOAL II, C.

Improve parents mobility

in the area of gainful employment and/or training

for employment.

Specific Objectives: Free parents ftVengage in work or

training prbgrams.

Suggested Strategies: Determine actual changes in

parent employment or training situation since en-

rollment in child care program.

19
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Specific Objectives: involve parents in the decisiori-

making process.

GeneralObjective 2: Improve the family life

situation of families who'need child) care for

reasons other than work or training.

Specific Objectives: Make services available to parents

who do not work but have other needs for child care

services.

Suggested Strategies: Interview parents about reasons

General Objective 3:

for needing child care and changes in the family's life

as a result of utilizing these services.

Assure parental control over

the lives of their children.

Suggested Strategies: Investigate composition andjune-,

tion of parent advisory committees and governing boards. N

General Objective 4: Develop a-cooperative and-

mutually supportive relationship between home and Center.

Specific Objectives: Implement a program for systematic

communication with parents.

Suggested Strategies: Examine parent-Center com-

munication, including formal and informal parent

conferences, pa,.ent education classes, discussion

A

groups, etc.^
0(..f



General Objective 5: Meet total family needs for child

care services.

Specific Objectives: Provide a variety of program

alternatives.

Suggested Strategies: Study variety of program

designs and accessibilitk of the different programs.

Interview parents about difficulties in securing

services.

General Objective 6: Upgrade economic situation of model

neighborhood .residents.

Specific Objectives: Provide employment and career'
opportunities for model neighborhood residentS.

Suggested Strategies: Determine the number of MN_

_staff employed., salaries, training programs and

promotional opportunities within the Centers.

Goals H, D, II E. , and III involve analysis of data secured in measur-,
ing the preceding objectives, and this analysis was deemed to be the respon-

sibility of the Evaluator. The result of, this analysis constitutes the primary

a s of this report.

I) 'neation of the Goals of Evaluation and the development of specific

criteria for m asurement of program objectives was accomplished, with

numerous revision., lxid reconsiderations, at four sub-committee meetings,

21



-covering a span of two and a half months. Most of these meetings were also

attended by the Model Cities Planner (on loan from the Department of Soc-

ial Services), the Department of Social Services Evaluation Monitor, the

Model Cities ,Community-Representative, the CDA Project Specialist, and the

Model Cities CDA Evaluator. The final meeting, at which the statement of

objectives was formally adopted was also attended by the Operating Agency

(0/A) Directors. All of these persons contributed to the final product,

which was approved by the sub-committ e on October 12, 1971.

22
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13. Development Of The Methodology To Determine The Extent To
Which Objectives Were Attained

When the delineation of evaluation goals and the development of spec-,

ific measurement criteria for programs had been accomplished, the basic

measurement strategies were then analyzed by the evaluator in terms of the

sources of data and 4 s r L,. of instruments which would be needed, as

follows:

Strategy,1: Investigate program locations and transportation problems.

Analyze enrollment figures and eligibility-requirements.

Data Souree: Director

Parents

Program Records

Instruments: Monitoring Checklist and
Ilarrative Form

Parent Questionnaire-

Strategy 2: Investigate physical safety factors.

Investigate adequacy of supervision.

Data Source: Director

Direct Observation

*Parents

* Staff

*The following note is applicable to all points with asterisk: Whjde safety
factors, and the educational component can best be studied by direct observa-
tion, opinions of staff and parents also were solicited iri tilicse areas.

23 vl



. Instruments:

sA

Monitoring Checklist

On-site Observation Form

Parent Questionnaire

`Staff Questionnaire

Strategy 3: Make on-site observations of prOgram components, including:

Quantity and quality of adult-child interactions, specific nature of program

I

activities, variety and availability of equipment, and general behavior of

children.

Data Source: Direct ObsOiyation

*Parents

*Staff

Instruments: On-site Observation Form
4

Parent Questionnaire

'Staff Questionnaire

Strateg5, 4: Eicarnine medical records, involvement of medical personnel,

and appropriateness and effectiveness of follow-up procedures.

Interview parents regarding child health.

Data Source: Records

Director

Parents

Instruments: Monitoring Checklist

Parent Questionnaire

21
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Strategy 5: Study menus, food preparation methods, and the availability

of a consultant on nutrition. N.
Data Source: Director .

Direct Observation

Instruments: Monitoring Checklist

On-site Observation Forte

Strategy 6: Investigate availability of social services, frequency and nature

of use,' and parent satisfaction.'

Data Source: Director

Parents

Instruments: Monitoring Checklist

Parent Questionnaire

Strategy 7: Determine actual changes in parent employment or training

situation since enrollment in child care program.
1,,

Data Sourc'e: Parents

Instruments: Parent Questionnaires ("before" and "after")

Strategy 8: Interview parents about reasons for needing child care and changes

in the family's life as a result of utilizing these services.

Data Source: Parents

Inatiuments: Parent Questionnaire °

25
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.
Stratepy 9: Investigate,composition and functiQnof parent advisory corn-

mIttees and-governing boards.,

Data Sotiree: Director.
0

Instruments Chedkli4t.
4

-Strategy 10: Examine parent.,-Center cqpinunication, including formal and

informal parent confernces,:i'parent educ9.tioh,classes, discussion groups,

etc.

.
Data Source: DiAcfbbservation

Instrunient/s:

Director

Staff

Parents

On-site ObservatiOn. Form

-Monitoring Checklist

Staff Questionnaire,

Parent Questionnaires..

Strategy.11: Study program designs and accessibility 61 the Oil-

ierent programs.

Interview parents about difficulties in securing services.)
Data Sciurce: . Director

Direct Observation

ThParents

C

26
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Instrumells: Monitir ling Checklist
/

'On-site Observation F
r

Parent Sucestionnaire

Strategy 12: D&termine the number of_MN,staff erapnyed, saldries,

trainingoprograms and promotional opportunities *ichin The Center4.
-

Data Source: Director

Instuments: Monitoring Checklist

Staff Questionnaire

Four basic forms were required to accomplish data collection for

the evaluation:

1. The Monitoring Checklist and Narrative Form.

2. Questionnaires for :interviewing parents (two forms were

required to pleasure impact in the sense of comparing

responscfs on a'"befcire" form, adminiStered early in

the contract year, with responses on an "after" form,

administered late in the contract year).

It should be noted that there was initial consideration of the desirability of
conducting before and after studies of the children. It was jointly decided by
the Evaluator, the sub-committee and Model Citids and Department of
Social Services staff not to implement This approach for the following reasons:
teit do not accurately measure the achievements of minority children, par-
ticularly those who are bi-lingual; the time span was too short to allow for
significant change even if his were measurable; the anticipated turnover
would be too high to allow for an adequate follow-up sample; "pooripeople
are tired of baying their children tested;"aw, it wasn't necessary for the infor-
mation we were :;et,1<ing. Questions about child satisfaction with the program
were, however, included in the parent, questionnaire.

27'
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3. A staff questionnaire.

4. A form for structured on- to observations.

These basic forms were therefore developed, pre-tested, submitted

to the sub-committee, revised, translated into Spanish, and finally utilized
4/

for basic data collection. Some revision of the forms was also required to

make them applicable to the St. Mark Home Day Care Project, but the basic

content was retained. A full description of the content and methodology

(including sampling approaches) for each of these forms is discussed below:

The Monitoring Checklist and Narrative Form

The Monitoring Checklist and Narrative Form was designed to secure

4-do-nation needed to investigitg issues relating to compliance withFIDcRs,
.,

to'securc the information spezified in the objectives, and to,provide .
. ,

data required by the Model Cities Min-iagement-Inrei'mPtion SyStem. It'servedt-
, 1. .

as the primary basis for monthly monitoring into views with all of the 0/A.
,

Directors. and, therefpre, was the basis for the monthly monitoring rdOrfs..

These reports were made available to

sponsibilities in both Model Ciieis and

persons charged with monitoring re

the Department of Social Services,

-1

so that.no duplication of effort in relation to monitoring activities would

occur or be required.
4

The form Covered the following topics:

Days and hours of operation

Location anV.type of facility

28
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Description of environmental setting including:

Floor plan
General condition (including repairs needed)
Equipment (including condition and access'bility)

Administration, including:

Composition, structure, and activities of govern-
ing board and Parent Advisory Committee

Records maintained

Existence and nature, of administrative policies

A detailed staff profile, including:

Title
QualificationsSex
Ethnic orig in
Model Neighborhood residency
Hours worked (and portion of hours in direct child

contact)
,Vacancies, terminations, etc.
Provisions for substitutes
Staff training programs
Personnel policies

A detailed profile of pupil enrollees, including:

,Ag.
Sex
MN.R.
Ethnic origin
Days and hours of attendance
Terminations, new enrollees, etc.
Vacancies
Policies governing requirement and selection

A parent profile, showing:

Working status of parents
Family intactness
Languages spoken

29
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Program description, including:

Regularly-scheduled educational activities
Special educational activities
Parent education
Health
Social Services
Nutrition

The detailed form, reproduced in the Appendix, was utilized in the

'initial interviews. Subsequent interviews covered the same areas of inquiry

--tilt focussed on changes and areas requiring further clarification or came-

ing concern. ,

In addition, monitoring visits were utilized as opportunities to inspect

buildings, observe programs, and chat informally with staff members.

2. Parent Questionnaire,

Perhaps the most important instruments developed were the "before"

and "after" questionnaires for parents. These were deSigned to enable us

\ to determine parental expectations,.aird priorities, in relation to child care;

to get information with regard to the needs for child- care and the extent to

ti

which the child care- programs were filling the needs; to secure demographic

data about families utilizing child care seryites; to obtain evaluative judge-

ment of the adequacy of all components of the child care programs from the

parents' standpoint; to get indications of child satisfaction, health and be-

havioral change; to record changes over a period of time; and to follow-up

n terminations.

0 el
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a. Instrument for "before" interviews

Specifically, "before" questionnaires were developed early

in the contrar.A period. After being drafted, they were submitted
.

to the child care sub-committee, revised,pre-tested, revised

again and finally adoptel'for use. The complete form, as used,

is contained in The Aivendix." In brief, the items covered were

as follows:
0

Demographic data, including:

Model Neighborhood residency
Marital status
Occupations, income, and education of both parents
Primary language spoken
Ethnic origin

Reasons for needing or using child care

Other child care services utilized and degree of satis-
faction With these

Preferences (i.e.,-,type of service which wevld be
selected, given choice)

Difficulty in securing services and existing unmet
needs for-care

Transportation problems

Care of childrpn when ill

Information about each child eniellocl, including:

Age, sex, days and hours of attendaace
Reason for picking this program for this child
Descriptive material regarding child's functional

level and social adjustment
What parent hopes child will learn; and actual changes

observed
Child's willingness to attend Child care program
Child's health

31.
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Parental expectations in relation to staff, educational
component, and other facets of a child care program

Priorities assigned to components of a child care program

Ratings of each component of the child care program:

Safety and cleanliness
Educational program
St6if
Health care
Food

--Social services

Degree and nature of parental involvement

Changes in parent's lives, since enrolling in program

Genal comments

b. Sampling

Investigation of the enrollment patterns revealed that there

were generally several children enrolled from a single family. Thus,

while child enrollment ranged from 35 to 89, the number of participat-

ing families ranged from 17 to 36 per center (including both MNR's

and non-MNR's). Since it could be anticipated that some families

would move away before the interviews were completed and that

others might be unavailable for interviews for a variety of reasons,

evaluators were concerned that the sample be large enough to ensure

a significant response for detailed analysis. Further, evaluators

fell that the' programs were structured as unified wholes, so that

interviewing only MNI1's could distort findings. .And,

4.
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evaluators planned a follow-up study of members of the initial

sample (in order to deterMine changes and reasons for termination).

Knowing there woad be significant attrition between the initial and

follow-up interviews, evaluators needed a sufficient initial number

to make the follow-up study meaning ful. It was therefore decided

to interview all families enrolled in September, 1971.

Completed interviews for a minimum of 2/3 of the parents con-

tained in the initial sample was set as an attainable and statistically

valid goal.. This foal was achieved for each of the centers studied,

yielding a combined total of 83 completed interviews (with a range

of 17 to 24 per center).

c. Interviewdrs

Because of the complexity and in-depth nature of the schedule,

and in order to accomplish the goal of 2/3 completed interviews, it

was decided to, utilize personal interviews. Recruitment, iinploy-

ment, training and supervision of MNR's to serve as parent inter-

viewers was therefore undertaken. Following the Model' ities pre-

At Los Pequenitos and San Juan Bautista, the sample included all families
enrolled on September 1. At Green Valley, the enrollment jumped from 35

to 67 during September, so our sample included all enrollees on September
1, plus an additional sample of 15 from among the new September enrollees.
For CASA, which, began operations late, the cut -off data was September 20.
St. Mark was not operational during September, so parents in that program
could not be included in the "before" study.
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scribed recruitment procedures, applications were received from

39 applicants, 18 of them M NRIs. Joint Pacific T. &T.A. Model

CitieS panels were utilized to select 6 MNR.'s (2 Black and 4,bi-lingual

Mexican-Ameridans) to serve as parent interviewers. A training

kit was developed and a pre-service training session held to instruct

interviewers in techniques of interviewing, respect for confidentiality,

and guidelines fpr administering the parent schedule. Weekly, indivi-

dual meetings were held throughout the interview period and interviewers

were reimbursed for training time, mileage and completed interviews.

Altogether, it required approximately six weeks to conduct and corn-,

plete the 83 parent interviews.

d. Follow-Up Parent Questionnaires .

After a lapse of four months, follow-up was undertaken. While

this is an,unfortunately short interval,' the length or the contract period

and the amount of time required to secure complete parent interviews

prevented our allowing for a greater interval. Further, numerous

terminations had occurred, even in the four month period, and signi-

ficant changes had occurred in some of the Center programs, so that
SA

evaluators felt a great deal could be learned.

The follow-up, or "after" questionnaire consisted essentially

0,f, two scales: one to gain maximum information relative to terminations

and the other to assess changes which had occurred in the interim for

34
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0,
"continuing" caniilies. This form was briefer than the original,

. omitting demographic data and questions concerned with expectatims

1.0

4

and priorities. It focussed instead on changes in employment, current

preferences, changes in children and evaluative judgements about all

the components of a child care center (e.g,, safety, education, staff,
a

food, health, etc.) for comparison with initial responses.

The sample consisted of all respondents to the initial or

"before" questionnaire excluslipg the CASA parents, since that pro-
.

gram was no longer funded. Inferviewing was again done by model

neighborhood residents (the same one who did the initial inter-

viewing, wherever this was possible).

There was some attrition (as projected) resulting from respon-

dents who had left the area and whose whereabouts were unknown, so

that our goal Was again placed at 2/3 of the original group of respon-

dent parents (83, minus 17 "CASA par.ents," for a starting total of

66). This goal was exceeded with the acquisition of 53 completed

follow -up questionnaires from Center parents.

In additiop, the parent questionnaire was adapted for use with

St. Mark Barents. Because of the late start of the pr6gram and

the staggered enrollment pattern, we were able to use only one round

of interviews with these parents. The adaptation of the parent ques-

tionnaire therefore proVided for both families currently enrolled

3 5
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and famine:: which had terminated. All parents who had been in the

progr,m during January and February (a total of 33) were approacheC,

and 28 questionnaires v.,ere completed.

Samples of the "follow-up" questionnaire for center parents

and of the special adaptation for St. Mark parents will be found in the

Intensive analysis of the parent questionnaire data was under-
;

taken, on both a center-by-center and comparative basis. Initial

findings from the "before" questionnaire were included as ipart

of the November monitoring report. Data from the "after" question-

naire for center, parents, as well as a summary of the results of the

St. Mark parent study, ,will be included in this report as appropriate.*

Comparisons of "before" and "after" results will alsb be found in

Sections II and III of ft-A report.

3. Staff Questionnaire

Data from staff was deemed extremely important, as a source of in-

formation about-reside t employment, working conditions, training and pro-

motional opportunities, and as a means of securing evaluative judgements

____-----about pro-grana components from. those most intimately involved in the de-

livery of services. Further, the Staff was in an excellent,position to comment

on adminiitrative effectiveness. Demographic information and staff expecta-

tions and priorities were also sought as a basis for comparinx,staff-parent

*All row data and data analyses are filed al Pacific T. 6, T. A. offices.
36
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responses in these areas. The latter was based on the theoretical assump-.

tion that "prograin'effectiveness is enhanced by a correspondence between

the backgrounds and expectations of staff and the families of the children

they serve.

a. Staff Interview Schedule

The staff questionnaire covered the following subjects:

- Demographic data, with particular emphasis on securing
all that information which was required by Model. Cities
in relation to resident employment

.Working conditions, including:

Hiring practices
Salary, and rating of salary
Benefits, and rating-of benefits
Hours, and satisfaction with hours worked
Adequacy of_supervision.
Frequency and "helpfulness" of staff meetings
Staff relations
Pre'--t-sTiT:-r-i7ce and in-service training

'. 0

Administrative effiCienscy aneresponsivenpss

Nature of activities performed

Priority ranking of program components
t.

Expectations in terns of what constitutes a quality
child care program

Evaluative judgements of all the program components'

Parent involvement

Extent to which the program meets the needs of the
children, the parents, the community, and the staff

This interview schedule, like all others, was submitted to the

sub - committee for review arid approval. In addition, the input

-33-
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of the 0/A directors was sought.

b. Sampling and WI cthod of Distribution

All staff in all ofthe programs were included in the, sample,

A great deal of consideration was given to determining

thVebest means of distributing the questionnaires. Evaluators felt

that the need for confidentiality was even greater here than in rela-

tion to the parent questionnaires, since no oiewould wish to jeopardize

his kb for the sake of assisting in the evaluation process. While
I

parent interviewers had been thoroughly indoctrinated in the need
, .

for preserving the confidentiality of respondents, we felt that face-to-
. , >t _

* if
face-intervi.c<2,4- where it was necessary.to tell a community person

. . ,
what'he/shetliyieved, woula 'still be thretenIng to staff members.

.... , :

"

Direct communication with an outside firm yemed preferable. It

was therefore decided to use the follqwing rhetlicid:

(1). The evaluation.prore ct clireictor would atten-d all staff
meetings to distribute the questionnairle, explain yre-
cisely how the data was .to bet used, and ansr any
questions the staff might have.

(2.) ----Tlie-questioniratia:evere--diSfributedaia above, along
with return' envelopes, addressed to tlie eValuatioii
project director in Berkeley. Staff were informed
that cover sheet, identifying pa Os could be separdled
from the body oi,,,fyp cfitte,fionnalre and returned in
separate envelopqs.''The cover sheet-dealt with
facitual informatiiSii ohly, and the body of the 'ques-
tionnaire, which asked for comments and judgements,
had no identifying information.,

,
V g 0.1
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(3) The que:itionrq.re was translated into Spanish for
those staff members who preferred this language.

(4) Prodding would be done through the center secretary,
with the evaluator passing along only the names 6.f
staff members who had not returned their cover she'ets.

OverA-ali., 2/3 of the questionnaires were returned completed (with

proportions of respondents ranging from 48% at CASA to 100% at Green.

Valley), and the profiles of respondents tended to Parallel the profiles of

the entire, staffs. Further, the respondents seemed very frank, some-
.

times amazingly so. °Center-by-center summaries of staff responses were

included in the January monitoring report and will be cited in later sections

of-this report..
rY

A special adaptation of the staff questionnaire was developed for the

St.Mark administrative staff and the St. Mark providers. Administrative

staff form s were distributed as shown above. Provider forms were mailed,

with a cover letter signed by both the Evaluation Projet Director and the

Director of St. Mark, since "staff" meetings of providers are not conducted

on a regular basis.

4. On:-Site Observation Form

All of the instruments described in the foregoing sections were designed

to elicit responses from involved persons--directors, parents. and staffs.

In order to gain an outside perspective, the evaluatibn utilized an "expert
LA,

of server. The he expert*selected for this purpose was a staff member of

Pacific T. & T. A. with advanced cretlentials in Early C$ildhood Educa-

*Mrsilarriet Shaffer
1.
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tion and experience in both prograni administrtion'and oolleke teach-:

ing.

In orderto secure information which would lend it&elf to quantitati

analysis and be ma.Ximally useful to the programs as a guide to self-improv;\-

.ment, an exhaustive On-site Observation Form wad constructed. copy of

this form is contained in the Appendix.

a

0

l3riefly, it provided for the following:

An hourly staff-pupil ratio, .count

"Ari enumeration and evaluation of each element of the
prograth sequence

A detailed observation of the arrival procedure
43)

A 'checklist on program content, injliding:

Language
Art and Music,
Science
Physical activities
Health, care
Meal times
Exemplary components
Problem areas
Equipment'

Observations of the childrea:in terms of absorption,. con-
tentment, etc.

A checklist for observation of child.- staff interactions
.

Observation of the departure procedure, including
parent-staff interactions

A summary on tone, curriculum, staff, and program
potential. I

Observation of the facility's impact on program Operation

40



Utilizing this form, the observer made two visits to each center in

October and November. One visit covered the period from arrival through

lunch, and the second visit covered the period from lunch through departure,

so that every aspect of The program could be observed. :Teither the Director\
nor staff had any prior knowledge of what activities and elements were being

observed.. While it was to be expected that the staff make every effort

to "put their best foot forward," the duration of the Visit and the fact that

staff could not know whafaspects of program were being observed militated

againsi "staging." Further, even attempts to "show off" are revealing of

staff at,itudes and the observer was unusually perceptive. Evaluation feed-
.

back discussions confirmed that the observer was able to derive a highly

accurate picture of the program in operation.

Extensive feedback was provided and the summaries of the on-site

observations are contained in the November monitoring report.

Tile entire procedure was repeated in February, giving evaluators

a "before" and "after" picture. References to the observer's findings will

be made throughout the balanceof this report.

:Vim. the St. Mall* program, With its 20 homes in lieu of-a center, it .

was necessary to modify both the forms and the evaluation procedures. The

modified form, adapted for briefer observation of a home setting, is con-

tained in the Appendix. Procedurally, it was impossible and unnecessary to

visit 4411 of the homes. Therefore, in consultation with the St. Mark staff,

41



a representative sample of five homes N% as selected for observation. The

observer was accompanied by a St. Mark staff member for two reasons:

(1) to allay the anxieties of the woman who was being observed in her own

home, under very intimate, conditions; and (2) to begin the process of instruct-
,/

ind the St. Mark staff in conducting their own on-going evaluative assessment

of the Providers who participate in their Program. Verbal instruction

of the St. Y4 rk staff in observation techniques and use of the form which

had been developed was also undertaRen.

The following chart is a graphic summary of the forms developed, the

populations sampled, the number of each type of form which was completed,

and the method of data collected utilized:

42
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Summary of Data :,'allected

Instruments . Source It Comple ted
Forms

Method

MOnitoring Checklist __ -----

and Narrative Form

_.--- -----
irectors 34 Interviews by

Project Director

o

"is

0o
""

0a
0o
s-,
cd

Parent Interview Schedule

Follow-up Parent Interview
Schedule

St. Mark Parent Interview
Schedule

Center parents

Center parents

St. Mark parents

83

53

28

Interviews by
MNR's

Interviews 'by
MNR's

fMail and
"Interviews by

MNR' s

0
;..

...4
cl

.,.4

rnoc

,....
cis

*
Center Staff Questionnaire

.

St. Mark Administrative
Staff Questionnaire

St. Mark Provider Staff .

Questionnaire*

Center Staffs
-

-

St. Mark Admin.
Staff

-

St. Mark Provider
Staff

38

5 ',

13

Hand dist! ibution
' at staff meetings

,:----
Hand' distribution

at staff meetings

Mail

o.-.
o c's

ti
I 0,,,cl ,
Op

On-site Observation Forms
for Centers

On-site Observation Forms
ford tomes

Center programs

Provider's homes

7

. 5

Direct observation
(for 12 hours ea. )

,

Direct observation
(for 2-3 hours ea: y..,

These forms were prepared in both English and Spanish

Total number completed parent interviews: 164

Total runoter eonlpleted :taff interviews: 56
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5. onitoriw; Activities

It be seen from the foregoing that monitoring activities were

integrated with the over-all- evaluzltion plan. The Monitoring Checklist and

Narrative form was used as a basis for monthly interviews by the Evalua-

tion Project Director and provided the basic information for monthly report

to all appropriate personnel within Model Cities and the Department of 'Social

Services. In addition, Model Cities requested that output measures de-

signated in the various MIS forms be reported on a monthly basis. Since

the forms, as developed, were not deemed applicable to the child tare pro-
.

grams, a meeting was held with Model Cities MIS staff to discuss alterna-

tive means of reporting. A cover sheet for the monthly monitoring report

was developed and mutually agreed upon. This fOrm showed program 'status,

enrollment figures, staffing (including child-contact hours and resident

employment information), status of training programs, and PAC develop-

ment. It was included as the cover of each monthly monitoring report, sub-

mitted in triplicate to Model Cities (one copy each to MIS and Evaluation,

and one copy to the community representative for use by the Task Force).

In addition, and contrary to general practice, reports on data analysis were

included in the monthl; eports as they were de'veloped rather than being

held for the summary evaluation. This was done in order to communicate

maximura available information about the programs under study, ai, the

times ,when they would be most useful to Model Cities and the Department

of Social rvi ees.

44
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6. Fiscal Forms

1

Brief mention must be made of one additional procedure which was

established: this was the development of a spcCial financial reporting form,

in consultation 'with the Department of Social Services fiscal department,

to provide a basis for studying fiscal ma.iip.gcment in programmatic

terms.. This was done to enable the evali.itor and the Department of Social.

Services Fiscal Departthent to ascertain what funds were bting allocated by

the child care programs to'the various program components. None of the

existing fiscal reporting forms included this type of breakdown, and it was

felt that an accurate assessment of program efficiency depended upon secur-

ing this additional - fiscal information. Thp form was distributed by the

Department of Social Services Fiscal Department for monthly reporting by

the 0/A's, beginning in October. Several, but not all, of the 0/A's com-

pleted and returned this form to the Department of Social Services each

month thereafter. 'Copies of forms which were received by the Depart-

ment of Social Services were shared with the evaluator.

45
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C. Feedback

Consistent with the assumption that evaluation should be a tool for pro -

grain improvement, every effort was made to provide immediate feedback

to the operating agencies, to the Department of Social Services and to Model

Cities. In developing our feedback approach, we Were also concerned with

retaining the trust of the operators, sirce the success of an evalration study

( depends, at least in part, on voluntary cooperation and a frank sharing of

information.

The primary methods utilized to accomplish these twin goals included:

1. -Feedback to C/A's:

a. Drafts of the monthly monitoring report were presented to the

0/A directors before these materials were included in the finished

report. While negative facts were never deleted, the 0/A directors

did have the opportunity 'N provide explanations for these facts, and

these explanations were frequently included. This prior submission

of draft reports to 0/A directors also ensured the factual accuracy

of the monitoring repOrts.

b. Copies of the finished monthly repoi-ts on each

center were promptly and regularly sent to 0/A's.

c. Each successive monthly interview with the 0/A directors

built on the preceding month's report, so there was an implicit

stimulus to make, and report, corrective changes. It should

46
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be noted that, while the evaluator could encourage 0/A's to

act on recommendations, she had no authority in relation to

either the 0/A's or the administering agency..

d. Additional, in-depth discussions were conducted in rela-

tion to the on-site observations.. The project-director, the observer,

the 0/A director, and other appropriate center staff members par-

ticipated in these feedback sessions. The actual observation forms

(completed on site), as well as the narrative summaries, were

shared and interpreted in detail.

e. The Evaluator was also available, to meet with any group con-
i.

nected with the 0/A's, upon request, to serve as a resource person.

In this capacqty, she participated in meeting;of the Los Pequenitos PAC,

the St. Mari, staff, the St. Mark Board, and the SPC health staff, as

well as the 0/A, Directors in group sessions.

2. Feedback to Model Cities and the Department of Social Services:

a. Complete monthly reports on all 0/A's and the status of the

evaluation project \sere sent to the Model Cities Community Repre-

sentative for use by the Task Force, to the Model Cities-MIS Spec-

ialist, to the Model Cities Evaluator, the Department of Social

Services Evaluation Monitor, and the Departmtmt of Social Services

Contract Officer. Feedback from Department of Social Services

47
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and Alodel Cities staff to the Evaluator in relation to these reports

was conspicuously lacking, and it was never clear how, or if, these

reports were utilized.

b. The Evaluation Project Director was consistently available

to any individual or group from Model Cities or the Department of

Social Services for verbal feedback. Frequent meetings were held

with the Department of Social. Services Evaluation Monitor, Model

Cities Planner, and Model Cities Sub-committee on Child Care.

In addition,,the Evaluation Project Director participated in a variety

of meetings, sharing information about tha evaluation and the programs

under study. Such meetings included: the Health and Social Services

Task Force; special meetings in regards to CASA; a meeting with

the Model Cities Community Representative, Program Specialist and

Program Planner in preparation for consideration of project proposals;

a meeting with the Department. of Social Services Contract Officer

and her staff to discuss the possible future use of the evaluation.instruments by the Department of Social Services; meetings with

The numerical output measures reported in the summary chart did become
a part of the Model Cities-MIS records, but there was no information com-
municated to the Evaluator about the ways in which these records were used.
Further, information contained in the monitoring reports obviously served
as a partial basis for corrective action mandated at the single Quarterly
Review session conducted by the Model Cities Project Specialist, but there
was no clear method established for systematic utilization of this monitoring,
information and evaluation input as not solicited at meetings held prepara-
tory to the Quarterly Review session.

J.



the Department of Social Services administrative staff with regard

to system-wide problems and recommendations; etc.

While opportunities for verb-al feedback increased progressively

throughout the life of the contract, this avenue of communication was never

utilized as fully it,might nave been by the Department of Social Services

and Model Cities. This was symptomatic of a general lack of systematic

communication between 0/A's, the Department of Social ServiCes and Model

Cities. Ilad a network of communication been operative, with 'a clear-cut

mechanism for implementing recomMended improvements, the evaluator
.

would presumably have been asked to assist more actively in the precise

identification of problems requiring corrective attention. Section III of

this report includes recommendations in this regard.
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The approximate time sequences, covering all iof the evaluation-and
monitoring activities described in this section, are summarized in the out-
line work plan, shown below:

Activity
July Au . Se it.

Months
Oct. Nov. Dec. .Tan. Feb.

N

Ma ch

Delineate objectives ,

Monitoring

Develop Forms

Conduct Interviews with
0 /A Directors and write
monthly reports.

, ,

,

.-4 .

.

.

0
Parent Interviews

Draft, pre-test, and
revise "before" form

, 1,ecruit, screen and
train interviewers
Conduct interviqws
Analyze data
Draft "follow-up"and
St. Mai.kparent forms
Conduct interviews

Analyze data

v

7 %,

,

.

,
,

.

.

I

.

.

i

,

Staff Interview's
Draft form
Distribute to centers
Follow -up

Analyze data
-Adapt for St. Mark
Distribute & follow -up

Analyze data

!

.

.

f

----

I

,
,

On-site Observations
Develop forms
Do Center observations
Do Home observations I

I

A

,

fS
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SECTION II

A

EVALUATION OF CHILD CARE

PROGRAMS
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a

INTRODUCTI4N TO SriCTION II

This. section will deal with each of the programs in terms of the issues raised

in the Federal Interagency Day Card Requirements (FIDCR). It should be noted,

however, that the FIDCR gre subject to various interpretations; i. e. , a program

may be in literal compliance and yet fall short of optimum standards. In the

icoursl of the evaluation, we have-examined the extent to which programs are in

technical compliance, and we have further attempted to arrive at objective

judgements about the essential quality of each programmatic area. Thus, this

report will include such terms as "homey.", "warm.", "ethnically appropriate ",'

etc. These words b.re not part of the language contained withiri the FIDCR,

but. they are highly relevant to the delivery of "good'.' child care. A facility

which is .clean and sterile and institutional-Jeeling may' conform to the' letter of

the requirements, but it is not:necessarily a good place for a child, 'to spend most

of his waking 'hours. A teacher of the proper. age and with the fight technical

qualifieatill meet the Code requfrements, but if she-lacks a warm and

,loving attitude, 'a genuine concern for childreriand an appreciation for theii

ethnic heritages, we would not want, her to be the dominant person in our child-

ren's lives. Food may be adequate, nutritious) and prepared with proper respect

for sanitation and yet be tasteless, cold and unappetizing. The provision of

such items are compliant, but they do not contribute t(!) the growth and wen-
/

being of the children. We ,have, therefore, attempted to assess whether the

0

spirit as well as the letter of 1,11 Requirements have been achieved.
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The material in this section has been submitted to each of the program

directors for review, prior to publication. Nonetheless, the statemerts made

are sotely the responsibility of the ,evaluator, based on the findings'ofthe

Evaluation study and on the Evaluator's best judgment of what occured during- ,
the Evaluation period.

Aro
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PRO(11AM
, Starting Date: April, 1971

Name of Project: San Juan Bautista, Child Development Center

_Location: 1515 Pensacola; in Model Neighborhood - tropicana area

Auspices: Private, non-profit corporation

Houi 7 a. in. - 6 I,. m. Monday' through Friday

Capacity: 104-150 (Exact- /` pending determination by SDSW licensing division)

Population served:
Eligibility: 2-12 years Of age

MNR's or present, former .or potential welfare recipients
Enrollment:

. July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. D e c . Jan. Feb.
105 112 117 112 103 140Total 100 80

MNR 80 50 84 107 105 109' 100 135
_Ethnic Composition: 52% Black, 31% Mexican-Americans; 17% Anglo

and "other"
Staff:

Numbers employed:

July Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.
Total 17 15 17 19 19 19 21 24
MNR 4 9 12 13 13 14 15 17

Ethnic Composition: 53% Black; 26% Mexican-Americans; 21% Anglo

FIDCR Compliance Summary

Requirement . In compliance
At outset ?

In compliance
now?

Licensed No Licenscable, but still
not licensed

Adult-to-child ratio Yes yes
Yes
Yes

Safety and sanitation Yes
Educational services Yes
Social Services No yes

7 sHealth No
Nutrition Yes yes

Yes
Yes

Staff Ira linw?: No
Parent involvement No °
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SAN JUAN BAUTISTA

. Housed in the community center building of the San Juan Bautista Apart-

ment Complex, the Child Development Center was lieg,ti by the Housing Corp-

oration in April, 1971. The Center is open from 7 A.M. to 6 P.111., Monday
..

through Friday, providing comprehensivg child care services for over 100

ichildren between the ages of 2 and 12.
I

During fiscal 1971-72, the program was funded under two contracts:

seed money for 50. children was provided by the Housing Corporation, begin-

ning in April,and local share funding for an additional 50 children was provided

by Model Cities beginning in .Tune, 1971. In both instances, the local share

funds are being matched 3: 1byFederal monies, under Title IV-A. Both con-

tracts are administered by the Department of Social Services and both require

compliance with-the FIDCRs,although the target population is defined differently

under each contracts

For the coming year, the Health and Social Services Task Force has

__recomMended that Model Cities provide funds for 60 children; the Housing

CorporHon however, cannot continue to provide its sha e of the seed money

and the Center's administration is deeply concerned with securing additional
1 /

local-share funding to maintain the program at its present level and, if possib

t o e xpand:
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POPULATION AND ETActunAry

Most of the children served by the Center live in the low-to-moderate

income, multi-racial apartment complex, but families from the entire model

neighborhood area, as-well as all former, present and potential welfare recip-

ients, are eligible for service. All families must be certified by the Santa

Clara Department of Social Services, and no fees are charged. While there

are no restrictions other than age and eligibility (as shown above), priority is

given to working parents and-parents in training.

Demographic data secured from the parent questionnaires shows that

virtually all of the families served are Mis.al's with the vast majority (80%)

receiving some form of welfare assistance. Half of the mothers work, and the

remaining half are equally divided between mothers in training and mothers

who are at home but are seeking eniploymeni or have other specialized needs

for child care. Approximately 2/3 \are one-parent families. Over half of the

families are black; approximately 1/' are Mexican American; and only a hand-

ful are Anglo or "other's. Most of the fa:, Hies served have more than one child

enrolled, and, with the exception of 3 familieso need care for infants, the

Center is providing care for all of the children in aNft nily who need care.

lloughly half the children are pre-schoolers (most ott whb-rn attend full-time),

and half are school aged children, who come to the Center before and/or after

("11001.
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It is apparent that the Center is meeting the objective of providing care

for IkINR, families who need it.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

a. Location

The Center is extremely well located. The apartment complex pro-

vides a natural population base, and almost all of ',he children live within

easy lvklking distance of the Center. Only I of the 24 responding parents

stated that transportation was a problem. Slonaker School, attended by

most of the Center's school age children, is a short distance away, so

that children can move betv.,een school and center with ease. The Center's

proximity to Slonaker has the added advantage of facilitating school-center

Communication and joint staff training programs, and it enables the Center

to utilize, the school playground for sports activities.

b. Safety and Sanitation

The building itself is new, light and airy, with a well-equipped kitchen

and spacious, glass-walled areas separated into "rooms" by folding partitions.

There i3 a completely fenced yard, adjacent to the rooms utilized by the

pre -school children.

IIa,;ing been designed as a community center, rather than a child

care ( r, the facility has posed some special problems: too few toilet,'

and washipasins and none of them child-sized; difficulities in apportioning
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space into the separate areas needed by the multi-age child care programs;

an "institutional feeling"; problems with noise; no sprinkler system (a licens-

ing requirement); and" no shade in the yard. Some of these problems hav4

already been solved--a sprinkler system has been installed; additional

room has been secured and space usage has been improved; rugs, couches

and wall decorations have been added to produce a more "homey" feeling.

Developing the yard and increasing and lowering the toiletSacilities

are still priority needs. These can be readily accomplished if \funds for

renovation are secured.

3. PARENT ENVOT,VMENT

Both the staff and the parents cited lack ot sufficient parent involvement

as a problem from the outset of the proram. While there were occasional

open houses, there was no program of parent education and no system for

consistent communication with parents about the progress of their children.

Formation of a Parent Advisory Committee (PAC) was'not undertaken untilman-

dated by 1%Iodel Cities at the Quarterly Review in October. When a deadline

was set ,by Model Cities, however, the Center moved rapidly to remedy the

situation, and a PAC involving approNimately half the parents is now opera-

tional. An outside ,Social 1\Torker,' assigned by the EaStstde Bureau: to the

Apartment Complex, is providing. staff assiatanGe-to-the PAC. Since the

IVOil-.er is la-A directly employed by the Center, the PAC is more auto-
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nomou,z. than in situations where the Director serves as staff. The PAc has

thus far been primarily concerned v.ith organizational matters and with getting

parents involved. There are current plans for beginning a program of parent

education. The role of-the PAC with regard to the basic decision making

process still needs to be defined..

There has not been much progress noted in terms of regular home-center

communication about the children. Approximately half of the parents in the

initial interriews said they received progress reports. In the follow-up, five

said they received regular reports, seven said they were informed "occasionally"

or only when they asl:ed, and two said they were not informed at all. Instituting

regular parent-teacher conferences should be set as an immediate goal, since

the sub-committee established "implementation of a program for systematic com-

munication with .parents" as a specific objective.

4. STAFF

The staff-to-pupil ratio has" generally been maintained at a level consistent

with FIDCIZs, although both parents and staff expressed concern with staff

shortages. This was true in the follow-up parent interviews as well Is the

initial interviews. The on-site observer noted a consistent lack of substitutes,

and this may be the primary basis for the felt shortage. It is recommended

that the method of deploying staff be carefully re-examined and that a reliable

pool of substitutes be developed, perhaps in cooperation with the other child

rare pi' ()grail
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There is excellent correspondence between the ethnic composition of

the staff and tin children enrolled, except that :Mexican-Americans are rela-

tively under-repesented on the professional staff. The participation_ of three

males in child-contact positions is noteworthy.

Generally speaking, San Juan Bautista has .a mature and well-educated

staff, although fewer than hall of the child-contact staff have had specialized

training in child development. This lack of specific training was reflected in

program deficiences, and the need for effective in-service training was stressed

in feedback sessions with the Director. Beginning in January, a regular train-

ing program was undertaken, ,consisting of bi-weekly three-hour sessions for

all staff. While this has been a significant step forward, both the Director

and the Evalm,tor still feel that the implementation of a more extensive intern-

type of training program, such as that described in the section on system-wide

$

recommendations, remains a high priority need.

Day-to-day supervision of staff has been subject to considerable experi-

mentation. Initially, there wraQ -1 part-time head teacher. When tliis proved

inadequate, the Director's office was moved closer to the scene of operations,

so that the Drieetor could provide staff supervision. Finding that administrative

demands made it virtually impossible for the Director to provide the kind of

support and supervision which was needed, the centrally-located office was

converted io a staff room and a teacher-supervisor was employed. The Diree-

tor's willitwness to w..periment has }wen highly constructive and the present,
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sc lution seems to be v,m-king welt for the pre-school program. There now

appears to be a nvi,d fur two head teachers- -the present head teacher and another

for the Extended Day Care (EDC) programbecause of the size of the enroll-

ment and the varied programs which need to be developed for the two age groups.

In analyzing staff comments on working conditions, we noted that while

salaries are generally better than those paid at other centers, 8 of the 10 res-

pondents rated their salariesufairnorupoor." Benefits are comparatively very

good and were generally well-rated by staff. There was, however, either a lack

of uniformity or a lack of adequate communication in relation to compensatory

time, sick leave and paid training time. These had not been siandardized and/

or clarified. In December, the Director undertook staff evaluations and, con-.

sequently, terminated several staff members. These terminations precipitated

a series of staff meetings at which a list of grievances and demands were dovel-

oped. Some related to the manner in which the terminations were handled, and

others related to such matters as overtime compensation, standarization of staff
Z.

titles, pay arid other staff conerns. This situation might well have erupted into

a serious one. However, a series of actions were taken immediately, which

alleNiated the situation: the Board held a special hearing on the complaints,

and the Director mmed to meet a number of the demands. "-The-PAC was also

apprised of the situation. In this way, through the prov-3,..aon `of an adequate

grievance mechanism and a willingness to meet just dem nds, a crisis situation

was averted.

6 2
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5. EDUc7ATION SE11VICES

In the initial interview, both staff and parents rated the education program

as "pretty good". A number of parents felt that the educational program could

be improeed through greaser variety, creativity, and "interested, motivated

teachers". Similarly staff felt that the basic academically-oriented activities

were quite strong, but that the expressive aspects needed to be strengthened.

Lack of adequate equipment was strongly cited by staff.

The educational program came under sharper criticism by the expert

observer, a specialist in early childhood education. Her report indicated that the

program was run with far too much emphasis on repressive control of the

children, with too little attention given to individual needs and development and

too few opportunities for child input. Part of Ill.:: difficulty was attributable

to the serious shortage of equipment and part to the staff's orientation, re-

flecting a lack of adequate staff training about the ways in which children

learn. Detailed recommendations relating to 'all aspects of the educational

,program were communicated to the Director and Head Teacher during an

extensive feedback session. The Director and Bead Teacher displayed sincere

concern, welcomed the criticisms and suggestions and moved to rectify the

situation. As noted elsewhere, prompt attention was given to improving space

usage, a fli!tning program was begun, the institutional tone was softened, anu

appropriate staff changes and reassignments were made. In addition, quantities

of equipment were purchased and.made more accessible to the children; daily
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d.
sehe4tdes were posted and oth& suggested chAnges were made. This res-

ponsive approach was highly successful. The follow-up on-site observation

noted substantial imporvement inr both the tone of the Center and the response

of the children to the imporved learning-environment. This improvement was

verified in the follow-up parent interviews, with 11 of the 14 continuing parents

stating that they had observed positive changes in their children.

The EDC portion of the program was identified as a source of continued

concern during the follow-up on-site observation. The observer felt that the

program was essentially a continuation of the school day, with insufficient

enrichment and variety. In this connection, it should be noted that three

of the four families who &fopped out between the "before" and "after" interviews

had school-age children, and their primary reason given for leaving the program

was the,children's boredom or unwillingness to attend.

The educational program would also benefit by attention to the outdoor areas,

the puchase of still more equipment for the pre-school children, and a more

in-depth staff training program. With the start that has already been made,

however, the outlook for delivery of a quality educational program is very pro-

rnising.

HEALTH AND NtrnurnoN

a. In the initial interviews, more than half of the parents stated that

there was no health program or that they knew of none. Staff rated the

health program "pretty good" but cited the need for a nurse or aide.
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In the follow -up parent interviews in February, 12 of the 14 "continuing

parents" wei e aware of a functioning health program. In the intervening

a health progl.am had been developed, comprised of the following elements:

(1) a doctor from the public health department had done diagnostic work-

ups and immunizations on almost all of the children, (2) a public health

nurse had gotten the children's medical records in shape, and (3) a full-

time health aide had been employed and was being trained. This progress

resulted from the efforts of the Center to secure assistance, the coopera-
_ -

tion of the Health Department and the involvement of SPC in over-all health

planning. This combination of Center effort and outside support would seem

to be crucial if all of thcIFIDCIls are to be fulfilled by child care programs.

At the present time, the Center is prepared to offer adequate diagnostic

health care, but provision`fon.follov:-up medical and dental treatment is

still 1 acking.

While almost all of the parents were aware of th? health program, its

impart had not yet been felt at the time of the follow-up interviews. One

parent said she had withthrawn her child because of frequent illnesses, o e

expressed concern that children picked up lice and worms from other children

at the Center; and another said her child was getting more frequent colds.

It is assumed that this was due to the fact that the health aide had just

been employed and the morning inspection procedure had not become op-

erational in time to have an impact. Subsequent evaluations will be noeded

:'Soci:11 Connei I, the ot.ganiy,ation with contractual, responsibility
for the de \reiopii,onf of 4-cis,
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to verify whether the anticipated positive impact has been realized.

b. Nutrition

Breakfast, morning snack, lunch and afternoon snack are served by.
. .

the Center. TFese arc prepared in the Center's kitchen by a cook and two

part-time assiF
I

tanis: Surplus foods are utilized. All respndents and

observerspaients in both the be-fdre and after interviews, the staff, the
III

on-site observe ', and the evaluator--have rated the food as ample, notri-

- 9,\ tious, culturally! appropriate and tasty. The SPC nutritional consultant made

several suggest oils about possible economies, the need for impyoved
.

sanitation, and the desirability of using recipes, but there was no comment
-,

\

on the nutritional content of the existing menus. Unless eficiencies in
1

these are shown to exist, it will be assumed that the nutritional component

of the program i adequate. Prescribed public health standards of clean-
]

! i
liness in regards, to hair nets, handwashing procedures, etc., should, of

course, be follow1ed.

7. ,,SOCTA L SEITVIC,F,S

At the outset of the program there was no social services program and no

indication that individual case planning had been undertaken to assist parent.;in

selecting the child care program Most appropriate to their needs. None of the

four "terminated fan-1111es" studied during the follow-up interviews inelie.atcd they

had received any assistance in ,making child care arrangements. In November,
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i
. a social worker was assigned by the Eastside Social services BureaUtoAevote

: /
fulltime to Complex reside/s, with approximately half of her time to 1)e spent ,,.

0. -. ,,

in services to the Child Development. Center. The services of the Social 1.

Worker have consisted primairily of (1) followird up on families of children

witlisporadie attendance, physical difficulties or emotional problems, as

identified by the teaching staff; (2) serving as coordinator.of the PAC; and (3)
.
mffering monthly training sessions on child development for all staff ember's.

This has been an excellent support and referral service, but it has not really
4Itb

addressed the issue of prior case planning, since the socialvorker is not in-

volved in either intake or termination.
. .

8. ADMINISTRATION AND COORDINATION

At tl(e outset, the IiOusing Corporation served as the delegate agency,

operating the child development center as well as The Apartment Complex, In

the past few months, a separate Board of Directors has been established and in

corporated as the operating agency for.the Center. Members of th9 Board were

selected by th($ Housing Corporation and presently include ..111. pediatrician, an

accountant, a teacher and two businessmen. 'Ultimately, the Board will be

comprised of nine per/ores, although there are as yet no 'definite decisions

about wto will fill the remaining four slots. The matter of parent representation

on the Board of DirectDrs is still under disduss4on. Either direct representation

or an alternative means for ensuring effective parent input must-be devised if

the objective of a parent role in decision-making is to be achieves'.
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The new Board has been actively ILI\ olved in reviewing proposals, re-

yising by-laws, and dcArising personnel policies and other documents related

to Center functioning. The Board played an active role in resolving personnel

grievances in January; and it will be even more active in relation to all aspetcts.

of the program, as its members gain increased knowledge of the Center's ',
operation.

The Director is the program's sole administrator, with full administrative

responsibility for all aspects of the program (subject only to the policy de-
,

cisions of the Board). An accountant handles fiscal matters On a contractual

basis, and ,a hea:d teacher provides (11 ,-,..,v:to_iclay supervision of staff, -although
,

.4-

issues relating to hiring, firing and other inanagement-staff rerations remain

the responsibility of the Director.

The Diixector is atrong and .effective! administrator and an outspoken

-

advocate for chile) care, 'In ,contplain4g1,41. e staff questionnaires in November,
.

three-foul-Os:of thr'Cefit,r,Staff statedthat ith'e program is running smoothly

and efficiently, and all of the re§pon.,flerits indicated that the Director was res-

ponsive to thelr suggestions. This-was confirmed by parents' Xciaponses to the-
_, , .

'follow -up- questionnaire 'Willi 12 out of 14 parents stating that t1 proFam.was
. . .

.:' .

smoothly rasa, and all but one stating t,hat, their suggestions were welcome fa' ..

I

.!

said' suggestions were "very welcome and-,5 said the), were "welcome to some:,
A

extent"). Both:the Evaluator apd
Over

foprid the Dire-...tor highly respo'nsive

This wil?..ingfiess to accopi constructive inptil fyom
e.

to their recommendatiOTIS.

staff, parents, and "experts" is sd'epla.s one o the greaWst strengths of fin.
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program and the reason for a majority of the improvements made during the

contract year.

A need for technical assistance to the Director should also be noted, aris-

ing from the multiplicity of responsibilities and the impossibility of one person

being an expert in such diverse areas as fiscal management, curriculum

development, health, etc. This need is confirmed by four of the twelve families

who were still continuing in the program at the time of the follow-up interviews:

they indicated that the director shotild have assistance in managing such a

large program.

4
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P11013LEVE SUM:MARA'
SAN JUAN BAUTISTA

Initial Probl em Identified by

Unlicensed

Too few toilets & wash-
basins, also, too high'

No PAC

Inadequate feedback/to
parents re: child pio-
gress

i.

Need more staff thor
Substitutes

No in-service tratining

Inequities in sala
titles & benefits

es,

Need more equipme

Ilxpressr ,Te aspects o
tication prog.. weak

face inadequate or
inadequately utilized

Ncecl health program

1

No social service
cortiponent

0

0

X

a

0
X

Outcome

frI , (-1
II 1J

Licenseable, but
license still pending

No change

PAC formed December, 1971

More, but still largely
irregular

Staff increased, butshort-
ages still mentioned in
follow-up interviews &
observation

Bi-weekly training program
started in Jan. 1972

Corrected

More purchased; more is
still needed

Much improved

Much improved

Health prograni instituted,
still no med. or denial
treatment available.

Social Worker assigned to
Center



IIECOMME.NDATIONS

Continue to take all steps needed to secure license at earliest possible date

Undertake needed physical improvements, including:.

Increasing and lowering toilet and washbasin facilities

Developing the outdOor faci4ty (provide shaded area and more equipment)

Upgrade the Extended Day Care Program, by:

Employing a head teacher for the ExtendedDay Care Program

Enriching the EDC curriculum

Improve home-center communication through regular parent-teacher conferences

Ensure consistently adequate supervision of the children, through:

Deployirig staff as effectively as possible

Developing, and using, an adequate pool of substitute teachers and aides

Institute a program of in-depth on-the-job training

Provide for medical and dental follow-up care

Provide a means for ensuring parent input on the Board

Secure technical assistance, as needed or requested, in special areas (e. g.,
curriculum development, staff training, fiscal management, etc.)

Purchase additional equipment for the prescho,o1 program

Involve social worker in intake and terminations, if possible
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B. GREEN VALLEY PRESCHOOL AND

S CHILD CARE CENTER
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PRC GRAM SUMMARY

Starting Date: No14, 1970

Name of Project: Green Valley Preschool and Child Care Center

Location: 318 El Rancho Verde Drive

Auspices: Learning Achievement Corporation (a private, profit-making corporation)

Hours: 6:30 a. m. - 6:00

Capacity: Licensed for 64 slots; funded by Model Cities for 30 slots

Population served: Preschoolers (3-5 years of age) only
Eligibility: MNR's; present, former or potential welfare recipients;

anyone else on a full-pay basis

staff:

Enrollment:

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 40%I

MNR's
Total! 37 35 6T 71 70 70 75 71 in
MNR 1 5 4 20 28 31 30 31 29 Feb.

Ethnic Composition: 49% Anglo; 26% Mexican-American; 18% Black;
7% Other (Oct. )

Numbers:

I July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Tan. Feb. 46%
I MNR's

Total 1 6 5 8 11 11 11 13 13 in
MNR I 1 1 2 3 3. 4 6 6 Feb.

.

Ethnic Composition: 69% Anglo; 23% Mexican-Americans; 8, B ac .

Extent of compliance with Federal Interagency Requirements

RequiremC it In compliande
at outset ?

In compliance
now?

Licensed Yes , Yes
Adult-to-child ratio Not fully Technically acceptable
Safety and sanitation Yes - Yes
Educational services Yes Yds
Social Servic,es No , Yes, Partially
Ilealth No Yes
Nutrition Yes, l arti daily Yes, Partially
Staff training No Yes, Partially
Parent involvement No Yes

7 3
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GREEN VALLEY

The Green Valley Preschool and Child Care Center, located at 318 El

Rancho Verde Drive in San Jose, is one of several Green Valley Centers

operated by Learning Achievement Corporation (LAC). LAC is a private,

profit-making enterprise with inhouse activities including operating preschool

centers and designing educational materials (notably the EDGE program).

The Center began operation at this site on November 4, ]970, providing
i

a preschool program, on a full-pay basis, for approximately 30 children.

Enrollment has since grown to over 70 children. The Center is open from

6:30 a. m. to 6:00 p. m. , and children attend for periods ranging from 5 hours

to 50+ hours per week. Only preschoolers are served. ,

Funding

During fiscal year 1971-72, Model Cities provided seed money for 30 child-

ren. This was matched 3:1 by federal.monies, under Title IV-A, and adminis-

tered by DSS. Children were also enrolled, under contract with DSS, from

'families of former, present or potential welfare recipients. No fees were

charged for Model Neighborhood Residents, and reimbursement to the Center

was at a maximum rate of $6. 50 for a full day. For welfare families, a sliding

fee has been charged and the balance, up to the total of $6. 50 /day, is paid by

DSS. The remaining children in the program are privately enrolled, with

families paying the full cost for services.

.
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For the coming year, the Health and Social Services Task Force has

recommended that $66, 000 be allocated toGreenValley, to provide care for

i

in training would be given priority if there were a crush of applicants. Appro-
. 0

xiMately 40% of the enrollees are MNRs. Additional demographic data secured

30 children at a rate of $2,200 per year per child.

1. POPULATION AND ELIGIBILITY

Enrollees fall into three categories: (1) MNRs; (2) former, present and

potential welfare recipients; and (3) anyone else who desires the service and

is able to pay for the full cost of care. Green Valley is the only program

supported by Model Cities which-enrolls families in the third category. It

also differs from all other programs under studSthat enrollment is limited

to preschoOl children (between the ages of three to five, inclusive). There are

no other eligibility requirements, but children of working parents and parents

from the parent questionnaires* shows that: (1) nearly tivo-thirds of the families

served' are intact; (2) over half of the mothers are at home full time, but feel

that a preschool experience would be beneficial for their children (of the re-

lmainder, most are employed); (3) two thirds of the families have a total annual

income above $5, 000 per year; (4) approximately one-half of the children are

Anglo, one-fourth Mexican American and the remaining one-fourth arc black or

"other".

*As noted in the section on Methodology, parent questionnaires were completed
for a sample of twenty parents enrolled in September and October. Many
families have since enrolled and the current parent profile may differ somewhat
from that shown above.
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This is the only Center studied which has a majority of middle-class

Anglo children enrolled. A great many of these children participate on a

part-time basis, since their mothers ar-e not employed, and they are seeking

a preschool,experience rather than a child care program. For parents who

are working, it is sometimes necessary to secure additional child care services

for younger and/or older children. However, only one family cited this as

- a problem.

At the outset, the Center hai difficulty securing sufficient MNR enrollment

to fill the 30 allocated slots Active recruitment was undertaken in September,

and since then (from October through February),, the MNR enrollment has been

steadily maintained at near capacity; i.e., the MNR enrollment has ranged

from 28 to 31, but additional children could still be served because a few

of the children attend only part day and the Model Cities contract provides for

30 slots.

The rapid increase in enrollment created some initial staffing problems,

but these have been essItially resolved. A few 31 the parents have expressed

concern over the very large numbers now being accommodated, but the great

majority of parents have commented favorably on the changes.

It may be concluded that the Center is effectively reaching and serving

the MNI1 families provided for in its contract with Model Cities.
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. EN VIIIONMENT

a. Location

The Greet) Valley Center is located outside of the Model Neighborhood

but close to the northern edge of Mayfair. While two thirds of the families

live more than two miles away, only two of twenty parent respondents said

that transporation was a problem. In this connection, it should be noted that

half of the parent's stated that they selected this Center for specific, posi-

tive reasons rather than simply because it was "closest". It appears that

parents are willing to take their children farther, if necessary, in order

to participate in the program of their choice.

b. Safety and Sanitation

This Center was specifically designed as a child care center, with prior

examination of the blueprints by the SDSW Licensing Division. Consequently,

it has sufficient toilets, window space, floor space, fenced yard space, etc.

It fulfills all-of the code requirements fol... the 64 children it is licensed to

serve.

The Center is in a new building which is, light, spacious, and cheerful

in all of the program areas utilized by the children. Folding partitions

separate the large area into flexible rooms, requiring special efforts to

achieve a homey feeling. This was recently accomplished in specific

response to suggestions by the on-site observer. The lack of real walls

has also made noise control' a problem and storage space is in short
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supply. But these are small considerations in a physically-delightful

facility, and they can be remedied through the use of more rugs and

portable storage units. Loth parents and staff accorded this facility the

top rating in terms of adequacy and safety. A need for improved mainten-

ance was, however, noted by the staff, the observer and the evaluator.

This too can be remedied by "securing a more adequate maintenance service.

Arranging adequate space for staff use, on the other hand, poses a

difficult problem. When a corridor was closed off recently to provide a

tiny office for the health aide and an adequate isolation area for sick

children, the Director's office was necessarily converted into a pathway,

producing obvious problems. Further, there is no staff room where staff

members can prepare materials, rest, or confer. Attention to the space

needs of staff would be, highly desirable.

3. PARENT INVOLVEMENT

In initial parent interviews, no parents identified themselves as "involved"

in the Center. Since then, bi-weekly coffee hours have. been instituted, where

parents are invited to stay a few,, minutes, have a cup of coffee and observe the

program. Also, in response to the Model Cities mandate at the Quarterly Ile-

view, a small PAC has been formed (comprised of three parents, a social

worker from the Eastside Social Service Bureau, and a public health nurse).

Mille PAC,meetings are held monthly and all parents have been invited to

7 8
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participate, the response has been poor. This is consistent with the initial

comments of parents--while about half said that they would like to be more

involved, they indicated that they were interested in knowing more about the

Center and their children's progress, but did not exei-ess a desire to be part

of a parent organization. In follow-up interviews, three parents stated that
F

they were involved and would like to do still more; seven said they were not

involved and six of 'these had no 'desire to be. Only one 4'uninvolved" parent

would like to do more. Virtually all of the parents, both "before" and "after"

said that they felt welcOme at the Center. On the other hand, most of the

parents said they were informed bout their children's progress only occasionally

or if they asked, and may6 would like more regulart parent-teacher conferences.

The observer noted that, with the exception of the Director, who consistently
. 4.

and effectively interacts with parents, staff - paint interaction is erratic.

The observer recommended that the -teachers make more effort to communicate

with parents.
de

Irseems that the present level of involvement in the PAC is all that the
1

parents want at this time The coffee hours are an excellent addition to the
.

program, though the possibility of special parent education programs should

also be e3tplored, and increased opportunities for parents to participate on a

day-to-dgy basis should be provided. Parent-Center communication about

#) the children's progress needs to be strengthened, both in regular parent-

.. her conferences and through informal communication between teacher

and parents when the children'tre brought in and picked up.
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4. STAFF 4
Pre'cise computation of staff and child attendance hours in October* re-

vealed a shortage of 32 to 49 staff hours per week,. on the basis of full corn-
_

pliance with the FIDCR for all children enrolled in the program.. Since a
-sr,

portion of thelchiltiren° are privately enrolled, the question arises as to, whether

the Center is obligated to maintain the FIDCR ratios for these children as well

as those covered by federal funds,. Policy on this issue is contained in CirCular

Lettpr #2495, dated September. 20, 1970, from the State Department of Social

Welfare, as follows: "If a nursery has a substantial number of children en-

rolled in the facility for whom federal funds are received, it must meet al)...the'

standards as defined in the subchapter... For children three to four years old....

the totaeiratio of adults to children (shdll be) no less than one to five. For

\children four to six 'years old.... the total ratio of adults to (shall be)

Ao less than one to seven. " Since 'Green Valley serves or{ly preschool children,

its appears that an overall ratio of one adult to six children must be maintained.

The FIDCR, however, stipulate that on-site programs which come under

federal funding after being in operation shall have three years to achieve the

desitred ratio, providing they demonstrate movement toward compliance. While

Green Valley should not be considered to be technically out of compliance, it

would obviously be desirable to !move toward the 1:6 ratio as soon as feasible.

To quote the observer: The staff at Green Valley is young, active /and

enthusiastic. They obviously enjoy their work and work very cooperatively

(04, vr,
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with one another. As a staff, they seemed well aware of their particular

responsibilities and the overall program sequence. " Parents rated all staff

members "pretty good" or "very good" in both the before and after interviews,

with such spontaneous comments as: "teachers really care about the ch. dren,

"they're doing a great job, " "my child really likes the teachers. "

In most areas, this is a highly satisfied staff: administrative pr eesses,

staff participation in.making decisions,. frequency and helpfulness of staff

meetings, and staff relations all receive excellent ratings.'

Two primary problem areas were, however, identified: (1) 'salaries and

I;enefits were generally rated fair or poor and (2) training was virtually non-

14

existent.

As compared with the other centers, salaries and benefits are indeed poor,

and it is'presumed that these are tolerated by staff primarily because of the

excellence of the other factors cited above. Raising salaries of all staff (director,

teachers and aides), adding a health plan and increasing sick leave, and provi-

ding uniform compensation for overtime work, were clearly indicated.

Most of the teachers work art-time, suiting their working hours to college

attendance. This makes scheduling difficult, especially in providing for sub-.
situtes. It also means that there are a great number of different teachers to

whom the children and parents must relate.

WhilMany of the teachers are now attending college, this does not sub-

stitute for an effective in-service training program. Over the course of the

evaluation period, some intermittent educational workshops were held and more

S1
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are planned. While individual education 56,rkshops of this type are always a

welcome addition, both the observer and the evaluator felt that a program, of
I

intensive,/ sysfematic, 'on-tlie-job training was a top priority need, particularly
0

in view of the limited' educational and experiential background of the non-pro-

fessional staff members. Bringing in a highly- qualified expert to conduct an in
.,.

depth, training program on-site would serve to upgrade the skills of staff and
44,

assist the director in becoming even More effective in.providing on; going
,

,
eivaluation, supervisionvand instruction to the staff.

, ,,, --i.
When first observed, the staff was 'almost entirely Anglo. In recent months,

the ethnic balance of the staff has been greatly improved, although the employ-
,

ment of additional Mexican American and Black staff would be desirable,

would the employment of males!''' A need for instruction in relation to diverse

cultural heritages is indicated.

. It was noted that the proportion of MNR staff has risen steadily and now

exceeds the percentage of MNR children enrolled.

5. EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

The development of the educational component, is best shown by selected
C z

quotationS from th'e on -site observation reports in November and February.,
In November f the observer reported: "There are a great ihany activities offered

at Green Valley, executed with a maximum of efficiency and a mihimum of

mess. Most of the activities, however, are teacher7initiated, teacher-directed

*There is presently a regular male volunteer an a father who assists on an
occasional basis, but there arc no paid male staff members.
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and teacher-contrOed.... As a result the children tend to be kept busy rather

than involved.... The children are treated warmly by the staff but in a way

that treats them as objects to be manipulated and directed rather than as active

participants in their own growth and development. "
. -

In the February report, significant improvement is noted: "It'is in the

individualizing of the treatment of children that the most important changes

have taken place. ... The implementation of a much more self-paced curriculum

has now freed the staff to more sensitively 'tune in' to the children's verbal and

non-verbal cues. " Follow-up parent interviews also reflect this change: ten

of the eleven continuing parents interviewed stated positive changes had oc-

curred in their children, particularly citing an improved ability to share and

get along with others, improved vocabularies and a positive attitode towards

school.

All respondents staff, parents, observer and evaluatorgxn-.essed

concern abcut the insufficiency of equipment at the beginning of the study period.

Much improvement has been noted in this area also, although quality books,

add:tional outdoor equipment and manipulative materials are still needed.

6. HEALTH AND NUTRITION

a. Health

Beginning with ." health component whatsoever, the Center has recently

employed a naif time health aide, and the proposal for next yea,- 'ncludeS
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increasing this position to full tim. \All but two of the parents inter-

viewed in the follow-up were aware of\this change. None of the parents

stated that their children were less hea thy as a result of participating in

the Center, whereas three said they we0, healthier.

b. Nutrition

Morning snack, lunch and afternoon snack are served. Food is pre-
,

pared on-site by a staff member who clivides\lier time between cooking

and teaching.

1-The quality of food was well rated by parehts, in before and after

intervie..vs, and by staff. However, both staff 4nd the evaluators noted

that the food was insufficient in quantity--no breakfast is served, a serious

omission for those children who spend a very long day in the program

and who may hate come to the Center without breakfast; and there is

often too little food at lunch to permit the childrer to have second help-

ings. The nutritional consultant from SPC cited 9e insufficiency

of kitchen equipment (in particular, the need for a ifreezer, added cooking

utensils, and a booster for the dishwasher); she also expressed concern

about the storage methods in use. The advice of the nutritional consultant

was followed in regard to storage)and some utensil, and serving dishes

were purchased. The Green Valley proposal for the second actitincyear

provides for hiring a full-time cook and serving bre kfast.

8.4
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7. SOCIAL SERVICES

This Center had no social service program prior to December, when the

Director made contact with a social worker at the Eastside Office of the

Department of Social Services.. This worker agreed to participate in the

Parent Advisory Committee and to conic twice a month (on coffee days) in

order to chat informally with the parents. In addition, the Director may call

upon the social worker whenever there are problems with any child or family

within the center. To date, the worker's role in this regard has been primarily

to provide a link between the family and the family's regular worker. She will

also make home calls on referral. No specifiC amount of time has been corn-

mitted to the Center by thesocial worker. This is a minimum fulfillment of

the social services component. A more complete plan for social service com-

ponent, favored by"theevaluator, is described under intake in the section on

system wide recommendations.

In relation to admission procedures, Title 22 of the SDSW Administrative

Code points out that "each child's first days in the nursery must'be planned for

on an individual basis to make his adjustment to the nursery as smooth as

possible. " Green Valley is the only Center wbiefr specifically provides for

gradual acclimation of a new child into the program by progressively lengthen-
%

ing the period of attendance.
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8. ADMINISTRATION AND COORDINATION

As indicated previously, Learning Achievement Corporation (LAC) is

private, profit-making corporation which up' rates a number of Green Valley

Centers. All of the on-site Center Directors are directly answerable io the

Vice - President of the Corporation. Generally speaking, the Director has

autonomy in employing staff, deter-mining the educational philosophy and

specific activities of the Center (with the exception that Learning Achievement

Corporation expects its preschool programs to utilize the educational materials

'which have been designed by LAC), and administering all of the day-to-day

program operations.

The Director's primary responsibilityt to LAC is monetary accountability.

The'Corporation's fiscal control has extensive ramifications, however, since

-financial arid budgetary factors are primary considerations in determining the

amount of salaries and benefits, the numbers of staff employed', the amount

which may be expadect for equipment, food, maintenance, etc. Andithese

factors in turn have significant implications for all aspects of the program's

operation. In the. December monitoring report, the Evaluator indicated that

most of the problems which had been identified at the Center were directly

4 2

attributable to a sho-rtage of funds, and that almost all of the needed improve-

merits could be provided "if the Corporction were to request and receive a larger

per diem allocation; i. e. , the eight dollar per diem amount which is allocated

to tlie other center programs. " To quote further from that report:

r.



"Thu-7, it41.7 the CtIn poration has not requested such a per diem
all6v,ance. Witile this matter has not been discussed with the,
Corpt+ratir-n, there appeal's to be a philosophic conviction that
it ;:.; fat, u to offer care at minimum cost. Further, it
may be speculated that the Corporation is Concerned that in-
creasing the budgetary expenditures at Vas center would estab-
lish,a precedent for other CorporP.tion-sponsored centers which
do not receive federal sup,7c4

"However, inylight of the special population served at this center
and the special demands made upon the center by the Federal
Interagency Requirements, higher per diem expenditures and the
provision of additional services Would seem to be indicated. This
should not affect the Corporation's established budgetary standards
for its. non - federally- supported preschool programs since they are
not required to comply with Federal Interagency Requirements,
It is recommended that the matter of budget as it -relates to pro-
gram oe thoroughly explored by the Corporation and DSS in con-
nection with the preparation ot next year's ,contract."

This vielkooint was underscored in the February Monitoring Report

as follows:

"The rationale of the Corporation in being reluctant to raise staff
salaries is understandable; namely, that salaries once raised can-
not be reduced and that such reductions might be necessary if.the
program has to become fully self - supporting at some future time.
While inadequate .ialaries and benefits for employees (especially
MNR's) is deplorable, there is no concrete evidence that the
salaries paid have adversely affected the program.

The same rationale, hoWever, does-not obtain in other areas.
Shortages of funds for nutrition, equipment and other program needs
have definitely had an adverse affect upon the program. It is
strongly recommended that budgetary allocations in these pro-
grammatic areas be increased.

i.- earning Achievement Corporation has increased its budgetary request in

relation zit! the.-:e areas. In light of this new bli'dget proposal, it is

anticipated that the coming.year will bring a marked strengthening of what
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is alreadS: a solid program. The responsiveness of LAC in this matter is

substantial proof that profit-making enterprises can be persuaded to deliver

quality care as well as economical care.

On-Site Director

The Director of the Green Valley'Center is a vibrant young woman who

has inspired the enthusiastic support of both the parents and her staff. In

response to The staff questionnaim, nine out of eleVen staff members rated

her "excellent;" ten said the program runs smoothly; nine felt decisions were

made efficiently; and all eleN'ien said,that staff have enough to say about the

program. This is virtually unprecedented praise for a director's effectiveness

and seems to 'reflect the Director's active involvement in the day-to-day run-

ning of the program, as well as her personally supportive relationships -with

her staff. The fact that she doesn't control the "puese rings" might be an

asset in averting the type of management-labor difficulties experienced by

other directors. Similarly, in the follow-up parent interviews when parents

were specifically asked
t.
to comment on the Director, all parents made strongly°

,

positive comments. The Director herself felt that she had two primary diffi-
_

culties in the course of the year. First, it was sometimes difficult to deal

with two "masters" --the Corporation al-1(1141e administering agency -when the

expectations of the two did not coincid . Since the Corporation office has been

moved to Sim Jose, there has been mo direct contact between the responsible

LAC Vice-President and thc Monel Cities and Department of Social Services
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personnel, and communication has been greatly improved. Secondly, having

experience primarily in private preschool education, the Director found that she had

to do a good deal of rapid learning to cope with the multiple demands which are

made upon Directors in terms of parent involvement, health care, teacher

training, and other diverse aspects of federally funded child care programs.

She has weathered these most successfully, but technical assistance should

have been provided.

The Evaluator has observed that the Director at this Center has a most tax

ing job--she handles all of the administrative details with no secretarial

assistance and performs most of the functions of a head teacher as well. This

latter role has been most constructive in enhancing her relations with the

teaching staff and should be continued, if at all possible. Adding a clerk

to handle the numerous phone calls and paper work details would ceriaiDly

be helpful.

01.

4
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Initial Problem

PROBLEM SUMMARY
GREEN VALLEY

Identified ?Y Outcome
. S.

.

No parent involvement
.

No health program

No social service program

Few MNR employees

Poor ethnic representatiot
on staff

_

No staff training
,

Lnsufficient staff '
_

-,/
Low pay

Poor benefits

No secretary !

-
- ,
Need better maintenance ,

Not "homey"

More space needed for 1

staff functions
....

Insufficient equipment

Insufficient individuali-
nation of ethic. program;
:90 little child in-put

irautity of food insuffi- ,

dent

0
%_,.
v

,-7-:

X

X

X

X

X

X

X'

X

X

X

X

X

N

*"

s,

P.

X

X

X

X

X

X.

,-.

t.-.

v)

X

X

-X

X

X

X

X

.,"

X

X

0

trj

0
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

.

PAC Formed; Bi-weekly
"coffee hours"

..,

Health aide employed

Improved through minimal
'involvement of social worl
froro EastsideBureau

.
. Corrected % of MNR staff

now exceeds % of MNR en-
rollment

.
.

Improved-

Some improve.ment.

Improved & technically sat
factory, but further impro.
ment is needed

plight improvement
. 4

No change

No change
.

.

No change"
. w

Improved

No change

Improved .*

.

,

Much improved r

No (-Lange.

er

f
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RECOMMENDATIONS

First Priority:

Increase per diem allocation to provide adequate funds for all program-
matic needs, including:

Employmeilt of additional teachers--to increase staff-to-pupil
ratio, improve ethnic composition of staff, and add males in
child-contact positions

Increase, in staff sic:dad-les and benefits

Purchase of quality books, rdditional outdoor e u pment, and
manipulative materials

Addition of breakfast and increase in the quantity of food-available
for lunch and snacks

Institute an in-depth on-the-job training program

Improve home-Center communication, through:

Instituting regular parent-teacher conferences

Encouraging teachers to greet and talk with parent's w.ben children
are delivered and picked up

Working with the PAC to plan and ,involve parents in occasional
parent education programs

Involving parents as regular volunteers, insofar as 'possible
0

Second Priority:

Improve maintenance

Employ a clerk

Attend to the space needs of staff (staff room, privacy for Director)

Secure technical assistance, as needed or requested,. in such
special areas as parent involvement, staff training, nutrition

Upgrade social services conmonent

Add storage r.abin.ets and rugs
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
Starting Date: Dec. 31, 1970

Name of Project: Los PequenitosChild Developthent enter

Location: 502 Illinois Avenue - on playground of Gardner School

Auspices: Foundatt<for Research and Community Development, a private,
non-profit corporation

Hours: 6:30 a. m. - 6:30 p. m.; Monday through Friday

Capacity: Licensed for .55

Population Served: Two to.sixteen years of age (need not be toilet trained)

Eligibility: MNR's, or former, present or potential welfare recipients
Priority to working parents and parents n training

Enrollment:
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

Total
MNR

54
49

65
50

42
42

61
49

61
49

55
55.

55
55

61
58

Ethnic Composition: 8.670 M-A; 1% Black; 1% Anglo

Staff:-

Numb
July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

Total
MNR

10
1

10
4

10
, 5

10.
'6

9

3

10
7

10
7

10
8

Ethnic Composition: 73% M-A; 27% Anglo

Extent of 6om&fance w ith Federa l Interagency Requirements:

Requirement . .
Jn compliance
at outset?

In compliance
now? .,c.---.-_,.---------,with exceptions17,i-censed- s. -'-7-ire-s,-WrtE7xcepties,

Aduh-to-child ratio
A

Yeg Yes .4.......,
Safety and sanitation .0. No

Yes ,

No i'
YesEducational slrvices

Social Services .- , No No .

Health - t No Yes-
Nutrition Yes - Yes

No
ft,Staff training Yes

Parent involvement Yes Yes
1
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)`1.1111::QUENITOS

The Los Pequenitos Child Development Center is One-of three centers

operated by the Foundation for Research and Community Devel6pment (FRCD).

The program was begun at another site and re- located in a bungalow on the

grounds of Gardner Sphool in December, 1970. The Center.is open from 6:30 a. M.

to 6 :30 p.m., .Monday through Friday, and it serves 55 to 60 children between

the ages of 2 through\,12.

The primary source of funds during fiscal 1971-72 was a contract for 50

children, with seed money provided by Model Cities and a 3:1 federal- matching

grant, administered by the Department of Social Services. Per diem reiMburse-

ment was at the rate of $8 per child' per day.

For the comic t year, the Health and Social Services Tasli For has again

recommended an allocation of seed e'y for 50 children at t s site.

1. POPULATION AND E4IGI13ILITY ,
.

Children from two to sixteen years.of age are considered eligible, although
. /

no children beyond elementary school age are in fact served. It is/not, required
. z / . .

that the children be toilet trained, Model neighborhoodre4dency is. required

for 50 slots; the remairfing children.may or may not be NMI's so'Iong as they
\

conform to welfare guidelines as former, present or potential recipients.
544

r s .

. , .,
Priority is given -to children iv ho need day care because parents are workingior

,, ,

in training, and-nhildrep.Fill e "accepted when their parents are at home only

if there are special needs. TheCenter always.operates at capacity and
t

generally has a waiting list oreligibleapplicantg. 'There has been relative1304
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little turnover.

Demographic data secured from the parent questionnaires shows that:
ge.

nearly all are MNRfs; two/thirds of the families are intact; all but two of the

mothers are employed or in training; half of the families have an annual income

under $5, 000; and virtually all of the children are Mexican-American. Care is

generally provided for all of the children in a family who need care; ans3 pre-

scboolers outnumber extended day care children by a small margin. Sixteen

of 22 responding mothers stated that they were able to work or participate in

training programs specifically b.ecause their children were cared for. There

is no doubt that a Center is needed in this location and that this Center is

serving the pdpulation it Nias funded to serve.
I a

2. ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

a. cation

ki

. .

T e Center is well - located fop service to-the Gardner area: Half/
1

of the f milies live within 5 blocks of the center, and, of the remainde',

only' 2 s at&J that transportation was a.poblein. Further, school age

children attending Gardner school may reach the Center simply by /cross-
.

inethe laygrouncl.

-b. Sa .city and Sanitation

ile the bungalow is-new and quite attractive on the insikle, there

are extr 'mely serious problems relating to the facility and Pl yground

for pres hoolers,a.nd houSing for the EDC program is non-e 'intent.

95
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Deficiencies noted were as follows:

(1) Minding deficiencies:

Ventilation is poor, With tiny, louvered windows which
fall far short of the required 1/8 of the total floor space

There is only one exit from each of the playroom, posing
a possible fire hazard

Therp; is no hot water; there is no utility room; water for
drinl4ng, washing dishes, mixing paints and all other
uses Must come from the children's bathrooms

There is a shortage of storage and, at times, food has. .

been stored in the hall and bathrooms, in gross vioAtion
of public health standards

4

Children's toilets are sufficien't in quartity for only 44
children (though they arcchild-sized), and there is no
adult bathroom in the bungalow/

(2) Pla,ygrouna problems (as stated in the September 'Monitoring
Report):

"The playgrotmd is the source of greatest concern,
since there is no adjoining fenced area suitable
for the varied active play which constitutes 6

.- vital part of the program -- the small fenced,
portion behind the bunling is too small for this
purpose 9nd the fenced, equipped, tanbark-
covered playground is at some distance. and re-
quires that the children cross a section of as-
phalt playground which is used by school children
of all ages for active play and which has many
broken and uneven sections. Attention is focussed'
on this matter at this time because of the high
incidence of accidents reported by th Center ,

during the recent past."

The on-site observer stnnmarized the problem in the following words:
-I

"The outdoor 'facility at LOS Pequenitos, creates
insoluble, control and supervision problpis for

-91-
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staff and is a safety threat for the younger
'children. There is no fenced, appropriately
equipped area which is accessible to the
children... Parents cited instances of
children leaving the grounds because of the
inadequate fencing and many of the teachers
commented on the difficulties deriving from
lack of a suitable playground."

(3) EDC Program
Tr

-At the time of the first monitoring visit in July, the EDC pro-.
gram was being temporarily housed in a school room, avail-

,

able because the Gardner School was not in use during the

summer. It was already known that this room would not be.

available when school started. The school-age children have

been "accomodated" be being kept on the playground, taken

on field trips, or crowded into corners of the preschoolers'

rooms. There has been no separate, clearly defined space
p

for the older children for a period of seven months.
t.

All of these issues have been raised and re-iterated in every single monthly

monitoring report. All of these issues have been raised by parents and staff.

All of these problems were identified by the on-site observer. But, with the

exception of improved maintenatfce and the recent removal of food from halls

an bathroOms,'NONE OF THE BASIC PROBLEMS HAVE BEEN SOLVED:

Some things have occured: the administration has acknowledged the

' While many parents of school age children deplored this situation,
others were even more concerned that the EDC program night be discontinued,
leaving them without care of any type.
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reality or the problems: they have negotiated with the school administration and

citrin relation to ensuring that the present space could be retained (and possibly

expanded) and to secure permission to fence an area 'adjoining the child care

bungalow; they have contacted contractors, made plans, and sought funds.*

But the fact remains that, after nind months, none of the essential environmental

proli.lems.have been solved.

Responsibility for this failure to deal with basic issues affecting the

safety of the children rests with three agencies:

The Administration of the Foundation, for failing to make
environmental safety a top priority in expending funds

gt

The DSS, as administering agency, for failing to set a specific
deadline for remedying the identified problems

The SDSW,which granted a license with the above serious deficiencies
permitted as exceptions

3. PARENT LNIOLVEItIEN1

This Center has had a functioning Parent*Adviscry Committee (PAC) and

a high degree of parent interest and involvement from the beginning. Early

monitoring reports called 'attention to the fact that a clear delineation of the

respopsibilities of the PAC was needed if the PAC was to play a maximally -

productive, role. At the time of the disputes between the parents and the

administration, the Foundation Director did send a letter to all parents

apprising them of the role of a PAC as described in the FIDCR, and the PAC's

role in relation to employing a Director was defined. Since that time, a size-
,

Special funds hay, ecently been secured for building and playground
improvement, and it does appear that corrective action be taken in the near
future, This does not, however, alter` our observalions about the period covered
by the evaluation,
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able number of parentS have participated in paren meetings and have had an

opportunity to be involved in decisions about the ed cational orientation of the

Center. And the administration's relations with pa ents is greatly improved.

Nonetheless, it should be noted that the PAC is advi. ory to the Center, not to

the Foundation, and the ultimate decision-making aut ority resides with the

Foundation. Some means of ensuring parent input at he Foundation Board level

sh.ould be adopted; and a statement of the PAC's role d responsibilities still

needs to be developed in writing.

At the time of initial parent interviews, approximately half of the parents

described themselves as "involved" with the Center. B the time of the follow-

up interviews, more than two-thirds said they were "inv lved", and the balance

said they would like to be. This is perhaps the most co mitted group of parents,

with involvement varying from painting cupboards to sery ng on the PAC.

The primary concern in the area of home-center co munication (expressed

in both the initial interviews and thefollow-up interviews) 1, as, and is, the lack

of regular information about the progress their chilthen are making. Attention

should be given to providing regular, systematically.-commun cated information

about how the children are doing.

4. STAFF

The staff-to-pupil ratio has been consistently maintained a approximately

the level required by the Federal Interagency Day CaroRequirem nt. Nonetheless,

several parents, in both the initial interviews and the follow-up int rviews, ex

99
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pressed concern about insufficient supervision of the children, citing instances

when children ,kverc lost, or outside the fence, or unattended at pick-up time.

Since most of the parents judged that there was sufficient staff, and our own

observations confirmed this, the problems with supervision which have been

Cited seem to be related to the difficulties of management in a setting without

adequate fencing, rather than an insufficiency of staff. Attention should also

be given to making sure that staff schedules provide for adequate coverage in

the early morning and late afternoon as well as during heavy attentance periods. 1

Generally speaking, the staff is young, warm, and supportive of the

children. In the parent interviews, there were many comments indicating

that the teachers were kind and worked well with the children. And the on-sit e;

. ,
observer noted that "They work together in a most cooperative manner. They/

also have helped to create a center which, in the most natural manner, is co

sistently supportive of the ethnic heritage of the majority of the children." On
. \,

the other hand, several parents, both "before" and "after", specifically commented

on the inexperience and youth of the staff. Analysis of the staff questionnaires

shows that approximately half of the staff has little or no special education in

child,clevelopment and more than half have no prior experience in child care.

pevelopment of an excellent training program which will enable these

young teachers to achieve their full potential is essential. The Foundation

encourages staff members to attend college but offers no tangible assistance

in the form of paid time off, `books or tuition. Several programs have been tried:
\

during the summer; all staff attended a once-a-week evening class at DeAnza;
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and, for abrief. period, the Training Officer conducted class-es on Montessori

methods. Most staff members stated, however, that they had received no in-
/

servide.kraining; and many commented .!Iat they would likp a good training

progam, particularly one for which they could receive college credits. Theft

traikling plan favored by the Evaluator is described in the section on training.

Th pos6ibility of maintaining a higher ratio of teachers to aides should also be

exi0ored.*

Earlier concerns expressed by staff about the lack of communication with

the administration seem to have been resolved by the new Director: hers

holding regular staff meetings and the apport at the Center appears to be good.

. Most staff members rated their salaries as moderately good and the

benefits as very good. Personnel 7licies have been written and distributed to

staff members. /

- Initial concern over the number of model neighborhood residents seems,
1

/ ..
to have been largely solved by regularly- employed staff members moving into

/
A

the MNA. By February, 8 of. 10 staff members were MNIVs.

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

In.the,November Montl.11y Monitoring Report, the observer described the

program as very positive, but cited certain limitations. Some brief abstracts

follow: "There is an extremely good tone at the Center...The program runs

smoothly and easily with one major exception. The needs of the children in EDC

One teacher or "head teacher" for every two aides or "teacher assistants"
is recommended.



://
1

/ are not capable of being met in the existing Facility... (The preschool) program

would benefit from having more quality materials available on a self-help and

self-pacing basis... an adequate outdoor facility (must be) developed... and

staff needs a training program to incre se their skill in using child development

principles... What is being suggested Is not so much a change in the program of the.

\*.

Cdriter are still most visible.. e EDC program remains a stepchild... The

need for a carefully developed nd implemented in-service program is even

more clearly indicated now. here is developing an increasing rekimentation

center but rather an enriching of the curriculum. " Detailed recommendation's bearing .
9

on each of these items were brought to the attention of the Project Coordinator,

but, unfortunately, the Center was etween Directors so the chance for con-

tributing feedback in such a way as to have an impact on program was greatly

reduced. As a result, the t'ebrua y observer's report stated: "...none of the

prior recommendations have co illetely been implemented and the needs of the

of children... Children were ept sitting for forty minutes in one activity that

was of little interest to them and had-questionable value. A child was seen

being punished by being sat 'n a corner... There were increasing instances of

,./grouped activities and the.4 s program particularly is in need of a richer, more

individualized curriculum. . The outdoor facility remains a major obstacle...

Conclusion: Los Pequenit s has an admirable sense of community, strong

parent-al support and co milled staff. With the implementation of the previous

report comt s, it can become, an outstanding ceriter. Withodt

attenti seri us concern."
102
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As shown earlier, parents also continued to express concern about the yard,

the building and the EDC progrm in the follow-up interviews. They were not

as critical about the educational. program, generally rating it pretty good and

indicating that their children h d made positive gains.
a

It would appear that the ncrease in structure is being satisfactorily

received by the parents (and ay even be a result of their input), but the

question must be raised as /o whether' structure without adequate content is

truly productive of learning. An educational consultant, to work with the parents

as well as tVith'the staff in developing curriculum, would seem to be indicated.

6. HEALTH AND TRITION
FII

a. Health
/1
I

In th9finitial interviews, parents agreed that there were no regular

check-u s and no help available in relation to health care. Four months

later 'in follow;up interviews, all but one.of the parents were aware of a

ftnictioning health program. This program has been instituted by the new

/Director, in cooperation with the Santa Clara Health Dept. and the 4-C's

health component, and consists of the following: a program of instruction

in personal hygiene (including washizig hands before meals, brushing teeth

after meals, etc), medical and dental diagnostic examinations and innocula-

tions for all preschool children provided by the Santa Clara Health Dept.,

Iron shots for those children diagnosed as anemic (again provided by the

Health Department), up- dating of records and hearing tests by the MIN
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-,. ,assigned to this Center by 4-C1s, and plans to have one teacher spend

half of her time serving as a health aide. This represents a significant

improvement in the health care component.

b. Nutrition

Breakfast and lunch are provided by the schools at a cost of 650 per)
day per child. During the summer, food was bkought in from a junior high

school some distance away, and-there were many complaints that it was

cold and tasteless when it arrived. During the regular SCE-obi-yea r, the
5

food com s from the Gardner cafeteria, next door to the child care center,

and wa judged to be more adequate.7There were, however, criticisms

direct d toward the snacks, frequently left-overs or packaged cookies.

Sin the snacks are purchased ,by the child care program, the most

i mediate and effective way of upgrading the total food program would be

"Ato place heavy eniphaSis on providing maximally nutritious snacks"--sue

L

as fruits, vegetables and cheeses. Preparation of food on site is possiblG

due to the lack of a kitchen, and special care must be taken'ev in con-

nection with the preparation of snacks. Bottled water sho7 d also be

provided since the only present indoor source of drinking water is the

bathroom sink.

7. SOCIAL SERVICES

Three-fourths of the parents in both the "before" and "after" interviews

stated that there was no social service program that they were aware of. While
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V

or*

L

the Center or administrative staff thay hitve attempted intervention or referral

in some problem situations, there is no social service prograin as such-and

'there has been no change in this area from the beginning to the end Of the ,

evaluation period.

/ v, , .
8. ADMINISVIATION AND COO.R )INATION

/ ...
The deleg* agency is the Fo ndation fo)z Research and Community

Development, a private, non-profi corporation. The Foundation is engaged in

a number of training and employ ent projects as v411 as operating three Los

Pequenitos Centers (one infant eenter and two child care centers). Its - programs
/

and services are primarily o ented to serving the Mexican-American community.

Structurally, the Fouitdation is governed by a Board of Directors, comprised

of businegs and professional men. Its central administrative staff consists of a

Director, a Fiscal Officer/fot all Foundation projects, and a Project Coordinator

'tor each group of projects. The Project-Coordinator for the Los Pequenitos

Centers has the main administrative responsibility for the threcCenters and

the Center Directors are accountable to him for all fiscal and programmatic

matters.

In particular, the Foundation controls all expenditures:'handles thelpay-

roll, billing and other bookkeeping functions, sets staff salaries, and has

ultimateauthority in relation to staff empldyment and promotions; purchasi

field trips and other special functions. The Center Director's administr. ive

responsibilities include recruitment and intake of new enrollees,..maint -ience of
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pupil re7i3"Pits,'allik'rebasing urxlsti100, and program II) anage"ment., .1'he
. .

4 .

,...

1

to Center Director also has respensifility for supervising Center staff.
.

,

The present foundation Director joined the staff in August, 1971,, and the'

Project Co.Ordingtor has served in this capacity since. September, 1971:

During the period of the evaluation study, there have beep three different
!

Directors at Los Pequenitos-Tiardner. The-initial,Direetor resigned in August,
all . , / ..

responding to a combination.df parpnt grievances and what she felt to ep9 a laac*.

of support from the Foundation. = f ^ 1 ,

She was -replaced by an .il.cfing Director - -a young Anglo,wprhan with ex-

perience in the Montessori method. Since the staff qudStionnaires were being
a

circulated at about this time, we got a' cl picture of their'reactions: in

particular, staff complained that t program' wasleing run chaotically, that

no staff r!ieetings.wer.e held, that the` Acting Diriftor ;'didn't care what was goind-
,,

on II in relation to the children, and that they felt very insecure in their jobs .
- I

-r
(in fact, two stall' members were fired at this time, kind others were placed on.

St.

probation). Parent complaints were expresNet o valuator as well as to

the Foundation staff, the Foundation Hoard,. the, Mode1 Cities Sub-committee on

Child Care and the DSS Evaluation monitor. Essentially, the parents resented

the fact that they had not been consulted in either the hiring of the Director or
.. . , ,,,

the firing of staff; they were unhappy that th eir children were being tested and

that the Montessori method was being introduced without their having been con-.

suited; and they felt strongly that the e-adMinistration was not responsive to
\

their concerns. 103
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Whit e much heat was generated between the Foundation staff and the PAC

in the courst\of the-the discussions it is to the credit of both the_parents and the

'Foundation thatut):Ley continued to meet together to attempt to work out a satis-,. Or

factory solution.
. 41,

Since the Director4 position had been fill .d of only an 'lading" basis, it
. ,

was possible to work outaa recruitment and hiring procedure which would include

parent representatives and\ epresentatives from Model Cities, as well as members

of the Foundation Board. Furclier, the staff members who were fired were given

..\
an opportunity for hearings before,\,the Foundation Board. Had theseVrocedures

been instituted before the Acting Dii4b.tor was hirdd and theitaff members fired,

considerable turmoil might have been averted. But the fact that theselprocedures"
did become available at all was what saved the program.

When the Acting Director resigned, the newly-adopted recruitment and hir-

ing procedure was instituted and the present Director was employed with the
I.

.agreement and support of thesParents.' The new Director, a malp, is from

MeXico and he speaks very little English. This has not, however, hampered his

communication with parents and staff. His training has been primarily in the field

of medicine, though he studied child development for one year at the PO-American

College in Columbia. In the follow-up parent interviews, all responding parents

commented favorably on the new Director; the only concerns expressed were that

he did no have sufficient authority to make needed improvements and that he was

too`often required to be at meetings away from the Center. The observer felt

that consultation in relation t& curriculum was also required to compensate for

the Director's limited,training and experience,in this specifiC area.
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One of the staff members who was removed was the Center secretary.

While it is pdssible that, there is insufficient paper work at the Center level to

require a secretary, there is still alconcern in relation to the npnber of Mmes

that teachers are being drawn away from their duties to answer the telephone.

This matter requires attention, possibly through arranging a telephone switch-

over to the Foundation offices, where receptionists and secretaries are

employed. /

The degree of centralization of administrative functions also requires some

examination: first, from the standpoint of adrhinistrative costs; and secondly,

from the standpoint of efficien

In connection with the issue df coSt,

of the central administration amounts to

covers a one-third share of the salaries

ing Officer'', lesser contributions to the

it will be noted that monetary support

25% of the total Center budget. This

of the Priziject Coordinator and ,IfTrain-

salaries of the over-all Foundation

Director and fiscal officer, and a portion of the rent, utilities, and other

overhead costs of the central offices... This amounts to $2 per day per child.

This is a disproportionate share for administrative costs and has seriously

interfered With the deliery of needed services and improvements at the Gardner

Center.

In terms of efficiency, it has been difficult to see what "special functions are

performed by-the Project Coordinator--frequently, he and the Center Director

duplicate efforts by attending the same meetings and concerning themselve's with

-103-
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the same issues. Certainly, the failure to correct environmental deficiencies

identified ettrlier does not attest to administrative efficiency.

As forothe "Training Officier", his role in training was limited to a few

fgeSiotis with the teachers (rated "unproductive" by the teachers), and he has

- since been engaged in writing grant proposals. The justification for these

expenditures has been that proposals had to\be st.omitted in order to ensure

the future funding of existing programs and to make expansion possible and

that expansion would decrease the share which each project would need to con-

tribute to the whole. White there is some validity to this ratLnale, the budgets

of child care clers are simply not adequate to allow for the cost of supporting'

an expert in "grantsmanship". The special function of generating child care

funds logically belongs to the 4-C's organization.which was separately funded

to undertake" this precise role. Both the Founcition Director and the Evaluator

feel that it is essential for 4-C's to begin to take' on this responsibility.
I

(
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Mandatory

Secure adequate facility for the Extended Day Care Program

W\s Develop a safe, fenced playground adjacent to the existing facility

Provide needed windows and doors

Increase number of toilets; add hot 'water and bottled drinking water;
improve storage arrangements

Adjust central administrative costs to a reasonable level

First Priority

Provide in-depth training program for qtaff

Upgrade the educational curriculum; secute.technical assistance in this
area

,Provide ret'ular, systematic communication with parents about their
children's progress 0

Adjust staff schedules to-provide adequate .coverage at the times when
children are brought in and picked up ,

-.-Upgrade snacks

/4Second Priority
'SW

Investigate possibility of maintaining a higher ratio of teachers to aides

Develop written statement of PAC role and responsibilities and provide for
parent input -at the recision - making level (ie, the Foundation Board)

Develop a social services component
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D. ST. MARK FAMILY

DAY CARE PROJECT
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PROGRAM SUMMARY

Starting Dates:
Adm. :Sept. , 1971
Service: Nov. , 1971

Name of Project: St. Alark Family Day Care Project

Location: Administrative Offices at 1396 East SaLtc, Clara
Services provided in homes throughout the MN

Auspices: Private, non-profit (PAC, when incorporated, will become the
operating agency)

Hours: Varies from home to home

Capacity: 50

PopulatiOn served:
Eligibility:" MNR's, infancy through age 12

Staff:

Enrollment:

Jul ' Aug. Sept. Oct!%
¢

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.
Tc:tal 25 48 48 eftr
MNR 25 44 44 40

Numbers:

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. , Dec. Jan. Feb.1

Administra-ii-sal_a.aff.
Total 3 5 6 6 6 1 6 ;-

MNR 3 4 4 4 4

Providers Total 10 23 23 19

M NR , 10 23 23 19

Ethnic Composition: (total staff): 8.(Y/0 Mexican-American; 5% Black;
15% Anglo and "other"

Extent of compliance with Federal Interagency Requirements

Requirement In compliance
at outset?

In compliance
now?

Licensed No 16 Pending
Adult-to-child ratio Yes Yes
Safety and sanitation Generally, yes Generally, yes
Educational services No No
Social Sere -es partially

No
Partially

-dYesHealth
Nutrition Yes Yes, but needs

improvements
Staff I rainin; Yfis, pre-serviec. No, in- service.
Parent involvement No Yes
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ST. MARK FAMILY DAY CARE PRWECT

Thei St. Mark Family,Day Care Project was designed to provide child care

in private homes throughout the Model Neighborhood. It extends the concept of

licensed family day care by creating a unified home care system, comprised of

a central agency and multiple home programs. Individual caretakers (or Pro-

viders) become employees of the central agency and the agency provides them

with: assistance in the licensing process, training insurance, equipment and

food supplies, recruitMent and placement of childre n, on-going supervision, and

assistance. The basic- objectives of this system of care are: to provide a

flexible alternative and/or supplement to Center care; to increase the number

of licensed homes in the Model Neighborhood; and to up=

in-home, care.

rade the quality of

Home care has fife following specials fea'Itires: Hours can be flexibly adapted
ti

to the need of the families being served, since children

the Provider's or chjld's home, and no regular schedule

must be obseried; children of all ages, including infants;

wide geographic dispersal is possible.

The St. Mark Family Day Care program became operational in Noveniber,

are cared for in either

of opening ankclosing

-ean be served: and

1971. Like other Federally-funded centers, this program must conform to the

Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements.

N

4
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Funding

The St. Mark Family Day Care project was funded for 50 children, with

seed Toney provided by Model Cities and matchedby a 3:1 federal grant,

administered by the Department of Social Services. The original plan was to

provide per diem reimbursement for all children enrolled at the same $8/day

rate that was provided for children in Center care. However, because children

could not be recruited and served until the central administrative staff was

employed and Providers were recruited and trained, the program could not

become operational until start-up funds were made available.

A new contract was therefore drawn in September, 1971, geared to overall

planning, recruitment and training, rather than per 'diem reimbursement for

children served, and provision was made for the release 'of start-up funds.

This made it possible to employ an administrative staff in September, recruit

and train Providers in Odtober, and begin to'serve children in November. -

The new contract was for the originally-budgeted amount, but dispersal of

funds was not tied to the numbers served. The budget covers the cost of

administering the prograni (including a six member central administrative staff

and all overhead) and provides for direct payment to,the Providers. Although

the Providers are considered employees of the project, they are reimburSed

in accordance with the number of children they serve, rather than being paid

on a straight salary basis. Reimbursement of the Provider is related to the
/

age of the child, rather than the period of time. Rates are $5/day for an infant,
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$4/day for a preschool child and $3/day for schocil age children.

The Model Cities Health and Social Service task fox;ce has recommended .

that the St. Mark program be re-funded for 60 children during the coming

fiscal year.

1. POPULATION ANT) ELIGIBILITY

Children of all ages are eligible for service, provided that their families

are MNRs. No criteria have been established, except for residency and a need

for care. The latter has been generally interpreted to mean "working, train-

ing or attending school," although children would also be accepted from families

where the mother is at home, if there were special needs.

Because the Program was not operational until November, it was impossible

to do a before and after parent study. Instead; _allparents who participated

in the program at any time between December and Febrdary were interviewed.

Altogether, 33 parents, participated during that time. Of these, 20 were still

in the program in February, and thirteen had terminated.

Eleven "terminated" families were interviewed. Of these, three had

been terminated because they were not MNRs, three dropped out because they

were no longer working or attending schobl, and four left because of mis-match ti

problems. In addition, there were seven re-matches during February, and they'

. observer judged three out of five placements as -matches". This is a ye

high rate of terminations, re- matches and mis-matches; it is apparent that.thei
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screening and matching procedures need to be improved.

Sixteen of the twenty "continuing" families were interviewed. Of these,

eight were working, two were in training and the remainder were in school.

' Children being served included: 24 infants (age 2 and under), seven preschoolers,

six kindergarten children and nine school-age children. With a total of forty--

,. r five children from twenty families, it is obvious that most families have more.
'

than one child enrolled.

Three-fourths 'of the "continuing" respondents stated that'they were able to

work or attend school specifically because their children were enrollee: in this

program. Also, most families expressed a preference for in-home care (only

fouf said they would prefer a Center). 'It is apparent, therefore, that this

program is both needed and wanted by the families it now serves. It is also

apparent that families with infants are especially prone.to use -this form of care.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

a. Location

In February, seventeen Providers were serving children in homes

dispersed throughout the MNA, as follows:

5 in Tropicana

9 its Mayfair

2 in Olincler

Gardner

11'7
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While these homes are not as evenly distributed as might be desired, all

but two of the present enrollees state that transportation is not a problem.

It should also be noted that there are four additional providers, known

as Certified Baby Sitters, who go to the children's home to care for them.
.

These women, of course, are able to provide service anywhere within the

MNA.

b. Safety and Sanitation

Since care generally takes place in the. Provider's home, standards of

safety and sanitation have to be determined for each home, based on the

home study which is part of the lice,nsing process. None of the homes
I

(except.those which were already licensed when they entered the program)

have as yet been licensed, although the' procedure has been started by the

community, aide. Ten out of fourteen responding user parentl rated the homes

where their children were cared for as "very clean" and the remaining

four said they were "pretty clean". The on-site obseryer stated that the

five homes she visited were all in good condition and ranged from "immaculate

to clean but messy";, she was concerned only with the safety of one yard,

which was unfenced, cluttered with debris and unusable by the children.

With this one exception, safety and cleanliness do not seem to pose any

problems in the homes being used. The St. Mark staff has provided basic

equipment, such as cribs,, to, the homes for use in caring for the children;

many mothers arvi, Providers commented favorably on this provision.
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3. PARENT INVOLVEMENT .

User participation on the PAC is discussed under Administration. All

parents reported that they were regularly informed about their child's progress,

in contrast to the inadequate communication reported by Center parents. This

seems to be a particular ng point in home care.

4. STAFF

Since administrative staff will be discussed under the section on Adminis-
/

tration, this section will deal exclusively with Providers (including thOse who

care for children in their homes and the Certified Baby Sitters).

Adult-to-child ratios are established by the FIDCR and have' been consis-

tently observed in the placement of children. Several Providers have, in fact,

indicated that they can, and would like to, Serve more children.

Data from the-Provider questionnaire responses shows that: Three of the

PrOviders were already licensed and all of the other, have had experience in
> 1-

caring for children (either.in their own homes or the child's); ages range from

22 to 65; educational backgrounds range from no foxinal schooling through three

years of college, with the majority having no more ti an an eighth grade education;

three-fourths are Mexican-American; and the vast majority are living with

their husbands and have children of their own.

Based on the comments contained within their questionnaires, it is evident
-7.

that most of the Providers truly 'enjoy working with children. According to

h.

-1,14-
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the on-site Observer, all but one of the Jive Providers she observed "were

found to be warm and accepting of thechildren. They were nurturant and

affectionate and seemed gunuinely- concerned". She also noted, harever, that

"The level of under-Standing of child growth and development varied from

Provider to Provider... (and) the level of functioning appears to be almost
4ro

entii ely dependent upon the personality of thepTwider and the knowledge and

skill that:IlIe,Provider had already developed prior to the program's inception's.

Paren interviews also reveal a moderate level of satisfaction with Providers:

four rarQie Provider "very eight "pretty good"; and only one con-

filming 1:14-ent and one terminated parent rated the Provider "not so good". It

appears tha\St. Ma has secured caretakers who are generally dompetent,

but nothing in he selection or supervisory system guarantees a consistent

level of exillene. To accomplish this would require a thorough screening

process, e-ffe`tive irzserviee training,and intensive on-going supervisiOn.

Most provi rs rate their salaries "fair" but an analysis of wages on an

hourly basis showed\that the,ranged from. 490 to $3: 75 per hour, depending

on the number and ages of children\ serVed. While reimbursement should re-

late to the number of children served,` he present pay scale seems to,be pro-

clueing too large a discrepancy and wouldbr careful re-examination. Several

Providers expressed concern about delays in reeving reimbursement; perhaps

the present system,of securing vouchers and doing the mull could be stream-

lined.
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5. EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

[41:

'-,
Based onBas direct oi-sitc, observation of five Providers, the Observer

concluded that "The echilcational program was found wa nting in all the homes.

None of the homes had d\dequate toys for the children to use". This was con-

firmed by the user parell s, most of whom -rated the educational program

Q

"pretty good" or "not so o d". Again, the need for- in-service training is

evident. Securing and prdviding adequate toys --the tools of learning--should

also be a top priority. This might be handled on.a: toy lending library basis,

so that materials can be rotated and adapted to the ages of the children being

served at any given moment. Consultation from a child development expert in
r

the selection of appropriate toys and lea'rning materials would be most helpful.

\IIE,ALTft AND NUTRITION

a.' Health

. A hea\lth aide has participated 4n the program from the outset. Het.

activities include: maintaining the children's Medical records.; arranging

for physical. examinations and immunization; and checking up on children

who are ill. She also sees that the Providers have adequate first aid sup-

plies. Since nearly half of her time is currently spent in travel, and he

visits to Providers and users duplicate those of the Community Aide, the

Evaluator is proposing that both of these jobs be re-structured so that

'each has responsibility for only half of the total number of Providers,

-116-
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handling both health and supervisory functions. If this plan were folloVed,

/ both would need to articipate in The training program for health aides and
..

be supervised by the PUN associated with the 4-C's.

b. Nutrition

As originally planned, the St. Mark administrative staff was to provide

food to the Provider homes as follows: bulk purchases of canned and staple

goods would be rna.de and a warehouseman-driver would deliver these to the

individual homeS. This plan did not allow for the provision of fresh fruits,

vegetables, meat or milk; and the savings incurred by bulk, purchasing

were. expended in gas und salary for the driver. home delivery of milk

and dairy products has recently been arranged, but this still does notmeet

the need for other fresh produce. Many of the Providers expressed a

desire for fresh foods; and several mathers stated that the foods were toO
'

starchy. Other user mothers said they were supplying their own food. A

simpler method, and one which would offer much'improyed Autr
(

itional

value, would be to allot a er diem' cost for food and pay this amount

directly to the Provider. utritional education and adequate supervision
(A

would be needed to be sure that- good food was furnished to the children, but

this is true for the present approach as well. Should this approach to the

provision of foS od be adopted, it would be difficult to justify the continued

employment of,a warehousem-cl iver to service a program of this size.

-117-
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7. SOCIAL SERVICES

A social service consultant has been employed by the program on a part-

time basis but' her job was never clearly,spelled out and her effective .pess was

thereby-reduced When problems have arisen, they have generally been dealt
,--1with by the corm-I-amity aide or the Director, or they have been 1:,eferred to a

0

worker at DSS. 44 suggestion that the social service consultant serve as

"matchmaker!' is included in the re-organization proposal.

a.

8. ADMINISTRATION AND COORDINATION

The project,' when originally funded, was nominally operated by St. Mark

Community. ,Since there did not prove to be a functioning Board, it became the

responsibility of the Dii-ector to 'convene a PAC which could move in the direc-

tion of becoming the operating agency for the St. Mark Day Care Project.

A strong PAC has been formed, comprised of Providers, users, and a number

of highly qualified professional persons. This PAC has been functioning very

effectively in rent months, and this has proved to be one of the great strengths

of the program. However the PAC issnot yet incorporated and cannot serve

as the fiscal operating agency. Another group 'is" therefore being asked to under-

taken to serve in this capacity for the coming contract year.

The adMinistrative staff of the St: Mark Project is comprised of a Director,

a community aide, a half-time health aide, a social work consultant, a secretary,

and a part-time driver-warehouseman.

123
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The Director has full administrative responsibility for all aspects of the

program, and, until the PAC became fully operational in January, she had to
\e'

make many of the policy decisions as well. Given the experimental and innova=

time nature of this program, the Director has had an extremely difficult task.

In many crucial instances, necessary planning did not take place, to the detri-

ment of the program. In particular, criteria for selection of Providers we-re__
never fully developed; job responsibilities were not clearly established;. policies

and procedures were not written; and the essentially unilateral decision-makr

ing process was a source of confusion and conflict. Director -staff relations

deteriorated seriously in the last few months., 'and most of the staff question-

naires,expressed concern about administrative effectiveness, lack of super-.

vision, and intra-staff relations. The Director will be leaving her post effec-

tive March 31. If effective technical assistance had been available, many of

the problems might have been anticipated and avoided.

The community aide position proved to be a most pivotal one--with res-

ponsibility for recruiting, matching and supervising all the provider-user corn-

binations. This was an 'extremely heavy workload-and meant that some of

these vital processes had to be. rushed- a:nd/or. neglected.' The division of labor

between the.community aide and health aide also seemed less than efficient,'
a

since the health aide was calling on all of the same users and providers and

there was frequent dupli6.tion of effort. At the end of this report, there is a

recommendation for re-structuring these positions so that'both of these staff
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people will function as community-health aides, both having responsibility for

diverse functions including health, and each relating to only half of the Provider-

us.er caseload.

The roles of the social work consultant and warehouseman driver are discus-

sed under Social Services and Nutrition, respectively.

All togethe , the administrative _staff has succeeded in getting the program

operational a d has plaff-Ce-dand-implemented a Ere-s4rvice training course which

Providers found very useful, but it has thus far failed to adequately fulfill the

functions needed to ensure the delivery of quality care; i. e. , effective screen-

ing, matchmaking and supervision of Providers.

With regard to administration, brief mention must also be made of the fis-

cal management system. During this first contract year, fiscal management

was handled by a college student, under the supervision of the DSS. This method

failed to provide the programmatic cost-accounting that would have been most

productive for the St. Mark Project" and has produced other problems as well.

St. Mark is now seeking a c to adbo its staff.

9. SUMMARY OF PEOBLEIVIS

a. The majority of the central ac.inistrative staff is dissatisfied with the

lack of definition of their roles and with the project's overall management.

b. The existing processes for selecting, training and supervising pro-

viders are not adequate to ensure quality care (while the basic care
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-provided is satisfactory in most of the homes, there are no criteria or

procedures for screening out unsuitable providers, not is their sufficient

on-going training and supervision to up-grade the quality of care offered,

particularly in relation to the educational component).

c. .There is a general lack of toys and other educational equipment.

d. Insufficient guidelines and procedures have been established for the

matching of providers and users, resulting in a disproportionate number

of mis-matches, re-matches and terminations.

_e. The system of pay:th providers -has resulted in a variety of inequities.--
This derives from the fact that payrnent is based on the numbers of child-

ren but is not adjusted in terms of hours. Further, the methbd of collec-

ting vouchers and computing the payroll could perphapsbe streamlined so

that the time of the community aide can be spent on more in-depth observation

and supervision of the important program elements.

RI:COMMENDATIONS*

While it is recognized that many of the foregoing problems are a result of

they day-to-day 'pressures which have characterized the project during its start-up

ph se, the future success of the project would seem to depend upon instituting

cor ectiVe measures as soon as possible. The following is an attempt to fOr-

mul te a direction which,might be productive in solving the existing problems

and projeCting a framework for future program development.

*Roproduded from February Monitoring Report.
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A. The first step ,would be to analyze the program needs. Thus, primary

prograM needs might be identified as follows:

1. Consolidate the present prograni, through:

(a) Formulating criteria for judging adequacy of pr9viders
(this could be based on the on-site observation form
developed by the evaluators and should include physical
and emotional fitness, personality characteristics,
willingness to accept supervision and training, etc. )

(b) Visiting and observing each of the providers in. order
to assess her potential for offering quality.care and
to determine any special needs which she might have
in -order to achieve her potential

- (c) Removing any providers from the program who are found
to lack the potential for providing quality care

(d) Visiting each of the current user's to determine if they-
are satisfied with tile care being received, to make any
necessary adjustments in placement, to determine what
additional services (e. g. , health, social services, etc.)
are needed and to make arrangements for such services.

Developing systematic programs to help providers with
special needsfor training,. for equipment, for supervision

(1) Developing a uniform and equitable policy for reimburse-
ment and a method of securing and paying vouchers which
requires less running around on the part of the staff

(g) Up-grade the nutritional component, possibly by per diem
food reimbursement, together with education in nutrition
and monitoring of meals served.

2. Plan for subsequent program activities, through:

(a) Developing clear guidlines for selection of providers?

*A draft of possible criteria was developed in January but this was considered
insufficient by the evaluator.

12
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Guidelines for selecting Providers should include:

Geographic location (including Model Neighborhood
residency)

Number and ages of children who can be served
Previous experience with children
Phygical fitness
Emotional stability
Personality characteristics such as warmth, patience,

flexibility, responsiveness to children, ability to
communicate with parents

Willingness to participate in training programs
Adequacy of home (if care is to be provided in her home)
Income and need for employment
Willingness to make a long-range commitment to program

(b) Recruiting and screening providers in light of the above.

(c) - Developing clear guidelines for matching prociders with user
parents, including:

Locion and/or transportation factors
Similarity in child-rearing goals and practices
Age-grouping of children in provider's horhe
Special needs of child and provider's ability to deal

with these needs
''Personality factors

Language of child and provider -

Keeping family units intact
Housekeeping styles Ce. g. , exiiphasis on cleanliness)

Etc.

(d) Recruiting user parents and accomplishing the match. This
should include (a) a personal' interview with the potential user,
of sufficient length and depth to be sure of her needs and those
of her children, (b) bringing the user and provider together
for a joint discussion and exploration of mutual attitudes to be
as sure as possible that the match will work before making the
assignment, (c) 'repeating step (b) until the fight Provider-user
combination is found, and then (d) making a provisional match.

This.is the most crucial part of the entire process and adequate
time must be allowed. If the need is pressing, it would be pre-
ferable to work out an interim arrangement with a Certified
Baby Sitter and arrange the actual Match when time is avail-
able to complete the matching process adequately. Hasty
matches on the basis of phone contacts alone are extremely
hazardous.'
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(e) At the outset, check back frequently with both the user and
provider to assure that the match is successful or to offer
alternatives if it is not

..?

(f) Once the match is settled to the mutual satisfaction of provider
and user, superiision of the Provider should be undertaken on a

v regular, but less frequent, basis. On-going assistance, in
the form of materials, training, and other help, should be
made available.

(g) Make periodic, regular contact with user families, Develop
a system for referral or other appropriate measures as soon
as problems are identified. ,

3. Carry out other administrative responsibilities, including:

(a) Working with the Board in the development of all policies-,
matters of incorporation, etc.

(b) Developing and implementing all record-keeping systems
.

necessary to the smooth operation of the program.

(c) Management of fiscal matters, sudli as record-keeping,
payroll, _petty _c_ash,_ reports to DSS, etc. .,

(d) Supervision of administrative staff.

(e) Community contacts (e. g. , participation in 4-C's, program
publicity, etc. ).

These administrative functions are interrelated with the program
activities and will need to be carried on concurrently.

13. Re-structure the Staff and staff responsibilities to ensure that the
essential purpose and administrative, can all be fulfilled.

,

A possible organizational structure to accomplish these functions might
be as follows:

,.,
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DIRECTOR

IMATCHMAKER

Special consultants as
needed in relation to
fiscal management,
administrative T.A. ,

and training

COMMUNITY-HEALTH AIDE- I COMMUNITY-HEALTH AIDE II

I CLERICAL SUPPOI1'

Until the program is fully and smoothly operational (i. e. ,
until the present program is consolidated, and most of the
policies and procedures have been fully developed), ther9
will probably need to be both a Director and a Matchmaker.
Once the above has been accomplished and the incidence of
turnover 4,s reduced to a normal level, one person should
be able to handle both the Director's job and that of the
matchmaker.

Aides would have primary responsibility for on-going sup-
ervision and support services, frith each carrying half the
case-load and both qualified and trained in the area of health
care..- Two aides; working -3L4 time each,-sho9ld be adequate
for a program of 25-30 providers and 50-60 children.

One secretary'should be sufficient to provide all the needed
clerical support. A CPA, on a contract basis, will be needed
to handle the fiscal matters. Adequate provision should be
made for training personnelboth for administrative staff and
for providers, especially in the area of educational program-
ming.-

The foregoing is only one of several possible approaches to improving .

the program and staffing pattern. Decisions about the actual course to
be followed is clearly the responsibility of the St. Mark .project, but it is
essential that a definite plan of operation (including detailed policiespro-
cedures and staff assignments to deal with the problem areas identified)
be made and implemented without delay.
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E. CASA

1.
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PROGRAM SUMMARY

Name of Project: CASA Family-Child Center

1

Starting)Date: Aug. . 30,1971
Terminated: Dec. 20, effectiiie

Jan. 20, 1972

Location: 777 Forestdale

Auspices: Community Administrative Services Agency, a private, non-profit
corporation

Hours: 7:00 a. m. - 6:00 p. m.

Capacity: Never determined: Director requested license for 36
Evaluator estimated capacity at 25
Contract was for 50

Population served:
Eligibility: 'MNR, ages 2-16

Enrollme'nt: (as reported by Director)

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. JDec. Jan: Feb.
Total 3 regu ars unorTg
IVINR 36 132 31 Discontinued

Staff: (as reported by Director)

July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. , Jan. Feb.
Total

'MNI3
13.
13 ",

15
15

.12
12

Funding
Discontinued

Extent of complianbe with Federal Interagency Requirements

Requirement In compliance
at outset?

In compliance
when discontinued?

Licensed No No
Adult-to-child ratio Yes No
Safety and sanitation \

N
No j No

Eduqational services \Yes, to some extent No
Social Services No No
Health YeS to some extent Yes, to some extent
Nutrition Yes Yes
Staff training Yes, lire-service No, in-service
Parent involvement No Yes ...
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1

CASA ,

The CASA program was conceived as a Family-Child Center, provid-
\

ing activities and education for children and their parents. Due to a lack

of start-up funds, the program did not begin operating until Augtist 30, 1971.

It was housed in two small apartments,-leased from the Melro COMmunity

Center. Hours of operation were from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. weekdays.

Funding. The program was funded by Model Cities and a matching

federal grant, administered by the Department of Social Services. The

contract provided for 50 full-timc slots. Funds were discontinued in December,

effective January 20, 1972. The contract was terminatqd without cause.

1. POPULATION AND ELIGIBILITY
f.

All MNR's, from age 2 through 16, were eligible for service. The

parent questionnaire, completed for 2/3 of the 2I'families enrolled 5n

September, showed that: four mothers worked or attended school full-time,

5 .);4Qrked or attended school part-time, and 6 were at home; twq-thirds of

the families were Mexican-American; approximately half were on welfare;

and most of the families had several children enrolled. By late October,

132 children were enrolled (half full-time and half part-time) and the Center

was almost literally bursting at the seams.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS

a. Location

The, Center was extremely well located for the families it

served, more than two-thirds living within 5 blocks:
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b. Sanitation and Safety
4,P
,

The first Monitoring report in September indicated that "This

is an older bUilding, with wooden noors and wallboard walls--all in

. .need of rehabilitation.. ,Toilet facilities are the two bathrooms of the

original apartments, (barely sufficient for 24 children)... Stairs

leading to the upstair offices are poorly maintained and there is no

obstruction to prevent children from playing on them. Extra access

to the outdoors -is needs' d... The adjoining tot park, used by the Center

as a playground, is nice 'but incompletely fenced (with no fence on the

street side)." Both parents and staff rated cleanliness and sanitation'

poorer than at any other Center.

3. PARENT INVOLVEMENT

A number of parents participated in Monday and Wednesday morning

arts and crafts classes and this was a nice feature of the program. A num-

ber of parents also served as volunters or paid staf ' A small PAC was

organized just before the program was discontinued and played an active

role in focusing attention on problems of safety at the Cent
1 11

4. STAFF

Staff-to-pdpil ratio was adequate during the first 'month and a half

of operation but fell far short of the requirement as the enrollment soared.

In.parly November, computational analy§is shcawed a deficiency of 118
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child - contact h. irs per week.

The staff was fenerally but seriously handicapped by the physical

dificiencies of'the faci ty and inter-personal ptoblems with the Director.

100% Model neighborhoods residency and ethnic diversity of staff members

were both positive elements.
. . .

Day -to --day supervision was handled by. a head teacher, but, accord-

iiI\ to staff, she was seriously hampered by lack of authority.
C2

Two positive features should be noted:. (1) there was a tie-in with

head start in, the provision of a pre- service training program for staff; and

(2) staff was allowed one paid hour a day for preparation and consultation

with the head teacher.

. 5. EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

According to the on-site observer: "The observed program was

negligible due to the physical facility, the over - enrollment of childrep and

the staff resignations... staff efforts direct toward an educational progtam

were severely limited b, the above-me ti.oned problems:I Parents, rating ,

the program prior to the resignations, rated the _educational program some-

what better, but there- were more "not so good" ratizigo*Kan at any <,

other Center.

c.../
,

6. HEALTH AND NUTRITION

.4

. ,,a. Health
.4.

This was, the only Center to emplo5 a community aide to handle.

'the completion of medical forms with the parents. Thkre.was also
,
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an arrangement whereby the had start nurse provided the vision and hear-

ing screening.

b. Nutrition

Breakfast, lunch and two snacks, all,prepared on-site, were served.

The quantity and quality of all food, except the snacks, *ere `generally well
..

\\1('

rated by parents and the observer, althOitigh serving and Cleanup were pOorly

handled.

7. SOCIAL SERVICES

The Communitiide assisted several families rithemergency needs, dis-

tributing food and clothing. No other social services were provided by the pro-
.,

gram.

ADMINISTRATION

The operating,agency is CASA, the Coordinating-Administrative Services

Agency, a non-profit corporation. The Director of the Center is also Executive

Director and President of the Corporation, and'his wife is on the Board.

More than half of the parents made critical comments about the Directo's

administrative handling of the Center. Staff were evenly divided between sup-

porters and critics of the administration, but those who were critical felt strongly

enough about their position to write a critical document, present it to the Model

Cities Sub-committee on Child Care, and resign en masse.'

9. FIDCR NON-COMPLIANCE

The following section, summarizing the. areas of non-compliance, are. quoted,

from the December Monitoring Report-.
woe
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CASA
Areas of Non-Compliane,..with Federal Interagency Requirements

VIOLATION (IF BASIC SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

II. VIOLATION OF PRESCRIBFD STAFF: PUPIL RATIO

III. 'VIOLATION OF THE,REQbIREMENT THAT THE CENTER BE LICENSED
OR APPROVED AS MEETING THE LICENSING STANDARDS

I. Issues relating to safety

September

A. Safety hazards relating to the playground areas were is in'the
September Monitoring Report as follows:

1. Lack of fencing on street'side' of tot lot

2. Backyard area unusable due to lack of:
Surfacing
Gates
Access from building
Screening of garbage area

B. Identified building deficiencies included:

October

Poor condition of floors and walls
Shortage of bathrooms (especially need for additional child-

sized toilet)
Lack of obstruction at bottom of stairs (needed to prevent

dingerous play on the steep, hard, stairway)
Lack of rear exit,

The only deficiencies cited above which had been corrected included
carpeting and indoor painting

A ovember

NO ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENTS WERE MADE IN THE PLAYGROUND
OR BUILDING TO INCREASE CHILD SAFETY

On-site observation verified the above safety hazards and additionally
identified unprotected heaters as a safety hazard. The observer saw
and reported a truck driving right onto the cement area where the children
were at play (underscoring the critical need for a fence)

Analysis of parent questionnaires showed that parents rated safety and
cleanliness at this c6nter lower than at any other center. Three mothers
stated that their children had left the playground and come hothe, due to
the lack of a fence and/or the inadequacy of supervision.
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II. Issues relating to staff:pupil rati o

August

Director stated that the Moho site would be used to serve 25 children

September

Director. reported that 36 children were enrolled (with an ADA of 28)

October

Director reported an enrollment of 137 children, with 82 on a drop-in
basis, staggered to fill 36 slots. Computational analysis revealed that
staff was just barely sufficient to cover 36 slots for an average of 50
hours per week per slot, provided that the absentee rate was 20% and
that half of the hours were filled by school age children. Detailed
information on enrollment was requested to verify these computational
assumptions.

November 7

Analysis of the detailed enrollment data supplied by the Center showed
a deficit of 118 staff hours per week, when compared with the required
staff: pupil ratios

III. Issues related to license

October

The licensing xuoker from the State Department of Sbcial Welfare and
the fire marshall inspected the facility and stipulZed that the following
improvements were required before the center Would qualify for a license:

1. A rear exit
2. Recharging and mounting fire extinguishers
3. Installation of a fire alarm system
4. Installation of adequate lighting

November

NONE of the above v'equirements were fulfilled. Wherefore, the center
was neither licensed nor approved as meeting he standards for such
licensing. ,

Further, while a request has been made by the Dire for that the center
be licensed for 36, NO NUMBER has been assigned b; the SDSW and, most
likely, will not be assigned until the square footage hos been ascertained.
Evaluator judged space,to be adequate for approximately 26-26 and
bathroom facilities adequate for only 24.

13g
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Added issues

Six staff members resigned in November, protesting the Director's
method of operating the center.

The newly-elected chairman of the PAC presented a list of parents'
complaints about the serious safety hazards to the Model Cities
subcommittee on Child Care.

The Model Cities Task Force and Board recommended that the Center
13-e closed, based on the above and the observations of Task Force
members who visited the Center.

The foregoing section on "Areas of Non-Compliance with Federal Interagency
Requirements"was quoted from the December Monitoring Report.
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1P. ANALYSIS

In analyzing the factors which contributed to the failure of the CASA
-)

Parent Child Center, causing it to be discontinued within three months of

its opening, the following key issues emerge:

a. The operating agency lacked fiscal and administrative capability

as follows:

(1) Lack of fiscal capability:.
-->

The Corporation had no financial resources of its

own and no standing which would enable it to borrow

funds from any bank or community lending institution.

Thus, th-e-7-program could not begin operating until

start-up funds were provided by the Department of

Social Services, and the program was continuously

hampered by lack of monies for needed repairs.

. .

(2) Lack of administrative capability:

There was no Board-Staff separation. The same per-,

son functioned as President of the Board, Executive

Director of the corporation and Director of the Family -

Child Cen,er. This meant that there was, in fact,

only one person responsible for the total program.

When that person failed to perform satisfactorily,

-there was 'no recourse, except to discontinue funding

the program.
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b. Tip'? site utilized by the program lacked the physical

capability for serving the 50 children specified in the

contract. This occurred because:

41) The contract was awarded before acceptable sites

were secured. The initial plan was to provide two

sites for a coin)' fined total of 50 children. One tiny

site, with severe physical deficiencies, was obtained,
ti

but the .second site could not be secu-red by this pro-

gram, and no alternatives were explored.

(2) Utilization of the site was permitted befOre the site was

licensed. Pending the outcome of the lengthy licensing

process, the SDSW failed to take a stand about the adequacy

of the facility or to specify the maximum number of child-

ren allowable at this site. This left a vacuum, during

which the Director was not prohibited from enrolling as

many children as he judged the facility could hold.

(3) The Department of Social Services, as administering

agency, failed to exercise its prerogative to mandate,

physical improvements in accordance with specified

deadlines, or to limit the number of children served.
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c. The method of reimbursement utilized by the Department of

Social Services tended to encourage over-enrollment, as follows:

(1) Programs were reimbursed, up to the contractual

limit, on the basis of numbers of children in atten-

dance. Such reimbursement was made without regard

for the program's ability to adequately serve the num-

ber enrolled.

(2) Reimbursement was proportionate to the hours of

^.ttendance, with a premium paid for full-day par-

ticipation (more than five hours), without regard for,

the family's or child's needs in this regard. Thus,

many children were enrolled full-time at CASA

despite the fact that their mothers were at home or

working,or attending school only part- time and

that these mothers would have preferred to have their

children enrolled for a briefer period.

, As a result of these factors, an incredibly large number of children

were permitted to ix enrolled in a wholly unsatisfactory physical facility.

This situation taxed the staff beyond endurancp. This situation caused

parents to rate all aspects of this program far below any of the other

Ceriter programs.
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The situation was greatly complicated by the inter-personal relations

of the Director with_both his staff and his parent body. And, since there

was no independent Board to which the staff and parents could take their

grievances, the situation was insolvable.

11. RECOMilENDATIONS

The situation which occured with the CASA program might have been

averted if the following steps had been taken:

I. Adequate determination of the administrative and fiscal

capability of the operating agency prior to signing the con-

tract.

II. Provision within the contract for a specific site, to accommo-
,

date a specified number of children.

III. Denial of permission to operate prior to securing a license,

or, at lc,,ast, a determination by SDSW that the facility was

licensable for a given maximum number of children.

IV. Changing the method of reimbursement

V. Implementation of a procedure by the Department of Social

Services for establishing deadlines for remedying identified

-problems.

Items III, IV and V, are discussed further in Section III.
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SECTION III

SYSTEMIC OVERVIEW

14 4 \
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INTRODUCTION TO SECTION III

In this section, we will examine the package of child care services funded

by Model Cities in systemic terms. Using the specific objectives delineated

and approved by the Sub-comMittee on Child Care as our "yardstick", we will

explore the extent to which the total system of care has succeeded in attaining

the stated objectives.

Section II dealt with each of the programs individually, with recommendations

for specific improvements which still need to be made. Our concern in this

section will be to identify problem areas which are common to all of the programs

and which can best be dealt with on a system-wide basis, with particular cm-

phasis on the role of the administering agency.
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Sucific Program Objective
Serve 230 MN Children in facilities in or near the model neighobrhood.

Make child care available to all MN children who need it.

The following chart, showing MN enrollment figures for February, 1972,

shows that the objective of serving 230 MN children was more than fulfilleckN,

Number of slots funded by MC February MN Enrollment

San Juan Bautista 50

Los Pequenitos 50

Green Valley 30

CASA 50

St. Mark 50
TOTALS' 230

135

58

29

Discontinued

40

262

While it will be seen that one of the ftinded programs did not Survive

the first-action year, it was still possible to serve more than 230 MN children,

for-the following reasons: (1) San Juan Bautista had two separate contracts one

with.seed money from Mod-el Cities and one with seed money from the San Juan

13autista Housing Corporation. Both involved federal matcJing funds and to-

gether they provided for 100 slots. Model Neighborhood children were eligible

for admission under both contracts. (2) An administrative interpretation was

made permitting funds to be allocated in terms of slots rather than individual
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children; thus a single slot could serve two children (for example, a preschool

child whose mother worked only mornings and a school age child who needed

only after-school care could be accommodated in one lot.). This was a most

positive 'nterpretation, since it permitted the programs to be responsive to

a variety of needs and, at the same time, to serve a maximum number of

children:

Thus, far, the programs have been able to accomodate virtually all of the

Model Neighborhood families who have applied for service. It would therefore

appear that the felt need hag been met.

On the other hand, there are indications that services will not be available

to all Model Neighborhood children who need child care during the coaling year

a.4 follow: (1) All of the currently funded programs are now approaching, capacity;

(2) Taos Pequenitos does not have the physical capacity for adequately serving the

EDC children enrolled, and parents have indicated a real need for this service

in the Gardner area; (3) the CASA program served. 29=132 children during its

three monthS of operation, and, while many of the children did not require this

service, a portion most certainly did; (4) the San Juan Bautista Child Develop-

ment Center is currently seeking a source of seed money to replace the funds

formerly provided by the Housing Corporation; if this source is not found, they

will be forced to reduce their enrollment of Model Neighborhood children.

An investigation of all other child care resources within the Model Neighbor-

hood (or available to MN children) should be made and a referral systtm devel-
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oped to handle the needs which are likely to arise in the coming year. This

could perhaps be undertaken by DSS as part of its child care intake process.

In addition, 4-C's should render every assistance to programs needing additional,

sources of seed money, in order that services can continue to expand, to meet

what will undoubtedly be a growing demand.

As regards location, the vast majority of parents enrolled in the present

programs live within two miles of the programs and they were nearly unanimous

in stating that transportatidri was not a problem. The St. Mark project, with

the greatest flexibility in regard to location, should endeavor to recruit addi-

tional homes in the Olinder area in order to fill the gap left by the closing of

the ,GASA programs.
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Specific Program Objective
Offer safe care fdr children while parents work, attend school,

r otherwise need these services for their children.

Safety is comprised of two primary elements:" (I) Environmental charac-

teristics and'(Il) Adequacy of supervision.

Physical characteristics of the individual program facilities have been
a

dealt with exhaudtively in Section II. There are, however, major systemic

considerations related to the matter of environmental safety, and these'

will be examined ilea detail at this time as follows:- (A) the role of SDSW in

relation to licensing and (B) th'e role of MS, as the administering agency,

in ensuring that corrective action is taken when deficiencies are identified.

A. SDSW AND IOCENSING

4

Federal Interagency Requirements:
,

"Day ,care facilities must be licensed or approved as meeting the
standards for such licensing". In .California, licensing of group ,

care programs is done by the SDSW on the basis of regulations
contained within Title 22 of the SDSW Administrative Code. Be-
cause of the reliance on state licensing, the Federal Interagency
Requirements are unstfecifie in relaiidn to safety, sanitation, andRequirements

(t ederal Requirements tise such general words as
"adequate", defer-ring to state standards for a determination of

N what constitutes "adequacy").
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Statement of the Problem:

Months after thief/. were in operation, two of the fouri)Ceinters were
\ -

still not licensed. s a result: no maximum numbers of children to
be served in the fatlities had been established; there was no offieial
statement by the SDSW as to theilicensabhity of the facilities; there
was, in fact, nothing to prevent too many children from being served
in inadequate, unlicensable facilities for unspecified periods of time,
while licensing was in process.

. \

.

One of the four CenterS yas licensed With "exceptions" (The provi-
sions of Title 22' are such\that licenses "may be issued in exceptional
circumstances, at the discretion of SDSW,; to a non-profit facility .

which cannot' meet all of the standards set orth in these regulations... ")
Since the application of the above-permitted exception is clearly a
judgemental matter, one Center was licensed with a building and play
area which were deemed inadequate by parents, staff and the evaluator.

IT IS APPARENT THAT TIIE LICENSING PROCESS, AS PRESENTLY.
IMPLEMENTED, DOES NOT GUARANTEE THAT STAT STANDARDS
OF SAFETY, SANITATION AND SUITABILITY ARE BEING MET BY
ALL OPERATING PROGRAMS.

Recommendations:

Ideally, all facilities should be licens,ed prior to the signing of a
contract; the maximum. nember of children to be served shotild, be
established in terms of the available space and the contract shotild
be limited to this maximum; all "exceptions" should be known to the
DSS and a plan should be developed for correcting deficiencies on the
basis,of a specific timetable.

-In the absence of this ideal, an attempt should be made to establish'ta.,
closer working relatiochship between the SDSW and the INS, so thatr

a) A maximum number of child-3n can be immediately estabH
lished by the SDSW, Fegardless of any other delays in licensing;

b) SDSW can be made aware-of,the community'S desire for truly .

adequate facilities;
'c) Deficiencies can be brought to the attention of the DSS as soon

as they are identified; and
d) Plans can be made for bringing facilities up to standards, on

the basis of a specific timetable.
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If SDSW would share materials assembled in the course of the
licensing process (org. charts, board lists, floor plans, etc. ),
this would be of great value in reducing duplication of effort.

Finally, if the SDSW does not cooperate in the above, the DSS,
as the administering agency, will need to rely on its own resources
to develop a plan and a timetable for correcting deficiencies, bused
on its own evaluation of the adequacy Of the Centers.

B. ROLE OF DSS EN Th:STITUTING CORRECTIVE ACTION

II

Statement of the Problem

DSS has not defined or implemented a specific procedure for ensur-
ing that corrective action occurs at the operating agency level. '
As a result, problenis have tended to continue for unduly lengthy "_
periods of time after being identified. For, example, at CASA,
severe physical hazards continued until funding was discontinued,
and at Los Pequenitos a number of serious environmental problems
have gone uncorrected for a period of nine months. Other problems,
of lesser magnitude, have gone uncorrected in every program, and
many which have been corrected have resulted from operating agency
goodwill, rather than in response to a specific administrative
mandate.

Recommendation

Establish a process for the implementation of corrective action, where
needed, as follows:
a) Identify problem (this is a responsibility of DSS but identifi-

cation can be based on information brought to the attention
of DSS by MC person! el, the evaluator, or other source)

b) Propose remedy 'and specify deadline for compliance
c) Provide all appropriate support for accomplishing compliance
d) Follow-up to ensure that compliance has occurred

ADEQUACY OF SUPERVISION

Adequacy of supervision involves the following:

a An adult-to-child ratio which conforms to F1DCR

Deployment of staff so as ensure adequate coverage in
all program 'areas and at all times of day

1



Availability of sufficient, competent substitutes, who can
be brought in on short notice, so that the program neve
operates with an insufficient adult-to-child ratio

t
A child-centered attitude on the part of staff .nembers hich
means that they are attentive to the children as 0 11 as physi-
cally present

A. ADULT TO CHILD RATIO

With the exception of CASA, all of the programs were in at least technical

compliance with the FIDCR c' adult-to-child ratios at the time when this

factor was analyzed by the evaluator. From a systemic standpoint, the

issue is one of on-going monitoring to ensure that an adequate ratio is

constantly maintained. Considering the frequent shifts in staff and the

varied and changing enrollment. patterns, this is not an easy task; and

the following is proposed as a guide for monitoring staff-tonpupil ratio:

Distinguish between child-contact personnel (teachers and adies)
and all others (administrators, secretaries, cooks, etc. )

Determine how many child-contact staff positions are full-time;

USIA; AN OVER-ALL RATIO OF 1 FULL-TME ADULT FOR 6 FULL-
:TIME, CHILDREN

full-time adult" is defined as staff providin 30-35 child-
cIontact hours per week and may actually consist ta.one or
More persons

/ "1 full-time child" is defined as one full-time slot, comprised
of one or more children with a combined attendance of appro-
xixnately 40 hours
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13. DEPLOYMENT OF STAFF

This was frequently identified as a problem, by the Observer, the

staff and the parents. It can be dealt with only by constant re-evaluation

on the part of the On-site Director, to be sure that there is adequate

coverage during the hours of greatest need (particularly early morning,

peak hours during the day, and late in the afternoon)

C. PROVISION FOR ADEQUATE SUBSTITUTES

Most identified prOblerns of supervision resulted from staff absenteeism
r

coupled with a lack of substitutes. Since no one program requires suf-

ficient substitute time to ensure that high quality teachers will be willing

to retain substitute status, it has been proposed that a common pool of

substitute personnel- be developed and shared by all of the Model Cities

child care programs. DSS can monitor the use of substitutes as part

of its fiscal analysis (i. e. , sufficient budgetary allocation must be made

to cover the cost of substitutes and questions should be raised if this item

is too far underexpended).

In addition, all programs should be ent, uraged to utilize more volunteer

assistance--both parents and community peOple. The administering agency

can possibly assist through negotiating with local.'colleges to secure
N,.

college credit for students who volunteer their services to child care

programs.
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D. ATTITUDE OF STAFF.

Attention to the attitudes of staff falls within the supervisory province

of the operating agencies themselves and is not a systemic issue. ,

4

ti
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pecific Program Objective
Provide an educational program. Contribute to the development

of a positive self-image. Enhance children's social, cognitive and
communication skills.

All of the programs, with the possible exception of St. Mark, are at least

attempting to provide educational programs to meet the above objective, al-

though they vary greatly in quality.

In both the "before" and "after" ratings, the majority of parents de4ribed

the educational component as only "pretty good's. While most parents expressed

a lack of specific familiarity with this aspect of the program, their evalua'tive

judgements were generally confirmed by staff ratings.

Two sets of extensive on-site Observations, by an expert' observer, yielded

detailed information about the educational component. These reports revealed

serious lacks in all of the centers during the initial observations. Subsequent

observation showed that two of the centers had improved in the four months be-

tween. "before" and "after" while one had become more structured and, unfor-

tunately, more restrictive in the intervening period. A single observation in

each of five day care homes produced no evidence of identifiable educational

components. All of the educational prograns--both Centers and homes.

require further upgrading, at least in some areas.

In view of the limited nature of most of the educational programs, it is

encouraging that parents reported constructive changes in their children since

enrolling them in child care. Parent responses to a question about observed
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changes are shown in the following chart:

Yes, Positive
CHANGES

Yes, Negative No Change

San Juan Bautista 12 0 2

Los Pequenitos 11 1 1

Green Valley 10 0 1

St. Mark 6 . 0 9

TOTALS 9 1 13

While most of the above favorable ratings related, to social gains, resulting

primarily,from contact with other children and adults, some did reflect specific

gains in cognitive and communication skills. It is exciting to envisions the magni-

tude of progress which would be possible if child care programs could achieve

their potential as educational institutions. This can be accomplished if the

programs are supplied with the tools of learning that are needed. These "tools"

are (A) adequate training for teaching staffs (B) adequate materials for the child-

ren to use and (C) adequate facilities.

The following problem analytsis and recommendation in relation to staff

training is based on the demographic data contained in teacher questionnaires and

has been verified and approved by the operating agency directors. It is their

j4,-1gment, and that of the Evaluator, that an effective staff training program

must be developed system-wide:
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A. STAFF TRALNING

Federal interagency Requirements

The operating or administering agency must provide or arrange for the
provision of orientation, continuous inservice training, and supervision
for all staff involved in a day care programprofessionals, nonpro-
fessionals, and volunteersin general program goals as well as speci-
fic program areas; i. e., nutrition, health, child growth and development,
including the meaning of supplementary care to the child, educational
guidance and remedial techniques, and the relation of the community
to the child.

Statement of the Problem:

Approximately half of all staff members at all Centers have had little
or no specialized training in child development and little or no prior
paid experience in child care or related fields. While most of these
individuals have the potential for effective work with children, this
potential cannot be realized without adequate, consistent, planned and
effectively delivered inservice training.

Virtually all of those who lack such Specialized training and experience
are sub-professionals, and it is essential that their skills be upgraded
if they are to be "given career progression opportunities" (FIDCR)

The staff training programs that have been instituted have tended to
be intermittent, with relatively haphazard selection of subject matter,
so that the possibility of significant impact on staff performance is
negligible.

Approximately half of all Center staff members are enrolled in college
courses, but these are not systematically planned to ensure that staff
members are getting the specific training they need for their particular
job responsibilities (classes tend to be selected in terms of individual
interest, time schedules, availability, college sequences and other
factors unrelated to job needs).

The quality of educational programming and of .adult-child interaction
needs considerable improvement at all centers. Given the basic commit-
ment and inherent capability of the staffs, all programs could he :\
significantly upgraded with adequate training.

1
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Recommendations

Development of a unified, in-depth, inservice training program, with
the following elements:

A team comprised of an outstanding college-instructorlevel early
childhood education specialist and an experienced child care teacher
to provide intensive on-site training, utilizing a "master teacher"
or "intern" type of approach; i. e. , the team members work side
by side with their "students", demonstrating methods by their own
work, becoming knowledgable about the children, and thus being
in a position to relate their instructional content to the real sit-
uation of the child care staff. This side-by-side working relation-
ship would be supplemented by individual conferences, drawing
principles of child development and child-adult relationship con-
cepts from the actual situation. These coigerences would take
place between the instructor and the "student" while the teacher
member of the team relieved the "student" of her working responsi-
bility. This process would be repeated for every member of the
child-contact staff, and the supervisor would be included (through
direct observation and participation in the individual conferences)
so that she could continue the process when the team moved on to
a new Center.

Large workshops--to be shared by a single ',staff or several staffs
combined--focussing on special components of child care and
planned by the team on the basis of their direct on-going observation
of the staffs at work.

411

Consultation and planning with individual staff members in relation
to the development of a course of study, through local colleges, which
would be most relevant to the individual staff member's needs

If possible, the utilization of films or TV tapes taken on-site
as part of the training 1

Every effort should be made to relate this training program to a
college (UC extension, SJSC, SJCC, DeAnza,, e.c. ) in order to
secure college credits for "students"

This type of approach effectively converts the actna child care centers'
into Demonstration Centers (like those attached to c\elleges) and provides
a mechanism for upgrading the total educational pro ram as well as the
skills of each staff member.
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The course of study on-Site would focus on:

a) Child development and understanding children's needs

b) "Reading" children's cues--verbal and non-verbal, and
including indices of special physical, emotional and
educational needs

Responding to children's cues--in personal interaction with
the children,and through appropriate use of other resources
and services (nutrition, social services, health services,
etc. )

Planning a curriculum for fostering individual growth, in-
cluding:

Specific activities in all areas (art, music, science, etc. )
The sequential development of these activities
The rationale underlying_activities
Conditions that allow for child autonomy

e) Enhancing ethnic awareness

The workshops would:

a) De21 with the above concepts in a theoretie.al manner

b) Take into consideration ppecial staff concerns

c) Bring in specialists in health, nutrition, social services
and other components to share specialized knowledge in
each of these areas and instruct staa_in the utilizatic;n
of these resources (through referral, consultation, etc- ),
as needed.

B. EQUIPMENT

Provision of equipment and supplies must be up-graded, both quantitatively

and qualitatively, in all programs. The administering agency can assist by

ensuring that theris adequate budgetary provision for equipment in all pro-

gram' budgets. 4-C's could help by making available a consultant on curriculum
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to aid in the selection of quality materials, drawing up lists of materials

suitable for various age groups, arranging for joint purchasing and/or possibly,

establishing a toy library (to loan materials to programs, particularly day care

C. FACILITY

Environmental con,siderations are dealt with in the Section on Safety but

reference must be made here to the great significance which the environment

has in relation to the delivery of quality educational programs. If teachers must

spend all of their energies checking to see that children are not lost or hurt,

there is little opportunity for the development of an enriched program. DSS

enforcement of corrective measures in regard to facilities would therefore con-

tribute substantially to the possibility of-delivering'an effective educational

component.

Summarizing the educational component, it is apparent that progress has

varied from program to program. Where progress was made, it resulted from ,

the efforts of the local administration and staffs, particularly in response to

feddback provided by the on-site observer. The utilization of Evaluation feed-

back as a source of technical assistance is a positive side effect of the Evaluation

process. However, this is not the primary function of Evaluation and the effective-

ness of Evaluators in this area is limited by the lack of authority. What should
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have occurred-what would have ensured significant progress in all programs--

is the provision of technical assistance by the administering agency (either

directly or through a contract arrangement with 4 -C's' or other appropriate

group) in the areas of training and educational consultation. It is strongly

recommended that assistance in these areas be provided during the coming,year,

particularly since the allocation for Evaluation is being drastically reduced

and this source of informal technical assistance will no longer be available.
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Ilrogram Objective
Provide Health Care:

Secure or generate comprehensive diagnostic information about immuniza-
tions and dental, visual, auditory or other health problems.' Develop an
effective system for follol.ving through to secure appropriate treatment.

At the outset, arlid as late as the October Monitoring Report, NONE

of ilia programs had, aid adequate health component, despite sporadic efforts

to develop one. The effective delivery of health care could not

lished by the programs individually, but; required a two-pronged systematic
.2.

approach, including:

o Assistance in planning and development, and

A specific mandate to comply with this requirement

Assistance in planning 4nd development was provided by the 4-C's, through ,

-the employment of a PI to work with the operating agency directors in

designing and implemerting a health component. The mandate came from

the Department of Social Services, which clearly stipulated that each pro-

gram must budget for the essential elements contained within the health plan.

As a result of this combination, every program had employed, or was in the

process of employing, a health aide by the conclusion of the first action

year. Every program had brought the children's health records up to date.'
Every program had arranged for diagnostic examinations and hearing and

vision screening, and budgetary provisions were being made for expand-

ing this component during the second action year. The handling of this

area is an effective model for achieving compliance in each of the vital

components. It is hoped that comparable attention will be given to the areas
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of safety, education and social services.

9lnsofar as the impact on children's health is concerned, it is sign-

ificant that, even in the absence of a health componei t, most parents

indicated that their children's health was either th4 same or better than

it had been prior to enrollment. The ,response to a question on child

hearth, contained in the "before" and "after" interviews, is- shown below:

QUESTION: In general would you say your child has been healthier,
less healthy, or about the same, since he's been in the
Center?

''Before
Healthier Less Healthy Same

"After"
Healthier Less Healthy

--,
Same,

S.113 3 0 50 0 3 11
.

LP , i3 0 26 5 1
.

7

GV 4 0 18' 3- 0 8

v,
St. M ty 0 11

Totals ' 20 . 94' 13 4 37
Total % 17% 0% 83% 24% 8% 68%

}
While the incidence of "healthier" responses increased slightly from

"before" to "after"--from 17% to 24%--there is also a slight rise in the in-

cidence of "less healthy" responses--from 0 to 8%. This is not surprizing,

Since the health component is too new to have had much effect. 1n addition,

it consisted primarily of diagnostic activities, which ni"ight be expected to

oroduce a greater health awareness but no improvement in health.
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The real impact of the health component cannot be evaluated until

ne:it year when it has begn in operation for a longer period of time. Fur-
0.

ther, unless significant emphasis is placed on follow-up'-treatment, the

improvement in childrgn's health will be negligible. This aspect needs

further attention in subsequent planning efforts.

o
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Program Objective
Provide a Nutritional Program:

Provide nutritionally balanced meals and snacks for. all children
enrolled. Introduce special foods to correct identified nutritional
deficiencies, if indicated.

A summary of meals and snacks served by each of the programs is

shown in the. chart below:

Breakfast Snack Lunch Snack

SAN JUAN
BAUTISTA

x x x x

LOS
PEQUENITOS x

x. x x
.

GREEN
VALLEY

x x x

St. Mark Varies with hours of child attendance

Methods of preparation vary from extensive on-site cooking to simply

-purchasing prepared meals from the school:district. There are vast varia-
..

tion in the budgetary allocations for food. In general, it is the Evaluator's

belief that inadequacies in the areas, of nutrition result most directly from

insufficient funds allocated to this area: for example, Green Valley, with

thellowest monetary provision for food, offers neither breakfast nor ample

quantities at lunch, and the snacks at Los Pequenitos are in serious need

of up-grading, again due to under-funding of this area.

A nutritionist consultant was employed by 4-C's to assess the nutri-
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tional /adequacy of foods but, unfortunately, she did not do a systematic

Analysis of the nutritional strengths and weaknesses of the menus in use but

rather focussed attention on food sources, costs, and sanitation require-

ments.

From her comments an those of the operating aency staffs and parents,

it would seem that the nutritional component could best be upgraded by:

1. Adequate budgetar 7 allocations fOr food, combined with atten-

tion to securing: the most economical food sources

2. Vuixitional consultation, involving perhaps no more than one day

a week, whic 'would focus on nutritional analysis and recom-
.

mendations f r up-grading menus

3. Attention by a1] Centers to proper samtary methods in the pre-

paration of f()ods.

SiICQ none of the programs are now proi,:iding special foods to correct

nutritional deficiences, th nutritional consultant could also be helpful in

this area.
i

It i; furthc.- suggested \hat food be examined from the standpoint

of its ethnic appropriateness to the childrenlin each programfood has
t

to be tasty am] appealing if it is to be eaten and provide the nutrition which

e0 times can also he utiliked as an educational experience--if

children participate in serving and cleanup, if the atmosphere is conducive

children need.
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o pleasant conversational interchanges, and if foods are used to farnilarize

children with other cultures.

Parent education in relation to nutrition would also be desirable. It

is strongly recommended, however, that such a program (whether handled by

the nutritional consultant, SNAP, or the PINT) be-designed to secure parent

input so that the content will be relevant to the real eating patterns of the

families being "educated."
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pro;,1-arci Objeelftes
Provide Social Services:

Make eounsding and guidance tivailable for the development of an
indilidual case plan for each child. Provide an effective program of
referral to additional resources as needed.

In "before" interviews, the overwhelming majority of parents indicated

that they chose the program they were utilizing because "it was close" or

because "it was the only one" they knew about. This demonstrates an almost

total absence of individual case planning based on the child's or the family's

real needs. It further demonstrates that parents were not made aware of

alternative choices. In the course of the evaluation period, a worker was

assigned by the Eastside Social Services to the San Juan Bautista Complex

and Center, but she was not involved in the intake process and played no role

in case planning. A certificatfon system was introduced by the Department

of Social Services late in the year which was intended to provide more

adequate case planning, but there was no evidence of its effectiveness by

the time the evaluation study was completed in February.

As regards referral, almost all of the parents stated that there were

no social services available through the child care programs or, at least,

that they were aware of none. This was true in both "before" and "after t'

interviews, with the exception of San Juan 13autista (San Juan I3autista

parents were aware of the role of the social worker and they rated her efforts

very highly).

Adequate social services must be made available to all of-the child

care programs.
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Recommendation:

It is recommended that the Department of Social Services take full

responsibility for the provision of social services for all of the model-

cities funded child care programs. Services should be rendered, at con-
,

venient locations, by workers with special knowledge of child care. Such

specialized knowledge would enable the worker to be effective in develop-

ing the plan most suited to each family's needs and affording full and free

choice of all of the available alternative resources.

Specifically, a worker, with specialized knowledge of child care,

could be assigned to each program. or neighborhoo-d and charged with respon-

sibility for:

Assisting in disseminating information and recruiting,
potential child care users .

Serving as the first dcntact person for anyone wishing
to obtain- child care services within the neighborhood
(if a parent were to go directly to a center, that parent.
should be immediately referred to the se)cial worker
so that a real choice of alternatives could be explore&
at the outset)

Assisting in individual case planning. and arranging for
child care services within a Center or family home (or
a combination of the two), as indicated (INTAKE)

Comp le ng all forms required for certification

Follow Ipg up to see that the child was satisfactorily:
enrolled.

Offering" direct, casework services, or referral, as
indicated, when child or family wa:-; having spebial
problems '(these could be identified at intake or
brought to,the worker's attention by the child care
staff)
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Serving as an "ombudsman" for parents having com-
plaints about the programs or care received;

Facilitating movement through the system of child
care as the child's or family's needs change; this
could best be accomplished by systematic follow-up
on all terminations.

The worker might also work with the PAC, either in a staff capacity

or as a community member of the PAC.

t
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Specific Prograirt Ohjectives:
Free parents to engage in work or training programs.
Make services available to parents who do not, work but have

other needs -for child care services.

In order to determine the impact of the child care programs,on em-

ployment and other family situations, we asked parents whether they were

specifically able to work or participate in training programs because of.the

availability of child, care, why they needed child care, and what changes

had occurred in their lives since enrolling thier children. The responses

to these questions (on a "before" and "after", basis, where available) are

shown below:

QUESTION: Were you specifically able to work or participate
t" f, in school or training program because this ser-

vice was available?

"Before" Interviews

Total Responses Number who said "yes"

SAN JUAN
BAUTISTA 24

.

* -- 13

LOS \
PEQUENITOS 22

..

. 16 ,
i

GREEN
BALLEY 20

CASA 17 6

St. MA RIK' 16 _ 12

TOTALS 99 52 ri

-165- ,
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It is apparent that more than half of the parents served were freed to work

or engage in training programs because the Comprehensive Child Care

Program was in existence.

QUESTION: What are your reasons for needing child care?

"Before" "After"

San Juan
Bautista 13 4 6 10 1 2

Lps
Pequenitos 17 3

...

2 9 4 1

Green Valley 8 1 11 6 9 5

CASA 4 5 9 No follow -up
,

done

St. Mark 11 7 0 -

Totals

Percentages

42

50

13

16

28

34

36

63

12 9

21 16

*It will be noted that the "after" figures are consistly lower than the "before".
This is due to the fact that the "after" responses quoted here were secured froze
follow-up interviews lvith those parents in the initial sample who were continuing
in the program. New enrolleesthose who enrolled followirrg the "before" inter-
view:,:were not interviewed and their retsons for needing care are not ,rofieeied.
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This confirms the previous observation that child care is generally
*utilized to free parents for work or school. Parents who are at home tend
to withdraw their children from care; and,in some instances, as programs
approached capacity enrollment, parents who were neither working nor
attending school were discouraged =roan participating. Thus, of 26 ter -

%

minations which were analyzed, 7 had droppeil because they were no longer
employed or in training, 5 had moved out of the MN, 5 were dissatisfied with

the program and 8 gave assorted other reasons (such as child being over-
age for program),

'QUESTION : What changes have occurred in your life since
enrolling your child in child care?

Response Total Number

Now working
4,

Now going to schoOl

Looking for work

Able to work or attend school without worrying

Laid off

Pregnant
-,

Other

6

5

2'

2

3

1

Overall, it will be seen that most of the changes were pOsitive con-,

.
tributions to "promoting and enhancing independent family life," alth6ugh

- .,,availabilit f child care is obviously not a guarantee that a mother will
not bo Lilt off.9 17 3



Finally, in response to the Question, Is the program meeting yoilr

needs? 0

.,

1

63% of continuing parents" said Yes, very well

34% said Yes, to some extent

3% said No
.

c
In the case of families who had terminated due to dissatisfaction

et

...

with the program, dissatisfaction was uniformly related to the child's

and not the parent's needs. There were also several parents wilp reported
*a still unmet need for care, particularly in relation to infants, .but the pro-

portion was very small.

It is clear that the programs are effectively meeting the needs of the

'milies they serve.

kr

a

It is unfortunate that there was no raechanif-An available for making parents
aware of alternate forms of care. Thus, several families expressed a need
for infant care at the same time that vacancies existed in the St. Mark Day
Care Homes. Immediate implementation of an effective Intake procedure
should eliminate this problem. .
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Specific Program Ob
Involve parents n the decision-making process.

Implement Ntprogram systematic communication with parents'.

As will be seen from the individUal progr.am reports, all of the programs

had funCtioning Parent Advisory Committees by the end of the first action year.

In all but one instance, however, the PAC was not formed until mandated 1,iy

Model Cities. And; in all instances, PAC's are still without written statements

of their roles and responsibilities.

Further, most of the PAC's are still merely advisory: they either have no

roleto play in the decision-making process or they are involved at the Center

level when decisions are in fact made at a higher corporate level.

The Fpderal Interagency Day C6bre Requirements are very explicit with

regard to the role which PAC's shdLd fulfill, as follows:

"Parents must have the opportunity to))ecome involved themselves
in the making of decisions concerning the nature and operation of the day
care facility.

.(4/tw?wWhener=an agency , an operatingor an administering agency) provides
day care for 40 or Vlore children, there 'must be a policy advisory com-
mittee or its equivalent at that administrative level where most decisions
are made.' The committee membership should include not less than 50
percent parents,or parent representatives, seleited by the parents them-
selves in a democratic fashion. Other members should include represent-
aiive?; of professional organizations or individuals who have particular
knowledge or skills in children's and family programs.

Policy advisory committees must perform productive funections, inclUding,
but hot limited, to:

a. Assisting in the development of the programs and approving
applications for funding.

b. Participating in the nomination and selection' of the program director
at the operating and/or,administering level.

-Eva Iwo emphasis
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c. Advising-k*n-t-hc-recruimL,nt and selection of staff and volunteers.

d. Initiating suggestions and ideas for program improvements.

e. Serving as a channel f6r hearing complaints on the program.

f. Assisting in organizing activities for parents.

Assuming a degree of responsibility for communicating
with parents and encouraging their participation in the pro-.
gram."

g.

In the course of analyzing parent data, ratings made by parents who

descpbed themselves as "involve&' with the program were compared with the

ratii1gs of those who were "'uninvolved. " This comparison showed that the

involved parents N'vere consistently more critical than were the uninvolved.
I
\This observation sheds light on the natural trekuctance of program administra-

tions to move as fully into parent involvement as the FIDCR stipulate. It

further suggests that PACs have to be helped to achieve a degree of autonomy
1 '),

fr ii?xn program Directors if they are ito be truly effective. /
\ The a-chninistering agency will need to watch closely to see that PAC mein-

bers are properly elected and truly representative of parent body constituencies;

that Lchnic:al assistance is made available to the PAC's as they attempt to

formulate their roles; and that thelsuggested inclusion of parent-users in all
1 .

top-level boards becomes a reality. A

Home-center co munication,; in the form of -systematic parent conferences,

was the most conspicuously lacking element in all Center programs. the

exception of St. Mark, the'micAjor4y of parents in all programs stated_ than' they

-170-
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were given progress reports only when they r,equested.them. And parents were

virtually unanimous in wanting more regular informatio'n about how their

children were doing. A recommendation to thi-S-efre-crisincluded in each /f

'the individual program reports. -Perhaps DSS, as part of its Social Sery ces

component, can urge and assist Centers in kilproving home-center _cm muni-

catiov in line with the specific objective ciiedNoze.

A
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Prog.Fain Objective
Provide employment and career opportunities for monel

neigh hood residents.

As shown in the chart below, 54 MN residents are currently employed

as a result.of -the Comprehensive Child Care Program:

.
Model Neighborhood Employntent

July- Oct. -Nov. Feb.

San Juan Bautista 4 14 17
. .

Los Pequenitos 1 7 8

Green Valley 1 4 6

CASA -- 13

St. MarK. 27 1 23

TOTALS 6 65 54

It will, alsp be seen that some position: for MNIVs have been lost with the .

11P

closing of the CASA program and with thu reduction in Providers in the St.

Mark project. No provisions have been made to follow up on the persons who

have lost their jobs to offer them assistance in becoming re-employed within .

the system of child care.

1'13
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Tne following listing shows the positions filled by MNR's' in the

total system:

1 Director
1 Teacher-supervisor
1 Head Tea 6ier
7 Teachers and Assistant Teachers
1 Community Aide
2 Health Aides

15 Teacher Aides
4 Clerical Workers
3 Cooks

19 Providers and/or Certified Babysitters

While there are several prOfessional positions filled by MNR's, it will be

seen that the vast majority are filling sub-professional position as Aides and

Providers. Salaries for these positions are varied and lenerally quite low.

And there is little provision for training of tne type which would substantially

upgrade the skills of these employees.

The role of Model CitieS in relation to resident employment"hes been primarily

to insist that Model Neighborhood Residents be given top priority and preference

in hiring. This is obviously appropriate and desirable in programs utilizing

Model Cities funds.

It is hoped, however, that additional and serious consideration will be given

by Model Cities to protecting the jobs and career opportunities which are created

for MNR's by:

Ensuring that there - , adequate training so that MNR's will have
real opportunities for career advancement (See the Recommendation
on Staff Training, pages 151 -153)
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Setting recommended wage and benefit standards to protect MNR's
from exploitive working conditions

Ensuring that a grievance procedure is established for hearing
complaints by MNR's (and all other.employes)

s Following up on MNR employees who have left a program'or been
terminated to she if they might be re-employ d elsewhere in the
system.

'Inclusion in the DSS Policies and Procedures manual. of a clear statement

of lodel Cities requirements in relation to 'staff hiring pkocedures, waivers,

etc., would also be extremely helpful.

ti
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SUMMARY OF ESSEN TIADELEMEN TS

Throughout this report, we have dealt with the many and varied aspects

'oil federally-supported child care programs. We have seen that the quality
;?*

of services rendered have differed greatly from program to prograin and from

time to time. We have seen that some of the programs have made progress,

some are continuing with uncorrected deficiencies, and one has failed. What

_elements have produced the variations? There have been differences in the

physical facilities, in the experience and competence of staff, in the

-availability or distribution of funds, and many other special variables. But

these are not causative factors. The critical factor--the factor which determines

whether problems will be successfully handled--is administrative capability.

Thus, a Director who is committed to eliminating safety hazards will see to it

that funds are apportioned and arrangements made to improve the physical

facility; the Director who is concerned with up-grading staff will provide super-

vision and training, will change schedules and assignments, arid will) replace

staff, if need be; the Director who really wants to improve the curriculum will

find the ways to cut administrative costs and put more.money into equipment;

etc. 9
420

If a Director at the local level is competent, concerned, eager to improve

the program, responsive to children, parents, staff and expert recomm'enda-

tj.ons... if, in short, a program happens to have an outstanding Director, then

it will succeed and Vecome progressively better; if not, it won't. But securing
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an outstanding director has been essentially a matter of chance. What can be

done on a systemic level to ensure capability at the operating ageuy,level?

Are there steps which can be taken to build in a maximum potential for success ?

What is the role of the administering agency?

This section will attempt to outline the essential elements of a successful

system of care, from the standpoint of the 'administering agency:

PERSONNEL

As indicated in the introduction, theft operating agency Director is the key

to" success or failure. This Director is the employee of the operating

agency Board, and the administering agency has no direct responsibility

in connection with the selection or retenti9n of a particular Director. It
-

is therefore incumbent upon the administering agency to verify that-a Board

exists which is capable of assuming full responsibility for employing and

supervising a Director who adequately fulfills the program's needs.

It is therefore recommended that, in addition to securing ample documenta-

tion with regard to Board composition, frequency of meetings and areas

of responsibility, there be a personal contact between a DSS 'representativ*e

ti

and the Board (9r Boardlthairman) to verify that the Board is aware of its

responsibilities and to ascertain whether a procedure exists for replacing

the Director, should this ever prove necessary. Verification of the Boards :,

administrative capability should precede the signing of a contract.
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It is furtlier recommended that DSS v Nt-k with the operating agency Boards

on un on-going basis:: sending communications to the Board chairmen as well

as the Directors and inviting both to be present at key meetings (submission

of proposals,_ signing of contracts, etc.). In keeping with the FIDCRs,

it is essential that parent users be adequately represented on the decision-

.making Boards of theoperating agencies.* DSS must ensure that such

' representation is achieved.

Finally, it is recommended that each Board be required to develop Person:

includingncluding an adequate grievance procedure.

_
II. FUNDING

It is the responsibility of the administering agency to disburse funds in such

a way as to ensure that the funds are appropriately utilized.to accomplish

programmatic goals.

During the Evaluation period, re-imbursement was made on a per capita

basis; i. e. , funds were paid on the basis of numbers of childr-en enrolled

and there were no direct controls over the manner in which funds were .

expended. This encouraged a "numbers game iry which Centers were

tempted to over-enroll, to enroll inappropriately, Or 'td establish a mini-.

mum-length day based "on monetary factorS rather than the 'child's needs.

*DSS, as the administering agency, is also required to h ve a policy committee
to fulfill the functions outlined in the FIDC1115: the e is a functioning

/ Family and Children's AdvisOry Committee, pits role and impact i,n relation to
Child care policy decisions were not apparent to the evaluator.
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It also made it very diffic or the operating agencies to allocate funds

for long -range pro m elements or to engage in systematic planning

(due'to the fact that income fluctuated with enrollment). Further,,because

programs could receive funds only if they were serving children, some

porgrams began to serve children before they were really ready to do so.

And, finally, this method of reimbursement negated the possibility of

influencing the allocation of funds for-needed program elements. *

It is therefore recommended that reimbursement be made.on the basis of

.fixed-fee contracts based oneline-itein budgets, with amounts clearly ear-

marked for specific program components. Each contract would specify and

be proportionate to a given number of children, but reimbursement would

be on the basit of actual expenditures, regardless of whether all slots

were filled or -ncat. (One safeguard might be an intakeprocess whereby

-,eligible children would be referred-until all slots were filled and no eligible

children could be turned away,as long as there were vacancies. A second

safeguard would be the careful examination of expenditure reports. Finally.,

there should be a provision that authorization from DSS would be required

in order to shift funds from one line item to another).

*A form was developed wherein the operating agencies were requested to show
their actual expenditures so that analysis could be made of the amounts being
spent for administration, program. elements, etc. Completion of this form
was never insisted upon by the fiscal department, however, and two programs
never submitted reports on this form.
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It is further recommended that the DSS fiscal officer work very closely

with program staff, analyzing the expenditure reports in programMatic as

well as fiscal terms.

ti
This method, if adopted, would eliminate the "numbers game" and,would

ensure that monies were expended for the desired program elements,

since funds would be earmarked in terms of line items and line items

would correspond with program components.

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

It is the responsibility of the administering agency to develop policies and

procedures to guide the operating agencies in fulfilling their contractual.
obligations, and t . mrnunicate-these SQ that there is no possibility

of mis-understanding.
M

Throughout the first action year, there has been-considerable confusion

0 on the part of the operating agencies about their relationship with ,DSS and

other agencies: they didn't know who the authoritative persons were,

which policies and procedures were recommended but optional, Which were

mandatory, etc.

It is recommended that a clear-cut procedure for the development and

communication of policies and procedures be established, as follows:

1
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Identify DSS personnel to be involved
Prepare debit policies and procedures (clearly identified as Drafts)
Distribute to all appropriate persons, including 0/A's
Hold meetings with 0/A Directors to discuss and clarify drafts

Such meetings should be held regularly, possibly
monthly, to provide a forum for all 0/A concerns
as well as for policy clarifications. Inclusion of
0/A Board chairmen should be conside,r-ed.

Distribute the established, binding policies and procedures
(clearly identified as Final and Binding)

Establish a procedure for amending policies and procedures
which prove inadequate or unworka)Ile

Policies made by Model Cities whiehoare binding on the 0/A's should

follow the same procedure and involve DSS as well as 0/A's in the decision-

making process.

Policies that are already in effect at the beginning-of the contract year

should be distributed in a Policy Manual. This would be true for all

existing, binding policies and procedures7-whether originated by DSS or

MC. Contracts, should stipulate that 0/A's are oblisgatedloto comply with

"Binding policies and procedures", established after due process has been

observed.

W. IMPLEMENTATION OF CORRECTIVE ACTION

,Throughout this past year, problems have been identified and brought to

the attention of operating agency Directors, the DSS, and MC personnel

by the Evaluator. However, the Evaluator lackefl authority to insist that
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recommendations be implemented, and the agencies which had the authority

failed to develop and enforce a systematic procedure for implementing

corrective action. For this reason, problems haye tended to continue for,

unduly lengthy periods of time (ser'busly jeopardizing the programs, in

some instances)

It is recommended that the following procedure for corrective action be

established:

Identify the problem

Propose remedy and specify deadline for compliance

Provide all appropriate support for accomplishing compliance

Follow-up to ensure that compliance has occurred
0

Establish a grievance prodedure for 0/A's in connection with any
dissatisfactions they might have relating to the problem identifi-
cation or the implementation of corrective action.

A procedure similar to the above' was implemented in relation to health care:

4-C's assisted in the de*elopment of a plan aria participated in the training

and supervising of health aides; and DSS made it clear that this component

was required of all programs. As a result of This dual effort7-support

and enforcement--every program had a health component at the conclusion

of the contract period. If a'similar course is followed in all areas requir-

ing corrective action, the elimination Of serious .problems Will be effectively

ensured.
187
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In order to accomplish the four dimensions of effective administratiOn

discussed above, it is essential that DSS affirm its role as THE Administering

Agency and identify for the operating agencies whiCh individual (or individuals)

within the DSS 'can

bf DSS are beyond the scope of this evaluation, it is suggested that the possi-

bility of developing a child care unit be explore,d. Such a unit might encompass

contract TriServision (exclusively related to child-care contracts), childcare

planning, child care monitoring, fiscal personnel related to child care, child
(

e commitments for the agency. While the internal affairs

care intake, and, perhaps, a variety of support personnel, including experts
It

in health, early childhood education, nutrition, and other program components.

This suggestion is made at this time because of the Department's existing

involvement with some sixteen programs, and the anticipated increase which

will follow from new,and pending legislation.

Should the Dgpartment not wish to add support personnel (PHN's, educators,

etc. ) to its own staff, it is strongly recommended that the sub-contract drawn

with 4-C's* stipulate that,these services be provided under this contract.

*Pacific T. & T. A. 's contract did not include evaluation of 4-C'p, So no direct
observations are, included. However, certain aspects of 4-C's had an observable
impact on the operating agencies, and these may be briefly summarized as follows:
(1) Operating agency Directors expressed considerable confusion about the extent
of authority which 4-C's could exercise over their individual programs; (2) The
assistance of the THN in health planning was genertally judged to, be very valuable
while the nutritional consultation was not; (3) The Directors would welcome
substantial technical assistance from 4-C's, especially in relation to parent in
volvement and the provision of a joint staff training program; and (4) Several
Directors feel verY. strongly that likz, a primary responsibility to assist
them in seeking or generating needed funds,
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Regardless of the auspices, it is clear that operating agencies will not be

able to accomplish the level of compliance desired unl ss a number of programs

r are plAned and implemented on a system-wide basis; notably an adequate

program of staff training, curriculum consultation, health and social services.

In addition to assistance-in ,special program areas, there is a demonstrated

need for technical assistance to the Directors in administrative matters, in-.

eluding:

Fiscal management (information on compartive cost .of insurance
and other items, Consultation on tax matters, depreciation, etc.)

Program management and relations with st.aff (including personnel
policies and practices)

Assistance with Board and PAC training and role definition

Mandates and deadlines are extremely important and very much needed,

but they can best be achieved if consistently coupled with substantial assistance

and a real responsive'pess to the needs and concerns of the operating agencies.
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CONCLUSION

While evaluations, by their nature, tend to focus on what remains to be
I

done, it is important to underscore what has already been done as well. A few

quotations from the parents themselves provide eloquent testimony:

.. <\

"I can work without worrying because I know my child is

well cared for"

"He can hardly wait to go to the Center"

"I am satisfied with the program and the teachers"

"If I had my choice: I'd pick a program just like the one

I'm using"

"I believe they're doing a good job but I wish there was a better

yard and more equipment"

"I like it very much and it does a lot of good for the children

as well as the parents"

"I couldn't go to school witboit this program"
/

The Model Cities-funded Comprehensive Child Cares Program of San Jose
/

is fundamentally fulfilling its objective. It is serving 22 MN children

and their families, and it ids serving them in prograins.which, generally

compare favorably with most of those to be found throughout the Country.

Despte many weaknesses, there can be no doubt that the community has

benefitted from the-existence of this program.

What remains to be done is to realize the potential inherent in these

prokrams. The first action year has exposed the problems. This.report,

ts.

a.
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II.

/

we hope, has suggested many of the solutions. If the recommendations

are followed, the Model Cities child care program of San Jose can indeed

become a model.

1
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APPEND lX

Instruments developed by Pacific T. & T. A. for use in the Evalua-

Ition of the San Jose Comprehensive Child Care Program

r

A. Monitoring Checklist and Narrative Form

B. Parent Questionnaires
, 4

1-Parent Interview schedule ("before")
2 -Follow-Up Parent Interview Schedule ("after")
3-St. Mark Family Day Care Program

Parent Questionnaire

C. Staff Questionnaires'

1-Staff Questionnaire (for Center staffs)
2-Staff Questionnaire (pages 6-8 adapted for St. Mark Adm. staff)
3-Questionnaire for Providers (St. Mark)

D. On-Site Observation Forms

1-Checklist for Program Observation (Centers)
f-On-Site Observation Form, St. .Mark

Day Care Project (for Home studies)
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7
'AIONITORING CHECKLIST

AND NARRATIVE. -FORM

Developed by: Pacific Training & Technical-Assistance Corporation
For montlay_monitoring review of all child care

programs
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MONITORING CHECKLIST AND NARRATIVE FORM*
SAN JOSE CHILD CARE PROJECT ,

Date of Visit 1971
Name of Monitor
Reviewed by
Approved form filed with MIS 197

Name of Program
Address
Type of facility (church,, school home, etc) .

Owned Cf
Rented El

Information prdvided by Title

Days + hours center is open

M1/

*To be completed in fullat the initial interview, Subsequently, only changes
are to be recorded, with the initial completed form serving as the base.
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Monitoririg Checklist
PTTA/7-1-71

.11 I. ENVIRONMENT'

raw or secure
a floor plan of
the facilitiy
(including major
movable equipment
and storage units)
and label each area
as to use(s).

For tables,_ toilets;
and basins, indicate

nether adult or
child-sized.

0

A. Floor. Plan:

l

Note general
condition of
facility (i. e.
ld or new,

freshly painted
or not, fence
intact, etc. )

B. General Condition:

temize categories . Equipment
of equipment (e. g.
paint supplies, bOoks
blocks, music, pets,
table toys, tricycles
tc, ) Attach

inventory if available

Indicate whether
accessible to
children or adults.

Note items in need
of repair
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Monitoring Checklist
OPTTA/7-1-71

Describe the
administrative

,structure (include
Organizational
Chart, if possible,
showing lines of
authority and

responsiblity)

4

IL ADMINISTRATION
A. Structure:

yr

Composition
Functions
Freq. 'of meetings
-Are attendance
records maintained?

Are parent members
reimbursed for
expenses?

B. Governing Board or Advisory Committee: Or.

List recoreds main-
tained on a regular
basis (e. g. attendance,
intake, etc.) Attach
samples

C. Records:
or

Have policies been
written governing
fees, budgets,
planning and other adm.

'aspects of the program?

If yes, attach copies
If no, indicate plans for
developing, policies.

D. Policies:

E. Fees:
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onitoring Checklist
TTA/7-1-71

I

III. STAFF

A. STAFF PROFILE

I MNR :1 Total
Ethnic Hours

Sex Group per wk.

List all
taff positions, Qualifications

incl. volunteers, (Training and/
b name and title or experience)

Total_
Child
Contact Assignment
hrs/wk (attach job descriptions)

198
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Monitoring Checklist
PTTA/ 7 -1 -71

B. Are there any staff vacancies?
# .
Positions

C. Have there been any terminations during the month?

If yes, explain
...

D. Incidence of staff absenteeism (# man-days missed)

What provisions for substitutes ?

Any staff training programs ?

If yes,' describe

a

E. What policies govern recrUitment,' selection, termination, 'health requirements,

-working conditions, etc.

F. Are there records showing that all adults have TB clearatice?

199
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Monitoring Checklist ''.
PTT A/ 7-1-71 IV. ENROLLMENT

.
A. PUPIL PROFILE

Child's Name
(Bracket children
in family groupings

Date
Enrolled Age

Days- Hours
Ethnic (e. g., (e. g. Contents

Sex Group MWF) 9-12) MNR ?

3.
4..

8.
9.

4.
5.

V.

9.
0.

4.
5.

9.
0.

O

4.
5.

9.
0.
1.

4.
5.
6.
7.



Monitoring Checklist
PTTA /7 -1 -71

ENROLLMENT (corit'd).

B. Total # Enrolled:
1

Average Daily Attendance:
.

# terminated during month:

Explain

14

C. No. Vacancies, if any:

No. Inquiries during month-

No. Applied but enrollment pending:

No. on waiting list, if any:

D. What, policies govern recruitment and selection (indicate restrictions

based on age, residence, liandicaps, etc. and determine who would be given

priority if there were a crush of applicants):

201
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MP, (..011114.."-.

ri0- .2e -7/

A

ef

B. PARENT PROFILE
c

Total If Families

# Parents Working

# Paritnts

# Parents

in Training

with. other attiviti931 . What.?

# One parent families

# Two °- parent families

# With guardians dr other parent- substittites

# Engleigh speaking only

//Spanish speaking only

# Bilingual

If known, # on welfare

* # low- incomeo

*
# middle income

sil

* Show income in increments of- 31,000 annual income, -bPrinninc; in Aufmst

202
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4.11'W4Aleld,1 Aats

PTTA/ 7 4771

V. P13.0GRA S (Activities and Parent 'Involvement)

Describe a typical
day's program
(include details of actual
aclivitirrigaged in
during eziods of "free
.piay," outdoor time, "
'etc: )

2

If there are periodic
special activities
(e. g. field trips),
please specify what
and how often

k

/regular activities:

B. Special activities

0 Is there an educational
program for parents.?
qy If yes, describe
content and frequency

Are parents involved
in other ways?
(s) If yes, des,cribe

C. Parent education and involvement:

2U3



onitoring Checklist
TTAPC-1-71

VI.. PROGRAM (Health and Social Services)

A. Ha.lth and Social Service 13ersonnel

Medical and Soc.
Service Specialist

ssociated with
ro:ram

If yes,
Who?
Indio.

A: ency

# Hrs. # Hrs.
Committed Spent
Per this.
Month Month

,'
, Nature of Activities

(inquire specifically re

visual .& auditory screening)

Doctor

-Dentist

Nurse
.

Psychologist

Speech Therpist

Social Worker

Others:
.

\,

.

\

.

1

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

If above are not now available, indicke plans and .timetable:

; A Medical and dental' problems discovered: Medical: Dental:

What follow up procedures?

# Social Service referrals

To whom were referrals made?

C. How is care of the sick child handles:
(1) If he is ill when he arrives?

(2) If he becomes ill at school
204

D, Is there an isolation room or area?



lonitoring Chcklist

I
'TTA/7-1-71

....era.

r

I VII. PROGRAM (Nutrition)

Specify what "meals"
are served (breakfast,
snacks, lunch) and
pinclude sample menus.

a

'scribe food piep.
53iethods (i. e. , if brought
3.13, who provides, or
pretsred on site. etc)

Describe seating
plan, whether served:
individually or family,
style, etc.

I , .

Are any subsidized .

food progr-uns in use?
If yes, what?

4 ......

4 ,

A. Food served

\

B. Food preparation

C. Meal time, serving and cleanup

D. Subsidies

#

/

7-

,

1 #

205
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Monitoring Checklist
PTTA/7-1-71

I

VIII. ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS? (e. g. problems caused by

code restrictions, licensing requirements; other problems,

and future plans)

0

V II

v

de,

2U

Ir

0 .,

I >

4

i

-..,
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PARENT INTERVIEW
SCHEDULE

Developed by: Illacific Training & Technical Assistance Corporation
For: "Before" ,interviews with Center parents

,207



G

1. Name of Center

PARENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

COVER SHEET ,

(Interviewer: Items not available. from application form should'be filled in at the
end of the interview) _

2. Mother's Name Phone Number

3. Address 4. MNR?

5. Marital Status

6. Mother's Current Occupation

7. Mother's Last Previous Job (if not now working)

8. Father's Occupation

9. I. 10. W.

11. Mother's Education (last grade completed)

12. Father's Education (last grade completed)

13. List of children in household (with ages)
{

14. Other members of household (in addition to pareits and children)

15. L6.nguages spoken

16. Primary language

2U8
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(To Be Completed by Interviewer)

17. Race or Ethnic Group
...../".....

,
18. Interviewer comments regarding living situation (condition of home, crowding,

toys or books observed, etc):

,

I.

RECORD OF CONTACTS'

Initial call (phone or in, person): Date(s) of earns)

Interview(s)

,-)

Appointment set far:

Day Date Time

With whom?. Lang. pref.

Appointment refused? Why?

Date(s)

Time spent

Person(s) interviewed .

EDInterview completed by

19. Comments regarding cooperativeness:

2

2U9
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(Interviewer: BEGIN HERE)

20. What are your reasons for needing or using child care?

Working >Days and hours Date began

Training >Days and hours Date began

In school )Days and hours Date began

Seeking employment---->Any definite prospects?

ElAm at home but child needs the experience: Why?

1IAm at home but unable to care for child. Why?

U Other:

,

21. ere you able to (go into this training program) \\

(enroll in school )

specifically .because your children) are in the Center? a. c:1 Yes bIDNo

(take this job

a.
22. What other child care services have you'used? (If none, check here and

proceed to- question 23).

Type of C'"re
For which
children?
(show ages
nf 11)

b
c.

d.

e.

f.

0 Sitter in your home

When ?
(previous
or current)

Comments

.1r

Sitter in her home
r

Licensed family day care

D-Nu-rs-ery school

0
g.

Extended Day Care

Other

II

I

I

3
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23. If you had your choice, what type of Child Care service would you pick
for your children?

24. Have you had any difficulty securing child care for your child(ren)?

25. How did yotr find out about this Center?
r

26. Do you need child care for any of your children who are not now enrolled
in Child Care programs?

27. If yes, for which children (show ages)

28. during what' hours?

29. How far is the Center from your home or work?

30. How do you now get your child(ren) to the Center?

31. Is transportation a problem for you?

32. What does the Center do if your child becomes ill during the day?

For parents who are working; in training or attending school only:
VP

33. What' do you do about child care when your child(ren) becomes ill?
C,

e

.

34. Has this caused any problem (on your job or in your training program)?

4
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(Interviewer: Complete a separate page for each child enrolled in the
Center under study)

35. Child's Name 36. Age 37. Sex

38. Days and Hours of Attendance 39. When Enrolled

40. What was your main reason for picking this particular Center?

Tell me a little about (child's name):

41. Describe some of the things he can do for himself (note details in regard to
dressing and feeding):

42. What does he especially like to .do (activities and favorite toys) ?

43. How does he get along with brothers and sister's (or other children)?

. 44. ,How does he get along with you (or other adults)?

45. What problems does he have (and/or what problems do you have with him)?

46. What do you hope-he will learn at the Center?

/
47. Have you observed any changes since he's been at the Center?

what changes have you observed?
48. If so,

49. What' does he say about the Center?

50. Does he go willingly? 51. Come home happy? 52. How many days has
he missed this month? 53. Why?

54. In general, wapld you say he has been healthier, less healthy or about the same
since he's been in the Center?

212
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55. What do you think a good child care center should provide?

56. What parts of the educational program do you consider most important?_

57. In your opinion, what does it take to be a good child care teacher?

13 The (name) Center is supposed to provide all of the things listed. .

on this card (hand interviewee the'carcO, but not everything can get, equal attention.
If zai had to choose, which of these thins would you say is the very most important?
Which is second? Which is third? Fourth, etc.

58.

59.

60.

6L

62.

63.

64.-

Priority Item Comment, if any

A safe, clean place

An educational program

Good teachers

Health care

Plenty of good food

Counseling and guidance for' parents

A chance for parents to help make
ecisions about running the program.

213
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Scorin
a b -*c

How well would you say the center is doing in each of these areas---

Would you say it's (a) very safe and clean, (b) pretty safe and clean,

or (c) not very safe and clean?

66. Any suggestions for improvements?

7. Are the educe , activities very good, pretty good, or not s good?

68. What part of the program is best?

69. Which part is the weakest?

70. Are the teachers very good, pretty good, or not so good?

("Teachers" includes the Director, teachers and aides)

71. What do you like best about the teachers?

72. What do you like least about the teachers?

73. Do the children get regular check-ups at the Center?

74. Is any help available-for medical or dental treatment?

75. Do you think the health care is very good, pretty good,

good?

or not so

76. What do you think of the food -- is It very good, pretty good or
not so gdod?

77. Does the Center offer any social service program for parents ?

a. 0 Yes b.0 No

78. If yes, what do you think of it?

79. If not, what dd you -think would be helpful?

214
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80. Have you been very involved with the Center? If yes, how?

(Probe re number of parent conferences, parent education sessions offered and/
or attended, involvement in daily participation, visits, open houses, field trips,
involvement in decision-making process)

Do you feel welcome at the Center ? a. Yes b. Q No

82. Do you feel your suggestions are welcome? a. Q Yes
b u

83. Me you kept informed , lyild's progress? How?

No

84. Would you like to be ;re, or ss, involved? If more, how?

85. What do you feel that you have learned since your child has been involnd in the
Center,' if anything?

4

86. What do you like best about the program for your child?

57. What do you like best about the program for yourself?

88. Have there been any changes in your,life as a result of enrolling your child(.ren)
in the Center? If yes, what?

89. What about the program would you like to see changed?

90. Any other comMenis?

Would you be interested in, serving on a Chil0 Care Advisory Committee for
the whole Model Cities Child Care Program?

(Intervie$er: Go back to cover page and fill in anyanissing information)

21
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FOLLOW-UP PARENT
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Prepared by: Pacific Training & Technical Assistance Corporation
For: "After" interviews with Center parents

21
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Name'and'Address:

FOLLOW-UP
PA RENT INTERVIEW 'SCHEDULE

Phone Number

MICR?

Interview completed by

Is your'child(ren) still enrolled at the Center?

(=:) Yes (:::) No

IF YES, PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 3 AND COMPLETE ALL QUESTIONS AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE

IF NO, PLEASE COMPLETE PAGES 1 and 2 ONLY .;
Thank you14

1. If your chi.ld(ren) is no longer at the Center, please list all of the

reasons which contributed to your leaving:

B.

CD .I withdrew my child or children because

( ) My situation changed and I no longer need child care

( ) I found a better child care arrangehent-

( ) I didn't feel the program was good for my child

( ) The program didn't satisfy my needs (due to hours, distance, etc.)

( ) I moved out'of the area served by this Center

( ) Other:

I was askedoto withdraw my child or children because

( ) We don't live in the model neighborhood area

( ) The Director said we were not eligible for service

( ) My child was frequently absent or late

( ) The' program was too 'crowded and the space was needed for others

( ) I had a disagreement with the Director or staff

( ) Other-:

Please explaineach of the checked items as fully as,possible:

217
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L.

2. What happened when ,you left the program?

( ) The Director helped me set up other a4angements
( ) A staff member helped me arrange Other care

( ) The Department of Social Services helped my make other arrangements

r( ) I received no. help from the Center or De t. of Social Services

( ) Other:
024

9 .

Is'your child or childreb nr enrclled'in another child- care program of
any type (including a siiterl9r relative caring for your child)?,

.

1-{ ) Yes

( ) No

If yes, who is now caring for your: child(ren)?

Do you feelyoUr present arrangement is

( ) Better
,

than the revious one?

) Worms' than the previous,'one?

( ) About the same as the previous ene7,
4

Why?

, 4. Are you now

( ) Working?
( ,) Attending ,school?
( ) Participating in training program?

,( ) At home full, time?

4

,Are,you in needof any child care serviceP which you are not now receiving?

) Yes
) No

,If yea, for what age child rep)? c.

burinv what hours? ,.

, . )

What form. of car6:would you prefer?

6. Is there anyway that you feel Model Cities or the Department of Social
Services could (or should) have been more helpful to you?

7. Any other comments?

218
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START HERE for 'continuing" familibs

1. What is yoar reason for needing child care?
tr

( ) Working. ( ) Full time, ( ) Part-time

( ) Training for employment -4 C') Full time, ( ) Part-time
( ) Attending school ( ) Full time, 4 ) Part-time.
( ) At home but unable to care for child 0
( ) At home but child needs the experience
( ) Other:

2. Have there been any changes in yopr employment (or training) status
during the past four or five months?

( ) Yes: What?
( ) Nog

If got had ylilp choice of all possible child care programs, what type
of service would you pick for your child or children?

4fir .) A Center Ake the one your using?
( ) A Gen which was better than this one: "Better" in

what way?

( ) A part-day program (nursery school or head start)
( ) A sitter in your own home
(' ) A sitter

censed faMily day care .

( ), Other:

4. Please list the first names and ages of all of your children. Put a
star bythe onesWho are enrolled in the Center:

Name Age * Name . A,-...e *

.

-

-
.

411111W 5. Have you observed any changes in your child(ren) since they'vb. been
in the Center?

( ) Yes: What?

)' No

6. Do.your child(ren) like the program at the Center?

( ) Yes, very much
( ) Yes, pretty well

( ) Some of them do and some don't
( ) No

Why?

7. In general, would you say your child(ren) have been healthier, less
healthy, or about the same, since they've been in the Center?

) Healthier ______--

( ) Less healthy

''()___JAbout-th46-sam 21 9
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T.

B. In general, wild you say the care your child is receiving at the
Center is

(- ) Excellent ? Comments:
( ) Good ?
( ) Fair ?
( ) Poor ?

9. 'Since we last spoke, would you say the Center is

( ) Better than it was?
( ) Worse than it was then?
( ) About the same as before?

10. Would you saylthe Center now is.

( ) Very safe and clean?
( ) Pretty safe and clean?
( ) Not so safe and clean?

11. How about the educational activities? Are they

( ) Very good?
( ) Pretty vrx,d?
(--)- Not so good?

124 Does the progfam run smoothly?

( ) Yes
( ) No

\e/

13. Are policies spelled mit, so that you know what is expected of you?

( ) Yes
( ) No

14. Do you feel,the parents have enough, too much, or too little to say
about the program?

( ) Enough
( ) Top much
( ) Too little

15.. How do you feel about the Director?

16. Do you think there is enough staff for the ntnber of children served?
10

( ) Yes
( ) No

17. What do you think of the way the staff works with the/children?,

( Are they very good?
( ) Pretty good?

( )

aiou the food--

) Is it very good?
( ) Pretty good?
( Not so good? 2 0

For "continuing" parents
PTTA/2-72



19. Is there a social service program?

( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Don't know

20. Is there a program of health care?

( ) Yes: What?

( ) No
( ) Don't know,

21. Have you been very involved with the Center?

) Yes: How?

) No

5.

22. Would you like to be more, or less,. involved?

( ) More: How?

(
( ) About the same

?3 Do ybu feel welcome at the Ceiiter?

( ) Yes, very
( ) Yes, to some extent
( ) No

24. Do you feel your suggestions are welcome at the Center?

( ) Yes, very
( ) Yes, to some extent
( ) No

25. Are you kept informed of your child's progress?

) Yes, regularly
) Yes; occasionally (or only if you ask)
) No

26. In general, would you say the progrlOis meeting your child's needs? .

( ). Yes, very well
T Yes, to some extent

( ) Na, not really

27. What do you like best about the program for your child or children?

221
For "continuing" parents
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28. Would you say the program is meeting your needs?

( ) Yes, very well
( ) Yes, to some extent
( ) No

29. How would you manage to Meet your child care needs if this child care
program were not available to you?

) Could enroll child_in another Center
) Would take child to a sitter
) Wthld have relative care for child
) Would have to stay home
) Other: What?

30. Have there been any changes in the Center since we spoke to you last?

( ) Yes,: What?

( ) No

-_31. What do you consider to be the main problems at the Center?

32. What would you like to see changed or.improvedT

33. Any othor comments?-

222
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ST. MARK
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Prepared by: Pacific Training & Technical Assistance Corporation
For interviews with user parents participating in the St. Mark
Family Day Care program

Prepared in English & Spanish

223



USERS Name
Address
Phone #

NAME OF PROVIDM:

St. Ark Family Day,Care Program

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

MR?

MANES AND AGES OF CHILD2E1 EMOLLED:

Interview completed by

Are ,you still participating in the St. Mark Family Day Care Program?

CD Yes CD No

IF YES, PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 3,AND CONFUTE ALL QUESTIONS AS FULLY AS P6SSIBLE

IF NO, PLEASE COMPLETE PAGES 1 AND 2 ONLY

Thank you

If you are no longer in the Program, please list all of the reasons

which contributed to your leaving:

My situation changed and I no lOnger need child care

I found a better child care arrangement
I didn't feel the program was good for my child

The program didn't satisfy my needs
I moved, out of the area served by this program

I was dissatisfied with the ( ) Director, ( ) staff, ( ) provider

Other:

Please explain each of your reasons _for leaving as fully as possible:

224
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1. In general, what did you think of the St. Nark Family Day Care Program?

( ) Very good

( ) Pretty good

( ) Vot so good

Why?

.

2. What happened when you left the program--

Did you notify anyone that you were leaving?

If ems: Who?.

Was any effort made to arrange other child care services for-you?

If yes: Who tried to help?

What alternatives were offered?

3. Is your child (or children) now receiving child care of any type?

If vves: Who is now caring for your child (or children)?

Do you feel Your present arrangement is
( ) Better than the St. Nark Program?"

( ) Worse than the St. Mark Program?

( ) About the same, as the St. Mark Program?

Why?

4. Are you now: ( ) Working?
( ) Attending school?

( ) In a_training-program?
( ) At home full time?

5. Do you need any child care services that you are not now receiving?

If yes: For what age child(ren)?

During what hours?

What form of care would you prefer?

6. Is,there any way that you feel the St. Mark staff, Model Cities 'or the

Department of Social Services could (or should) have been more helpful

to you?

7. Any other conments?

225
For "terminated" fanilios
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START HERE for families currently enrolled in St. Mark Program

Instructions: Please begin with question #1 and answer every question as frankly
and accurately as possible. All of your replies will be treated confidentially.
Thank you.

1. Please check your reason for needing child care:
( ) Working

( ) Training for employment
( ) Attending school
( )' Ill-health
( ) Other: What?

2. Were you specifically able to tame this job (or enroll in school or training)
because this child care program was available to you?

( ) Yes
( ) No

t

3. Please fill in the chart below, showing what forms of child care you have
used and whether you felt that it was very good, pretty good or not so good:

Types of care used
(Check as many as necessary)

i Rating
Very good- Pretty good

.

Not so good

( ) Sitter in your home 1

.( ) Sitter in her home
( ) Licensed family day care:
( ) Nurser school

I

IIMIIM Head Start

( Child care center
( ) Other: What?

I

4. If you hadour_theicer-what types -of- child care service would you prefer?
) Sitter in your home

,( ) Sitter in her home-

( ) Licensed family day care
( ) Nursery school
( ) Child care center
( ) Other: What?

5. How did you find out about the St. Mark FAmily Day Care program?

6. How far is the provider's home from your home or job?

How do you usually get your child(ren) to the provider's home?

Is transportation a problem for you?

226
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7. What do you do about child care if your child(ren) becomes ill?

Has this caused any problem on your job or in your training program?

8. What do you think a good child care program should provide?

9. In, general, would you say the care your child is now receiving is

( ) about what you expected?

( ) better than You'expected?

( ) worse than you expected?

10. Would you say the proyider's home is
( ) very safe and clean?
( ) pretty safe and clean?

( ) not so safe and clean?

11. Are the educational activities offered

( ) very good?
A

(- ) pretty good?

( ) not so good?

12. What do you think of the.way the provider works with the children?

( ) Isshe very good?

( ) Is she pretty good?
Why? .

13. What do you think of the 'food?
( ) very, good?

( ) pretty good?
y not so good?

14. How does your child feel about the program:

Does he go willingly?

Does he come home happy?

Is he having any problems?

What does he say about the program?

15. Inigeneril, would you say he has been

( ) healthier?

( ) less healthy?,

( ) about the same?

16. Have you observcd any other changes in your child (or children)?

If yes, what changes have you observed?
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17. Do you feel welcome at the provider's home?
( ) Yes
( ) No .

18. Do you feel your suggestions are welcome?

) Yes
( ) No

19. Are you kept informed of your child's progress?

-( ) Yes, regularly
( ) Yes, occasionally
( )( No

20. What do you like best about the program for your child?

21. What do you like best about the program for yourself?

22. Have there been any c anges in your life as a result of enrolling your child

in the program?
If yes, what?

23. Is there anything about the program that is creating problems for you or

. your child? If yes, please describe:

-What-ahanges or improvements would you suggest?

25. Any other comments?.
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Nombre del Proveedor:

CUESTIONARIO de PADRES

Nombre de Padres usando cuidado infantil:

Nombres. y edades de nirios registrados

Instrucciones: *Por favor empieze con pregunta #1 y conteste cada preg to francamente
y tan exacta como sea posible. Todas sus respuestas seran tratadas confidentialmente.
Gracias. /

1. Por favor indice la razon por la cual necesita cuidado de ninosi
( ) Trabajo
( ) Entrenamiento para empleo

,) Asistiendo en escuela
) Enfermedad-salud
) Otra: Que?

2. iEspecificamente pudo ud. obtener este ,rabajo (o re istrarse en la escuela o
entrenamiento) porgue este programa de cuidadd inf til esta a su disposicionl?

( Si
( ) No -

3. Por favor Irene esta carta de informacion, indicando que tipos de cuidado infantil y
si UD. siente que eran muy buenos, algo buenos/O no muy buenos:

,

Tipos de cuidado usado
(indice tantas como sea necesario)

. 1

Grado
Muy btieno i =also bueno- no muy bueno

,..
( ) Sitter en su casa
( )

,
Sitter en la casa de ella.

( ) Cuidad infantil licenciado .

) Nursery school/(

( ) Head start

( ) Centro de cuidado infantil

( ) Otro: Que? /
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4. Si ud. puede escogerue, tipo de cuidado infantil prefiere?
( ) Sitter en su casa
( ) Sitter en casa de ella
( ) Cuidad infantil licenciado
( ) Nursery school
( ) Centro de cuidado infantil
( ) Otro: Que?

5. j Como se infor o' de el cuidado diario infantil en St. Mark?

4111111..

6, Que distante esta la casa del proveedor de su casa o trabajo?

JUsualmente como lfeva sus ninos a la casa del proveedor?

dpEs transportacion,un problema?

7. j Que hace si su run° se enforma?,

8. d Que siente ud. que debe proveer un buen porgrama de. cuidado infantil?

9. Generalmente, ctee ud. que el euidado que su mno recibe es
( ) Lo que esperaba?
( ) Mesor de lo que esperaba?
( ) Peor de lo que. esperaba?

10. e Cree que la casa del proveedor es
( ,)' Muy segura y limpia?
( ) Algo segura y limpia?

11. a Las activjdades ofrecidas son
( ) Muy buenas?
( ) Algo btienas?
(- ) No muy buenas?

12., Que opina UD.de la manera de la proveedora trabaja con los ninos?
( ) Es muy, buetia?
( ) Es algo buena?

Porque?

13. # Que piensa de la comida?
( Muy bue.a./
( ) Algo buena?
( ) No muy buena? 230



14. j Como ,se siente su nisi° de el programa:
Se v6. voluntariamente?
Regresa a casa contento?
Tiene algun problema?
Que dice del programa?

15. En grieral, diria ud. que es
( ) Mas saludable?
( ) Menos 'saludable?
( ). igyal?

16. d Ha observado algunos cambios en su nitio (o nirios)?
Si? iQue cambios ha observado? I ,

,
17. dSe siente bien-re'eibid- a'on casa del proveedor?

A

( ) Si
( ) No

18. dSiente que sugere s son biers re "bidas?
( ) Si
( ) No"19. 4 Le informan de el progreso de su nino
( ) Si, 'reguiarmente
( .) Si, ocaciorialmente
( ) No

4

.20. 4 Quo le gusta de el progi-aina p ra su rigio?

.21. d Que le gusta de el propa a para UD.?

. ; .
\, ,..I ,22. 'd Ha tenido cambios en suli da a , resulta.d de registrp.do do su mrno en el programa

Si? Que?

23., d Hay algo en el programa que, esta creando problema s para. IUD. o su nino
Si? Por favor describat .

k

.
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. Quecambios o mejoramientousuguiere?

2 5. Comentos:

.4

s

r 1

,1111

)
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STAFF
QUESTIONNAIRES

ti

CENTERS

ti

Prepared by: Pacific Training & Technical Assistance Corporation
For distribution to Center staff members

Prepared in English and Spanish
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NAME

PTTA/lo-71

Evaluation Study

STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE

NAME OF CENTER:

FACTUAL INFORMATION
(Required by Model Cities)

ADDRESS

SEX BIRTHDATE

CITY ZIP

PHONE NUMBER ETHNIC ORIGIN

MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENT? WHICH NEIGHBORHOOD?

HOW LONG AT THIS ADDRESS? SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

MARITAL STATUS: E3 Single E3 Married E3 Divorced E3 Separated
E3 Widowed

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE: E3 Head of household, E3 Living with spouse

El Living with parents, E1 Living alone

DEPENDENTS: E3 Self L] Spouse E3 Children El Parents E3 Other
Total number of dependents

EDUCATION: Number of years.of schooling completed(please circle):
I 2.3 4 5'6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16

Degrees
Number of child development (or. related) units:
Special training programs completed?
E3 Yes E3 No If yes, -please describe:

Are you currently enrolled in any school or training program?
E3 Yes E3 No' If yeS, ple'ase describe:

LApGUAGES: What languages do you write?
. What languages do you read?

What languages do you,speak?
Cindicate G-good, F-fair, or P-poor after each)

S.

-1-
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1NAME OF CENTER:

EMPLOYMENT:

Staff Questionnaire
PTTA/ 10-71

Blyst previous job

Dates Salary

Last previous Job
Dates

Current job title

Salary

Current job status: [] Temporary Permanent

How long have you been employed at this Center?

How long have you been employed in this position?

What are your responsibilities as a .staff member?

What age group do you work with?

Have any of the following interfered with your employment

opportunities

[] "Health problems: If handic4ped, please specify:

[]Insufficient educationeducation or training
D Lack of child care
[] Transportation problems
[] Other: Please specify:

[] Have not had difficulties in securing employment

What expectations do you have for promotion?

TB Test:

Have you had a TB test withim the last year? [] Yes No

Is there a written report of the TB test result on file at

the Center? D Yes, D No

-2-
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Staff 'Questionnaire
PTTA/.10-71

WORKING CONDITIONS

4.

HIRING PRACTICES:

1. How did you hear about this job? ;

2. Did you feel the screening process. was, a fair one? [] Yes [] No

3. Were you given a clear picture of what your responsibilities would
be? [] Yes [] No

4. Comments:

SALARY:

1. What is your present salary (rate per month)?

2. Do you consider your salary to be [] Excellent [] Fair .C3 Poor

3. Are you paid, or given compensatory time off, for overtime?
[] paid [] compensatory time, off [] neither

4. Comments.:

BENEFITS:

What fringe:benefits do you now receive?
Paid sick leave

0 Paid vacations. How many weeks per year?
,Health plan or medical care0

0 Dental care
[] Paid, training time
[] Free child care for your children
[] Other:

2. How would you rate these benefits? [] Excellent [] Fair [] Poor

3. What other benefits, if any, do you feel you should receive?

HOURS:

I. How many hours do you work each week?

2. Are you satisfied with your working hours? [] Satisfied [] Not sat.

3. If not satisfied, how would you like your hours adjusted?

-3- 23.6
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StaffQuestionnaire
PITA/. 10-71

SUPERVISION:

Who supervises you?

Do you feel that you receive [] enough C3 too much [] too little
supervision?

Do you find the supervision helpful?
Very helpful E3 Somewhat helpful Not very helpful

Comments:

STAFF MEETINGS:

1.-.\ How often are staff meetings held?

2. Do you thihk this is sufficient?
Yes , E3 No ED More than needed

3. Do you find the staff meetings helpful?
[] Very helpful C3 Somewhat helpful

4. Comments:.

Not very helpful

STAFF RELATIONS-:

1. In general, how would you ,say that staff members get along with eachothe'-?
[] Very well C3 Pretty well Not so well.

2. If there are difficulties, what would you suggest to improve
thc situation?

TRAINING:

1. Did you receive any pre-service training provided by the Center?
El Yes C3 No If yes, what did it consist of?

Did you find it helpful?
E3 Very helpful D Somewhat helpful E3 Not so helpful

2. Are you now receiving any on-the-job training?
C3 .Yes C3 No If yes, what,does it consist of?

How would you rate it?
[] Very good qPretty good C3 Not so good

23
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Staff Questionnaire
PTTA/I0-71

3. Are you now going to college?
Ej Yds No If yes, does the Center pay you for the

time you are in school?

Does it pay your tuition? Books?
[] Yes [] No [] Yes [] No

Have you any suggestions for improving the training program?

ADMINISTRATION:

1. Do you think the program generally runs smoothly? [] Yes [] No

2. Are decisions about the program made efficiently? [] Yes [] No

3. Are adMinistrative poticies and procedures spelled out clearly
so that you know what is expected of you? C3 Yes [] No

4, Do you feel that the Administration is responsive to your sug-gestions and recommendations?
[] Yes c3 No

5; Doei staff have enough, too much, or too little to say about
the program? [] Enough [] Too much' [] Too little

6. Are there changes you wnuld like to see in the administrative
procedures?
What?

GENERAL COMMENTS:

1. What do you like best about your job?

2. What do you like least about your job?

3.What improvements would you like, to see in your working conditions?

-5-
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StaftQuestfonnaire.
PTTA/ 10-71-

ACTIVITIES

Describe what you do in a typical day, beginning with, the time you arrive
at the Center:

2. Can you estimate the proportion of your time spent, on each of these activities

in the course of one week: s.

ACTiviTY PROPORTION OF TIME (estimated)

Working directly with the children

Preparing materials

Meeting or talkirg with parents

In staff meetings

In Center-monnected training sessions

Meeting with supervisor(s)

Telephoning and paper work
,

Out of Center activities
(PR, meetings, etc.)

Other: What?

3. Are there any changes that you would like to make in the way you spend-

your time? If yes, what?

-6- 239



PROGRAM
Staff Questionnaire

PTTA/ V-71

Each of the Centers is supposed to provide all of the things listed below, but not
everything can get equal attention. If you were making the decisions, which .of
these things would you say is the very most important? Which is second? Which
is third? Fourth, etc. (Show priority numbers 1 through 7)

PRIORITY
NUMBER

ITEM COMMENTS, IF ANY

A safe, clean place

An educational program

Good teachers

Health care

Plenty of good food

Counseling and guidance. for parents

A chance for parents to help make
decisions about running the program .

In your opinion, what does it take -to be a good child care teacher?

What do you think a good educational program should include?

. What are your goals in working with the children?

What behaviors do you enoourage?

What behaviors do you discourage?

How do you note a child's progress?

When and how do you communicate with parents about a child's progress?

-7-
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Staff Questionnaire
PTTi/ ;2-71

How well would you say the Center is doing in each of the following areas?
(Please rate each item in the column at right and add your comments below):

1. Safety

Comments and suggestions:

2. Cleanliness

Comments and suggestions:

3. Equipment:

4, Educational programs:

Which parts of the educational program
are best?

Which parts are weakest?

5. Staff: Director
Teachers and Aides

Volunteers

Do you think there is enough teaching staff
for the number of children served?------.-*

Comments about staff:

6, Health care

Comments:

. Food

Comments and suggestions:

211

RATINGS

C] Very safe
C3 Pretty safe
[ ] Not so safe

C] Very clean
C] Pretty clean
C] Not so clean

C], Very good
[ ] Adequate

LJ Inadequate

C] Very good
c] Pretty good
Cl Not so good

C3 Excellent C3 Good C3 Fair

C3 Excellent C3 Good C3 Fair
C] kxcellent C] Good C] Fair

C3 Enough C3 Not enough

C] Good C3 Fair E3 Poor
C3 No health program

O
LJ

Very good°
Pretty good

C] Not so good



Staff Quo moire
. PTTA 1 n

8. Does the Center offer any programs for parents (eg, parent education or
social services)?

] Yes [] No,

If yes, what are they?

How would you rate the parent programs?

[] Good [] Fair D Poor''

Comments and suggestions:

9. Do you think the Center expects too much or too little of parents?

[]Too much [] *Too little' []Just about enough

Do you think the parents are aware of what is expected of them? [] Yes [] No

10. To what extent do you think parents are involved in making decisions aboit
the Center?

[] A little [].7L lot [3 Not at all

, Do you feel that parents have too much control, not enough control, or just
the right amount of control over the operation of the program?

[] Enough. [] .Too much [] Toolitqe

Comments and suggestions:

11.' What do you think of parents being involved as staff members in tile Center?

[] Helpful [] Harmful [] Neither helpful nor harmful

.00

12. What do you think parents need from a child care center?

Is the Center meeting these needs? [] "Very well []To some extent [] No

If the Center is not completely meeting the'parentst needs, how could the.

Center better meet these needs? .

-9- 242



Staff Questionnaire
PTTA/ 10-71

13. What do you see as the primary need of the children you serve?

Do you think the Center is meeting the needs of the children?

DYes, very well' Drfes, to some extent Dtio, not really

If the Center-is not meeting the children's needs, what could be done to

improve the situation?

14. What kinds of child care do you think the community needs most?

-0.

Do you think the Center is meeting the community's needs? EiYes D No

15.\What have you gained since you have been working at the Center?

16. What do\youlike best about the program?

17. What do you like, least about the program?

18. What changes and/or improvements would you recommend?

19. Any other comments?

IP
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-Estudio de Evaluacion

CUESTIONARIO DE PERSONAL

NOMBRE DEL CENTRO:

<

NOMBRE

INFORMACION ACTUAL

(Requerido Por Ciudad Modelo)

SEXO FECIIA DE NACEMIENTO'

DOMICILIO

NUMERO DE TELEFONO

CIUDAD - ZIP

RE SIDEN TE DE VECINDARIO MODELO?

e-CUANTO TIEMPO EN ESTE DOMICILIO?

NACIONALIDAD

aQUE VECINDARIO ?

NUMERO DE SEGURO SOCIAL

CONDICI N MATRIMONIAL: 0 Soltero(a) 0 Casado(a) UDivorciado(a)
OViudo(a) 0 Separado(a)

ESTRUCTURA- FAMILIAR: OJefe De Casa
Viviendo con padres

-d Viviendo con esposo(a)
DViviendo solo

DEPENDIENTES: 0 Solo- EDI Esposo(a) Nitios C3Padres Otro
Total numero de dependientes

EDUCACION: Numero de arias de escuelafcompletados (porla(or circule).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1,4 15 16

Diplonias
.Cantidad de unidades en ctesarollo infantil (o relacionado)
6Entrenamiento en prpgramas especiales?

Si No Si?Por favor describa:

e..Esta actualmente matriculado en una escuela o programa ,de entrenamiento?
ElSi jNo Si ?por favor describa:

IDIOMAS: idiomas escribe ?
4Que idiomas lee'?
dQue idiomas habla?

(indice I3-Bien, M-Mediano, o P-Poco despues de cada uno)

244
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EMPLEO:
EL Mejor trabajo previo

Fechas

stipnario de Personal

EL ultimo trabajo
Fechas

Trabajo actual

Salario

ciS, alario
I

Condicion de trabajo actual:

LCuanto tiempo estado empleado en

Cuanto tiempo a estado empleiCen

e-Que son sus responsabilidades como0

Temporal

este centro?

EPermanente

esta posicion ?

mie.mbro del personal?

1_

Que es la edad \ del. grupo con que ud. trabaja?

d Han intervertido las siquientes con sus oportunidades de empleo?0Problemas de salud:' Si incapacitado, por favorespecifice:
.

Insuficient educacion o entreniamento
c3 Falta de cudb.do para Los ninos

Problemas de tr.ansportacioi(
Otro: Favoi especifice

EiNo he tenido dificultades en obteniendo.empleo

LQue esperanzas tiene para promocion?

EXamep a'e TB:
Ia tenido un examen de TB en el ultimo ano? Si El No

tHay un reporte en escrito cl res-ultado de su examen de TB en los
archivos del Centro?

245
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questionario de Personal
I

CONDICION DE glABAJO'

PRACTICAS DE EMPLEO:

1. d.,Como se intero/delsre trabajo ?
.\

( 2. LSiente que el proceso de,41eccion fue justo?

3. e.,Le explicdron elaramente sus obJigaCiones?
1-,

J 4. _Comentos:

Si No

SALARIO:
.

t.

1. e,Que es su salario actual (mensual)?

'k2. e-Considera su salario a Exbelente

3. -Le pagan o le dan dias compensatorios por

C o Mentos:

Epagado

1VIediano' Poco

trabajar en exceso de horas regulares?0itiempo compesatorio ninguno

0

BpNEFICIOS:

111. C-Que beneficios,recibe?
CIPago por enferniidad. e..Cuantas semanas por an-o?
DVacaciop pagada
Plan medico
OCuidado'denta /.Tiempo pagado par;a entrenamiento
CICUidado gratis pazia los niiios

-UOtro:

11.

. ,
mrs..ftafti

2. LQue valor le da estos-beneficios ? -Excelente Mediano
441",

A

'3. CQue otros beneficios cree que debe recibir?

Poco

HOitAS:

1. 6Cuantas horas trabaja por semana?

2. dEsta satisfecho con sus horas dg trabajd? Satisfecho

3. no esta satisfecho; .como quisiera ver sus horas ajustadas?
1

No Sat.,
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SUPERINTENDENCIA:

LQuien lo supervisa ?

:4-Siente que recibe
superintendencia ?

bastante

(lEncuentra esta siiperintendencia util ?
muy util

Comentos:

algo util

mucha 0 poca

no muy util

REUNIONES DE PERSONAL:

1. .Con que frequencia tiene reuniones de personal?

2. t Cree que es suficiente ? nSi No Demasiado

3. - Encuentro las reuniones de personal util?
Muy util Algo util

4. Commentos:

muy util

RELACIONES DE PERSONAL:

1. e..En general, como congenian los miembros del personal?

0Muybien Ej Algo bien No muy bien

2. t Si hay dificultades, que sugiere para mejorar la situacion?

ENTRENAMIENTO:

1. e. Al ser empleado, recibio algun entrenamiento proveido por el Centro ?
,

Si EiNo si ? que consistio ?

Lo encontro util ?

D Muy util Algo util (No muy util

2. d.Esta recibiendo entrenamiento act, lmente ?

C Si FIN°
..Que valor le da?

Si ? De que consiste ?

Muy Buena Algo bueno

247
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3. c. Esta en colegio?

Osi no no Si, paga el centro por el. tiempo que esta
en la escuela?

Paga por su matriculacion? Libros:

Q si no si rp no
Tiene sugerencias para mejorar el programa de entrenamiento?

ADMINISTRACION:

Siente que el programa generalmente se maneja bien?' Ar2 si CQ no

2. Se hacen has decisiones del programa eficientemente? r:i si Q no
3. Son los policas y prosedimientos administrativos detallados claramente

con el fin de que sabe lo que esperen de ud. Q si no

4. Siente que la administracion responde a sus sugeriencias y recomendaciones?
si 7 no

5. Tiene el personal suficiente, mucha',muy poca voz a cerca del prograrna?
suficiente Q mucho muy poco

6. Hay cambios que quisiera ver en los prosedimientos administrativos?

Que?

. /
COMENTOS GF'NERALES:

1. Que la gusia mas de su trabajo?

Alt

2. Que es 14 que menos le gusta de su trabto?

3. Que mejoramientos quisiera ver en las condi,ciones de su trabajo?
-24 8
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ACTIVIDADES -

1. Describa lo que hate en un dia, empezando con la hora que llega al Centro:

2. Puede calcular que proportion de tiempo dedica para cada una de estas
actividades en el curso de una semana:

ACTIVIDAD PROPORCION DE TIEMPO
(Estimado)

Trabajando directamente con ninos

Preparation de material

Reuniones con padres

Reuniones de personal

Reuniones con supervisor (es) .

Telefono y escritura \

Reuniones afuera del Centro

Otro: eQue ?

3. Way algun cambio que quisiera ver en relation con su tiempo?

Si t Que ?
---

---------
-I
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PTTA/ 10-71

Cada Centro debe proveer las Goss en'esta lista, pero se puede dar la misma
atencion a todas. Si ud pudiera hacer las decisiones, cuales de'est5 C0Sas
siente que es lo mas importante? dSegundo? "4.Tercero? d.Cuanto ?. etc.
(Dernuestre prelacion con numeros 1 a 7 )

NUMERO
DE PRELACION

. ARTICULO COMENTOS, SI HAY

Un lugar seguro y limpio

Un programa educacional

Maestros buenos

Atencion medica

Bastante comida buena -

Consejos y guiansa para los
padres

.- Una oportunidad para que los padres
pueda hacer desiciones en el programa

.

En su que se requiere para ser un buen maestro de cuidado infantil ?

Que debe incluir un buen programa educacional?

Cuales son sus metas en su trabajo con nirios?

_d_Que--oomportamientoSanima ud ?

Que comportamientos desanima?

8 En que manera nota ud. el progreso de los ninon?

Cuando y eomo se corrozn iea con los padres acerca del progreso del `nisi;

10_
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PTTA/ 10-71

d.Que tan bien esta haciendo el Centro en lo siguiente?
(Evalue cada articulo en la columna a la derechly agrege comentos abajo):

1. Seguridad:
(Comentos y sugerencias):

2. Limpieza:
(Comentos y sugerencias

3. Equipo:

4. Programa Educacionales:

dQue partes del- programa educacioNal
son' I os mejores?

Cuales partes son las mas debil?

'5. Personal: Director
Maestros y ayudantes--)Voluntarios

Siente que hay suficiente personal
de ense-nansa para el numero de riiii0S?

Comento acerca del personal

6. Atencion medica:
Comentos:

7. Comida:
Comentos y sugerencias

251
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Evaluacion

0 Muy seguro
( ) Algo seguro
C) No muy seguro

( ) Muy limpio
( ) Algo limpio
0 No muy limpio

( ) Muy bueno
( ) Algo bueno

Inadecuado

( ) Muy bueno
( ) Algo bueno

) No muy bueno

) Excelente ( ) Bueno ( ) Mediano
( ) Excelente ( ) Bueno ( ) Mediano
( ) Excelente ( ) Bueno ( ) Mediano

( ) Suficiente ( ) Insuficiente

( ) Bueno ( ) Mediano ( ) Poco

( ) Muy bueno
( ) Algo bueno
( ) No muy bueno



\I

8. - Ofrece el Centro programas para los padres (Educacion para padres
servicios, sociales)?

( ) Si ( ) No

Si? .Que son?

Como evalua los programas de Padres ?
( ) Buenos ( ) Medianos ( ) Podres

Comentos y sugerencias

.
9. tSiente que el Centro demando demasiado o muy poco de los padres ?

( ) Demasiado ( ) Muy poco ( ) Suficiente

Siente que los padres estan al tanto de -lo que esperan de ellos?
( ) Si ( ) No

10. 6A que punto siente ud. que los padres participan en decisiones deLCentro?
( ) Poco ( ) Mucho ( ) Nada

Siente que los padres tienen mucho control, no bastante control, suficiente
control, sobre la operacion del programa?

( ) Bastante ( ) Demasiado ( ) Poco

Comentos y sugerencias:

11. eCree que los padres deben ser activos miembros del personal?
( ) Util ( ) Danoso -( ) Ni util ni darioso

12. eQue siente ud. que los padres necesitan del centro infantil?

Esta el Centro elcansando estas necesidades?
( ) Muy bien ( ) Hasta cierto punto ) No

?..Si el Centro no 4sta alcansando las necesidades de los padres, como
puede alcansar estas necesidades?

.252
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...13. d Que cree ud. que es la primaria necesidad de los ninos que ud. sirve?

j. Siente que el Centro esta alcansando las necesidades de los nirios?
( ) Si, muy bien ( ) Si, a cierto punto ( ) No

Si el Centro no esta alcansando las necesidades de los nirios, Que se
pueda hacer para mejorar la situacion?

`14. 6Que clase de cuidado infantil siente ud. que la comunidad necesita?

t Siente que el Centro esta alcansando la necesidad de la comunidad?
( ) Si ( ) No

.
,

15. -Que ganancia ha tenido ud. desde que empezo a trabajar en el Centro?

16. tQue el lo que le gusta mas del programa?

17. .Qaes es lo que menos le gusta del programa?

.
.

18. c ..Que cambios y/o mejoramientos recomienda?

19. ..Alqun otro comento?

:

253 .
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STAFF
QUEST IONNAIRE

S. MARK
ADMINISTRATIVE FORM

Prepared by: Pacific Training & Technical Assistance Corporation
Pages 6-8 adapted for St. Ma'k Administrative Staff
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NAME

PTTA/lo -71

Evaluation Study

STAFF.ASTIONNAIRE

NAME OF CENTER:

FACTUAL INFORMATION
(Required by Model Cities)

ADDRESS

SEX BIRTHDATE

CITY ZIP

"PHONE NUMBER ETHNIC ORIGIN

MODEL NEIGHBORHOOD RESIDENT? WHICH NEIGHBORHOOD?

HOW LONG AT THIS ADDRESS? SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

MARITAL STATUS: [] Sinale [] Ma'rried [] Divorced [] Separated
[] Widowed

HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE: [] Head of household, FA Living with spouse

[] Living with parents, [] Living alone

DEPENDENTS: [] Self- [ ] Spouse [] Children [] Parents [] Other ,

Tofal number of dependents

EDUCATION: Number of years of schoolibg completed(please circle):
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11'12 13 14 15 16

Degrees
Number of child development (or related) units:
Special training programs completed?
[] Yes [] No If yes, please describe:

Are you currently enrolled in any school or training program?
[] Yes [] No If yes, please describe:

LANGUAGES: What lanauages do you write?
What languages do you read?
What languages do you speaK?

(Indicate G-good, F-fair, or P-poor after each)

-a-
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EMPLOYMENT:

rt

Staff Questionnaire
PTTA/ 10-71

Best previous job

Dates Salary

Last previous job
Dates Salar'y- 4

Current job title

Current job status: [] Temporary [] Permanent

How long have you been employed in this program?

How long have you been employed in this position?

t

Have any of the following interfered with your employment
opportunities

[] Health problems: If handicapped, please specify:

[]Insufficient education or"traiing
[] Lack of child care

Transportation problems
[] Other: Please specify:

C3 Have not had difficulties in securing employment

.

What expectations do-itou have for,promotion?

TB Test:

1' Have you had a TB test within the last year? C3 Yes [,] No

Is there a written report of the TB test result on file?
E3 Yes C3 No
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\ Staff' Questionnaire
PTTA/ 10-71

WORKING CONDITIONS

HIRING PRACTICES:

1. How did you hear about this Job?

2. Did you feel the screening process was a fair one? []Yes [] No

3. Were you given a clear picture Of what your responsibilities wouldbe? [] Yes [] No

4, Commentt:

SALARY:

1. What Is your present salary (rate per month)?

2. Do you consider your salary to be [] Excellent [] Fair 0 Poor

3. Are you paid, or given compensatory time off, for overtime?\
\[] paid [3 compensatory time off [] neither

4. ,Comments:

BENEFITS:

1. What fringe benefits do you now receive?
[] Paid sick leave
0 Paid vacations. How many weekt per year?
[] Health plan or medical care

Dental care
0 Paid training time
0 Free child care for your children
0 Other:

2. How would you rate these benefits? [] Excellent [] Fair []Poor
3. What other benefits, if any, do you feel you should receive?

HOURS:

1. How many hours do you work each week?

2.. Are you satisfied ith your working hours? C3 Satisfied [] Not sat.3. If not satisfied, w would you like your hours adjusted?

-3- 257



Staf Quesflonnalre
PTTA/ 10-71

SUPERVISION:

Who supervises you ?l

Do you feel that you receive [] enough [3 too much [J too little
supervision?

Do you find the supervision helpful?
Very helpful' Somewhat helpful Not very helpful

Comments:

STAFF MEETINGS:-

I

How often are staff meetings herd?
.

2. Do you think this issuffidient?
[] Yes C] No [] More than needed

,4
I

3. Do you find the staff meetings helpful?
[] Very helpful 13 Somewhat helpful E3 Not very helpful

4, Comments:

1.

t

ale

STAFF RELATIONS:

1. In geheral, how would l'you, say that staff memberS get along with each-
other?

[] Very well D. Pretty well [] Not so well

2. If there are difficulties, what would you suggest to improte
the situation?

TRAINING:

1. Did you receive any pre-service training?
[] Yes [.dlio "If yes, what did it consist of?

Did you find it helpful?
[] Very helpful [3 Somewhat helpful D. Not so helpful

2. Are you now receiving any on-the-job training?
[] Yes [] No If yes, what does it consist of?

4 4

,,--"-
How would Vou rate it? '

good'[] Ve(ry good [] Pretty good [] Not so o

258
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.Staff Questionnaire
PTTA/I0-71 .

3. Are you now going to college?
C] Yes ] No If yes, does, the)Center pay you for the

time you are in gchool?

Does It pay Our tuition? Books?
[] Yes -[] No [] Yes [] No

Have you any suggestions for Improving the training program?

ADMINISTRATION:

1. Do you think the program generally runs smoothly? [] Yes [] No
2. Are decisions about the program made efficiently? [] Yes [] No

3. Are administrative policies and procedures spelled.out.clearly
so that you know what is expected of yoU? [] Yes [] No

4. Do' you feel that the Administration is responsive to your su-gedtions and recommendat4ons?*
[] Yes Ej No

5. Does staff have enough; too much, or too little to say about
the program? $4'.. [] Enough [] Too much [] Too little

6. Are thel changes you would like to see in the administrative
proct.i'dur6s?

z,

What?

GENERAL COMMENTS:

1, What do you like nest about your job?

2,What do you,like leaS-t about your Job?a

3. What improvements would you like to see in your working conditions?

259
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ACTIVITIES

Staff Questionnaire.

PTTA/ 12/71

1"..1

1: Please-describe your'general responsibilities and the nature of the work you
perform:

2.

4

0

,

Can you estimate the- proportion of your time spent on each of these activities
in the course of one week:

ACTIVITY PROPORTION OF imated)
....::

1

Meeting or talking with userparents .
J

Meeting or.talking witi provider parents
.

.

Shopping
-.

i

J

Traveling within the 'community . .

, . .

Telephoning and workork .

.
.

In staff meetings
. .

.

Meeting with supervisor .*: ,

"Outside" meetings , .

Preparing materials
.

Other: What?
,

/ ,*.

3. Are there changes that you would like to make in the way, You spend your time?

) If yes, what?

- 260



Staff Questionnaire
PTTA/ 12-71

PROGRAM

1. Whatio you think a good child care program should provide? (Please put a star
by the three items you consider to be most important)

2. What do you think parents need from a child care program?

Is the St. Mark program meeting the parents' needs?
( ) Yes, very well
( ) Yes, to some extent
( ) No

If the program is not meeting the parent's needs, what could be done to
better meet these needs?

'Do you think the program expects too much or too little of parents?
( ) Too much
( ) Too little
( ) Just about enough

To what extent do yoi think parents are involved in making decisions about
the program?

( ) A little 4

( ) A lot
( ) Not at all

Comments:

3. What do you see as the primary need of children in the child care program?

Do you think the pro7ram is meeting the children's needs?
( ) Yes, very well
( ) Yes, to sone,extent
( ) No, not really

If the pro-Tam is not fully meeting the children1N:ds, what be done
to improve the situation?

_7-
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Staff Questionnaire

PrTA/ 12-71

4. What kinds of child care do you think the community needs most?

Do you think the St. Nark program is meeting the community's needs?
( ) yes, very well
( ) Yes, to some extent

) No

5.. What have you gained since you havr been working with:the Program?

6. What do you like best about the/Program?

7. What do you see as the major iroblems at this time? /

.8. What changes and/or improvement would you recommehd?

1

. Any other.comrOnts?

262.
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STAFF
QUESTIONNAIRE

ST. MARK
PROVIDER FORM

J

Prepared by: Pacific Training & Technical Assistance Corporation
For distribution to St. Mark providers

Prepared in English & Spanish
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Evaluation Study

QUESTIONNAIgE FOR PROVIDERS

Program: St. Mark Community Day Care Project

FACTUAL INFORMATION

Name of provider:

Address: San Jose, California

Lencth of residence at this address:

Neiahborhood: Phone:

Age: Ethnic origin:

Languages spoken:

_Education (circle number of years completed): 6 7 8 9 10 11 '12 13 14 15 16
7

Previous experience in worling with children (check all appropriate items):
( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

Cared for children in their homeS,
Cared for children in your home
Was a licensed day care operator before entering Asent. program
Worked in nursery school or head start ;

Worked in child care program
Other

,fr

Composition of household (check all appropriate items):
( ) Mother
( ) Father
( ) Provider's own children --4 Ages.

e
( ) Othcr children living in hone - --b Ages: -

( ) Other adults living in home

Licensed? If yes, when? For bow many?

Any problems encountered or anticipated in securing a license?

CHILDREN SEaVED

egame
I

Age .,;,, Days ,....

.

Hours___

Could additional childr -en be served?

What age children would be accepted?,

During what hours can children be served?

a

How many?

264



PTTA/ 1-72
St. Mark Day Care Project

Name of provider.

WORKIM CONDITIONS

How did you hear about this job?

When you were hired, were you given a clear picture of your responsibilities?
( ) Yes, very -

( ) Yes, to some extent

( ) No

How much did you earn as a day care mother or sitter-last week?

Do you consider your wages to be
) Excellent
) Fair
) Poor

Haw many hours did you work as a day care mother or sitter last week?

Are you satisfied with your working hours?
( ) Yes
( ) No

Who supervises your work?

Do you feel that you receive
( ) Enough supervision
( ) Too much supervision

( ) Too little supervision

Is the supervision you receive
( ) Very helpful
( ) Somewhat helpful
( ) Not very helpful

')

Did you receive any special training provided by St. Mark?

If yes; did you find it
( ) Very helpful
( ) Somewhat helpful
( ) Not very helpful

In what way could the St. Mari staff be more helpful to you?

-4*

What do you like. best about your job?

What do you like least about your job?

What improvements would you like to see in your working conditions?

265
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PTTA/ 1-72
St. Mark Day Care Project

PROGRAM

What do you think a good day care program should provide?

What are your goals in working with the children?

ti

What behaviors do you encourage?

What behaviors do you discourage?

When and how do you communicate with parents about a child's progress?

GENERAL

What problems have you had in working as a day care mother or sitter?

What have you gained from participating in'this program?

Any other comments?

263
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Noml5re de Proveedor:

PTTA /1-72
St. Mark Day Care Project

CONDICIONES De TRABAJO
i'.Como se dio cuenta2de este trabajo?

4 Cuando y donde fue empleado, le esplicaron claramente sus responsabilidades?
) Si, muy bien
) Si, hasta cierto punto
) No

Cuanto gano como madre de cuidado diario o sitter la semana pasada?

Considera sus igresos ser?
( ) Exelentes
( ) Medianos
( Poco

Cuantas horas trabajo como madre de cuidado diario ositter la semana pasada?

Esta satisfecha con sus horas de trabajo?
( ) Si
( ) No

Quien supervisa su trabajo?
O

Siente que recibe
( ) Suficiente supervision
( ) Demasiada Supervision
( ) Poca supervision

La supervision que recibe es
( ) Muy util
( ) Algo util
( ) No muy util

Recibio t.ntrenamiento especial proveido por San Marcosy

Si? Lo encontro
( ) Muy util
( ) Algo util
( ) No muy util

Of

-17
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PTTA /1-72
St. Mark Day Care Project

i En que manera puede ser la direccion de an Marcos mas util por Ud. ?

....
e Que es lo que le gusta mas de su trabajo ?

0

Que es lo que menos le gusta de su trabajo?

i.Que mejoramientos quisira ver en sus condiciones de trabajo?

PROGRAMA
)

..c

d Que debe proveer un buen programa de cuidado diarioll

0. Que son sus metas al trabajor con niiios?
..

-1-
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V

6 Que comportamientos anima?

Que comportamientos desamima?

I

i

I . ,.'l
PTIA/ 1 -72

St. Mark Day Care Project

. .....

mo y cuando se comunica con les padres acer3ca de el progreso de el mno?

EN GENERAL

i Que problemas a tenido al trabajar como madre de cuidado diario o sitter?
,

4.

e Que a ganado al participar en este programa? .
,

el Otros comentos?

o

,
..

w

-3-
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CHECKLISTWOR'

PROGRAM OBSERVATION

CENTERS

Developed by: Pacific Training& Technical
Assistance Corporation

2 0



Chilicklist for Program Observation CENTER - DATE

SAPETY,=-Staff:Pupil Ratio Count (to be done for discreet areas--ie, a single
room, the yard, a group going for a walk, etc.--at periodic intervals)

TIME LOCATICN AGE GROUP # CHILDREN # ADULTS
COMMENTS re adequacy,.

of supervision

.
.

PROS AM SEQUENCE

TIME NATURE OF ACTIVITY

(and for whom)

i
PARTICIPANTS

.(% & age)

0
0"
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ARRIVAL PROCEDURE

CHECKLIST FCR PROGRAM OBSERVATIONS

-1-

. CENTER

DATE

Do the parents sign in?
( ) Yes

( ) No

Where are the staff members-as parents and children arrive? Show numbers in (
( ) Near the door or sign-in sheet

( ) Busy settingmp equipment
( ) Preoccuppied elsewhere
( ) Other: What?

Do the parents deliver the. children directly to a staff member?

( ) Yes: Who?

( ) No

( ) Some do, some don't

Does a staff member greet each child?
( ) 'les, warmly.

( ) Yes, indifferently
(.) Yes,snegatively
( ) Varies with child and staff member .

( ) No, children are not greeted,

\Is there any interchange between parents and staff? Show approx. #'s in ( ).

\ ( ) Yes, friendly greetings

\ ( ) Yes, information about the child is exchanged

( ) Yes, staff member points out parent responsibilities (to pick up
child punctually, bring extra clothes, etc.)

( ) Yes, parent gives instructions
( ) No

. I

Whitt is the general reaction to arfivalson the part of the children?

( ) Many, ( ) ( ) None -- Happy, excited, eager

( ) Many, ( ) Some, ( ) None --Rusinem-like, 'fat home',

( ) Many, (.) Some, ( ) None Hesitate; cry, cling to_pirent

If the child cries or clings, does the staff member

( ) Leave'it to the parent to handle

( ) Help child through the Separation (verbalizes feelings, holds

) Distract child with toy/or activity

( ) Ignore child's distress

...Is the process generally

(,) Smooth

( ) Disorderly

Other observations:

272
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I/

li. . , i ,CENTgli.

i

CHECKLIST FCR PROGRAM OBSERVATIONS

1 DATE
.,4..g .v2- .

PROGRAM CONTENT .

General

1. Is there a posted schedule for teachers and aides?

2. Is staff aware of the program schedule?

3. Are children'aare of the program schedule?

4. Do children have any cance to be "private" f

5. Do children have opportunities to chopse from a variety
of activities?

6. Do the activities seem appropriate to the.children's ages,?

7. Is curiosity encouraged?

Comment on richness vs. barrenness:

Comment on rigidity vs. flexibility:

0

language

8. Are structured language activities observed?

Describe:
; 4

1,

9. Are activitie bser4ed that develop 'listening skills

10. lt.diereir siory period?

11. Is the story period well, done? \\
I

12. Are books used effectively by,the children?

1.3. Do adults engage in real conversation with the children?

Art and Music
14. Are art activities a part of the daily program?-

15. Is ero4 used "expressively "?

16. Is there a. sic listening tine?

17. is there a time for active involvement with music?
IA .

Describe;
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CHECKLIST FOR PROGR4M OBSERVATION

PROGRAM CONTENT'(Cont'd)

Science

18. Ts the care pf animals a part of the program?

CENTER

DATE

19. Are collections (leaves, rocks) developed and displayed?

Physical Activities .

20. Is there a balance between In and Out times?-

21. Are there active outdoor games of low organization (for 6-9)?

22. Are there higher organization games.or 9-12 year olds?

Physical Care

Q. Is there evidence of health.awareness?,

24. Did you:see any children who were apparently ill?

Comments:

25. Wex.e.-thiltiOti:-.pr °tided- dritlOttigilt-S- hEieded?
.

26. Were aPrPPs-Prpvided-in-eonnerettetrIflthiiiitAiiiitiffier-

47":
27.' Do children wash hands after using the bathroom?

28. Do children wash hands before eating?'

Meal Times-

29. Are- the children served in small groups?

30. Does an adult sit at each table with.the children?

31. fs conversation' encouraged?

32. Are manners taught?

33. Do childreri take part in food preparation?

table setting?
serving?

clean up?

34. Is the food attractive?

35. Do the children seem to like, the food?

36. Is the food nutritious?

C ,What was served?

37. Is the food culturally appropriate?

38. 1$ the foothample?'

39. Do the children decide when they've had enough ?,.'

I.

274

Yes
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22
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24,
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26.
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CENTER_
-CHECKLIST FCR PROGRAM OBSERVATIONS.

-4- DATE

PROGRAM CONTENT (Cont'a)

Describe some exemplary program Components (note any special provisions for bi-lingual
children):

Identify program problem areas and/or omissions:

hquipment, - is tnere acequate, appropriate equipment in eacn 01 tne iollowing areas:

Rating° / Comments

Good Fair Poor

Language ,

Art
.

Music

Messing

Make believe

Conceptual

Small muscle .

Large muscle
4........

Is the'equipment durable? j

Is the-equipment safe and in good repaid?

Is it appropriately accessible to the children?

Is the equipment attractively displayed?

Are there ethnically relevant toys and materials?

Describe or comment:

410
( fes

( ) Yes

( )Yes

( ) Yes

( ) Yes

Discuss any impct, which tie facility's limitations and/or assets has on the
program effectiveness:

275
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( ) No



_54

OBSERVATION OF THE CHILaREN

vaamilOM

DATE

Rate the level of the children's
absorption: Low

,,High
Rate the

"contentment" level:
Lew,

High
Rate the

children's self-reliance level: Low\
\

High
Rate the activity level of the children:

`

, \Apathetic
Active ,

\

Hyperactive
I

I
,

I
OBSERVATION OF CHILD-CHILD

INTERACTIONS

Do children
interact freely with each 4,ther?( ) Yes

( ) No

1 the
interaction primarily( ) Verbal

( ) Physical
( ) A

combination of verbal and physical
Is the

relationship among the
children most

frequently
( ) Negative
( ) Positive
( ) Neutral

Comments on the children:

t.

Comments on the
child-child

interactions:

2
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CHECKLIST FCR PROMO! OBSERVATIONS.
CENTER

-6- DATE

OBSERVATION OF THE ADULTS

Rate the level of adult behavior in terms of:

Child-centeredness . Lows High

Adult-centeredness Low High

Object-centeredness Low. ,`High

Staff morale/ happiness Low 9 High

Involvement (being "tuned in") Lobo.... High

Comments:

OBSERVATION OF ADULT-CHILD INTERACTIONS

For teacher-initiated contacts, indicate the proportion (or rank the frequency)
of contacts that are essentially:

( ) Intrusive
( ) Supportive, positive
( ) Routine
( ) Disciplinary, negative
( ) Mechanical

Frequency of contacts: ( ) Few ( ) Some ( ) Many

For child-initiated contacts, indibate-the proportion of responses that are:
) Supportive, positive
) Routine

( ) Disciplinary, negative
( ) Mechanical
( ) Child is ignored

Frequency of contacts: ( ) Few ( ) Some ( ) Many

Are most of the contacts observed appropriate?
( ) Yes

( ) No

Are most of the observed interactions
( ) Physical
( ) Verbal"

Is therq any positive physical interaction between child and staff?

( ) None
( ) Some
( ) A lot

Do children talk freely to adults?

( ) Yes

( ) No

Are children encouraged to verbalize requests, feelings, etc.?

( ) Yes, somewhat
( ) Yes, a lot
( ),No 2 7

1.9



CHECKLIST YQ PROGRAM OBSEHVATICHS CENTER
-7- DATE

OBSERVATION OF ADULT -CHILD INTERACTIONS (Cont'd)

Do adults respond in the language the child uses?
( ) Yes, occasionally

( ) Yes, frequently
( ) No

30

Is personal recognition of individual children provided overtly?
( ) Yes, occasionally
( ) Yes, frequently
( ) No

Do teachers accept children's failures without making them feel guilty or inept?
(.) Yes, occasionally

( ) Yes, generally
( ) No

Describe the staffing pattern:

Is there evidence of any special adult-child relationships, or, are all adults
interchangable "teachers"?

( ) Yes, special relationships are evident
( ) No

If yes, does this seem to be a function of the program orgailization
(or does it occur in spite of the staffing design)?

Do the children know the teacher's names?
( ) Yes, first names
( ) Yes, last names
( ) No, generally not

Describe the prevalent teaching style (nurturing, impersonal, etc.):

Other comments:

2 `i



CHECKLIST FCR FRO3RAH OBSERVATICKS

DEPNIURE PRCO=LZ:

Are the chjldren signed cut?
( ) Yes

( ) Nc

Is there any interchange between staff and parents? Show #'s in ( )

( ) Yes, friendly greetings
( ) *los, information about child is exchanged

( ) Yes, procedural matters are discussed

( ) No

CENTER

-8- DATE

What is the general reactionon the part of the children?

( ) Many, ( ) Some, ( ) None--Run to parent with happy reports of day

( ) Many, ( ) Somti, ( )None--Run to parent with complaints about day

( ) Many, ( ).Some, ( ) None--Matterof-fact departure
( ) Mary, ( ) Some, () None--Seem reluctant to leave

SUMARY-

Comments on.tone:

-Comments on curriculum:

Comments on staff quality:

0
4

What are the major problems you Observed?

How would you assess the Center's potential?

Overall, would you say that this Center provides the children with a "good experience"?

How would ,you rate this Center, on a scale of 100?

How would you rank this Center in comparison with the other three San Jose Centers?
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CHECKLIST FOR

PROGRAM OBSERVATION

DAyA_CARE HOMES

Developed by: Pacific Training' & Technical
Assistance Corporation

O
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Date of observation:

Time: From to

Tv.

Vane of provider:

ON-SITE OPSE:MTION

Persons present durinl observation period
( ) Provider

( .) Other adults: Who?
( ) Provieer's children --) Aaes

( ) Children served --),A0.,es

Routh floor plan and dimensions (check areas which are used for day care):

.

. a

.

4
a ,

Condition of the home ,

.

.

.
"Fe-elin-..,, tone"

. ,

.,

$
.

. .
.

:tsmization of oz' served pro7ram seoudnee:

l'ro'!1 I To I_ 7ature of Activity Comments . . ?at? n7Ratn
-

.

_

,

.....

,
.

.

,
.

__.

V. Other activities as reported by provider (probe for trips, family outinrs,
and norrrl family pursaits as'well as stated proj,ram sequence)

2541
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On-siteCbsorvation Frri:

VI. EQUIPEM CHWKLIST

For infants
Ct
.4

0.3 Cy

O l
s su cn
.,(1 p
0" v., 1.2
-..) 0 CD

.4
7"

Crib

Fecdinr table

Diclpor pail

Chan-tin; table

Sufficient clothes

Bathim set-up

POders, oils, etc.

Thinrs to look at

Thins to handle

Place to be out of crib or seat

Specify:

For prescl;oolers

Open space

Clirbirr; apparatus,

Wheel toys (trikesewa;:ons)

Manipulative toys (puzzles, peg boards,,etc.)

Books

Art supplies (paper, paints, crayons)
17.7'
?:uric (record player*, records, instruments)'

Blocks

Table and chairs that child can use unassisted

Sand, water; etc. for "messy play"

Stools for reachin toilet, sink9 etc.

*For stqlool a-e children

rOpen space

Climbily; apparatus

Balls

0a/in&
. .

Books
yt

/4.

Art supplies (as above plus scissors, paste)

'Music

DesOzr work space'
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On-site Observation Form

ARRIVAL FRWEDURE

Does the provider rroet each child?
Reg( ) EDO( ) Yes, warmly

( ( )/Yes, indifferently

( (

Is thera any interchan-e between parents and staff?
( ) Yes, friendly greetinris

( ) Yes, information-about child is exchanged
( ) Yes, provider points out parent respensibilities (bring clothesetc.)
( ) Yes, parent gives instructions
( ) No

i

What is the reaction to arrival on the part of the ,children (make +/for each child)

( ) Happy, excited, eager ..
, ,

\ ( ) -Business-like, at home"
,(

) Hesitates, cries, clings to parent

If child cries or clings, dbes the4provider
( ) leave it to parent to handle
( ) Positively help child with separation
( ) React negatively (shames child, ignores distress)

Conments:

PP.05itAll CCLT?.11T

1. Is there an observable routine?

2. Are children aware of the routine?.

3. Is there indivi6ualization of treatment (i- contrast to,herdim)?

4, Do children have opportunities to choose arson-; varied activities
4

5. Do the activities seen appropriate to the children's ages?

6. Is curiosity ncourared?

7. Is there,a story tine?

8. 'Are books available for use by the children?

9. Is there a daily art activity?

10. Is ther-, any music (and/or musicaljeguipment)?

11. Is there a balance between In and Cut tines?

Convents on pro7ran content

28.3

Yes No

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

9.



12. Is there evidence of health awareness?

13. Do children wash hands after using the bathroom?

14. Do children washhands before eating?

15. Were chIldren'provided dry clothes as needed?:

16. Did you see any children who were apparently ill?

Comments re health and hygiene:

On-site Observation Form

Yes No

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17. Is mealtime generally smoothly handled? 1 ?.

11.

18. Is mealtime pleasant? 18.

19. Do the children take part in food preparation? 19.

20. Do the children take part in table setting or serving? 20.

21. Do the children take part in cleanup? 21,

22. Do the children seem to like the food? 22.

23. Is the food nutritious? 23.

24. Is the food ample? 24.

25. 15 the food culturally appropriate? 25.

What was served?

.

`Comricnts on pr..als

26. Is there a smooth transition to naptime?
40

27. Does naptitee generally seem to be a pleasant time?

28. Are the physical arran-ementconducive to -food rest?

29. Are naptike appropriate in len:th to the ages of children?

Comments on naptirp

284
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26.

27.

28.



.

Observation Form

1,

OBSERVATT= Cr THE CHILDREN, THE FROVTDEZ, AND THE INTERACTICNS

30. Rate the children's absorption level Bored!

31. Rate the children's contentment level lkow L

32. .1s the relationship anew* the children most freque

(
(
(

) Negative
). Positive

) Neutral

33. Rate the provider's child-centeredness

Non child, centered

34.,

I Absorbed

3-Y

I

High

Child-centered

Rank provider-child contacts in terms of the following characteri'stics:

(1 )* Intrusive
( ) Supportive, positive
( ) Routine

( Disciplinary, negative

35. Are most'of the observed interactions

( ) Appropriate
(( ) Inapproplate

36. Is there any positive g:yfdcal interaction between child and, provider?

( ) none
( ) Sore,
( ) A lot

4

37.

39.

40,

41.

;

Is thre any fun. or playfulness in the in,,eractions observed? .( , )Yes, (,-;)No

,Do the children talk freely to4'the provider? (-7) Yes, (.:plip

1..d to verbalize requests, feelims, etc.? ( )Yes, (

in real "convey4satiob with the children? ( )Yes,

children and, day Ears children the same? (2)Yes, (__)Nc

Are

Do

the cril rer, ercoura

s the pre'vider'dn-arTe

s pro-:iecr handle own

CtImments:

42. Are chilly-en disciplined fairly?

' 43. EnnLfaIs, is thorn sufficient
( ) yvov;aer

( ) }y other children

(-T) Yes Fo
interpersonal attentien?

) Ey both
-Py neither

Feqolder ch-Jlr'ren, is there protect'on.from inferfei-ence

AN( ) Ygs
( ) ro

ft

285

by yourrer
4

children?



D.E:TiA TIME

45. Is there any interchane between stff and Trents?
/ ( ) Yes, friend ly

( ) Yes, infornation about child is cxchanred

a.

On -site Chsnrvation Form .

( ) :COS, procedural matters are discussed
( ) To, parents come but there is no conversation
( )-,No, children ro home on their own . i

46, What is tho reaction of the children to departure? (mate vt for each child)
( ) Run to parent with happ7 reports of da:
( ) Run to parent with complaints c.'wut day

:

0.....

( ) Yatter of fact departure r
( ) Seem reluctant to leave

0): ;

STARY
Comments on richness vs. barrenness

Coments on rigidity vs, flexibility tnddegree of restrictiveness obseNed.

, .)

Comments on tone (is'this a pleasant place to spend a day ? ?)

3

,1

What are tli4 li.v.;,'or problems you oliserved?

Discuss any impact which the facility itoelf has pn the prozram?

0

n
u

How would ;sou assess> .the provider!o potentieal?

.
°` 62!(1
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11,

/


